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PROVISIONAL AID TO THE STUDY OF THE 
TASM.A.NIAN MOLLUSCA. 
BY R. M. JoHNSTON, F.L.S. 
The student of Conchology in Tasmania labours under 
tnlliny disadvantages, owing to the circumstance that the 
descriptions of the various species inhabiting our waters are 
scattered widely in various publications of Europe and 
.America, while nearly half of the number of the principal type 
species are deposited i n  foreign museums, and are therefore 
inaccessible for purposes of reference to local students. 
Before we can rest satisfied with the existing classification 
<>f many species there is much careful work to be done; for it 
is well known that the specific descriptions of the earlier 
distinguished collectors who 1.1ccompanied expeditions to our 
seas, are often too meagre to satisfactorily distinguish or 
separate them from many allied distinct species subsequently 
discovered, Such accidental collections, too, very m1tura.lly 
contain many forms belonging to widely variable species, a,nd 
the individuals, of necessity taken by them as typos, do uot 
always present the most suitable characters which would serve 
to distiuguish the central type of a widely variable species, 
and hence the local observer, unable to refer to original types 
desc1·ibed, is often puzzled or uncertain in his determinations. 
It would be well, therefore, to follow the example of 
New Zealand, in making up a duplicate collection of our 
shells as complete as possible. and thereafter submit one of 
them to a well-known European authority like Ed. Von 
�artins, who would critically examine and compare them 
'W'lth original types in Europea.u collectjons, and submit 
a critical report for the guidance of local workers. Such 
a course has already been adopted by New Zealand under 
the guidance of Professor Hutton, one of the ablest 
au.thorities, and certainly one of the most energetic 
naturalists in Australasia; an exa1nple which Tasmania 
Would do well to follow. If Messrs. Legrand, PettCl'd and 
�eddome, who have so ably worked in this branch of science 
ln Tasmania, and who possess tho best local co11cctions, were � engage in a wo1·k of this kind under the auspicP.s of the 
.L"\Joyal Society of Tasmania, I am :::!atis.fied that tbc very best �esults would be attained, and we would then prepare the way or the publication of a w01·k on Tasmanian Mollusca that we could place thorough dependence upon. 
It will be observed that althouO'h the whole of the 716 0 
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known species contained in the list prepared by me were 
described by over 75 distinct authors at diffl:lrent times and in 
various publications, yet the g1·eater half (384) were described 
by :five persons, and among these the Rev.J.E. Tenison-Woods. 
alone desGribed 212 species, or nearly a third of the whole. 
Following next in order to the work of this gifted naturalist 
last named (whose death, recently, is a loss which all Austral­
asians most deeply deplore), <,;()me the names of La marck,Reeve,. 
Sowerby, Pettercl, Cox, Deshayes, Rrazier, Quoy, A.. Adams, 
Gray, Beddome and Angas, all of whom score double figures 
as rega.rds the number of species described by them 
respectively. 
My own contributions to local Conchology hitherto have 
been main1y confined to the Fossil Mollusca , although I have 
been enabled to give the result�,; of long extended observations, 
and have a.dded 9 new species to the list, in various papers 
contributed at different times to this Society. Taking the 
names of Teuisoo-Woods, Pettord, Cox, Brazier, and Bed dome, 
as local workers, we have some reason to be })roud of their 
accomplishments, for although later in tho field, and only 
numberiug 5 out of the 75 authors of species, they have 
between them described nearly half the number of all the 
known Tasmanian species. 
The labours of the RAv. J. E. Tenison- Woods, F .L.S., etc., 
deserve special reference, for his writings in all branches of 
Australasian Natural History are so numerous and valuable 
that they form in themse]ves a considerable library. Apart 
from his many works published in the proceedings of kindred 
societies in Austl'alia and New Zealand, his interesting 
volume published DHtuy years ago on the Geology of South 
Australia, and his fine woxk on the Fishes a.ud Fisheries of 
New South Wales, be has contributed no less than 31 
important communications to the Royal Socjcty of r asmania, 
four of which form Lhe chief source of our information 
concem.ing �he marino and iresh water shells o1 this Island. 
Nor must we forget the labours of another local workm·, 
who although not appea.ring among the authors of species, 
bas perbaps dono more for the science of Conchology in this 
island than any other single person. I refer to Mr. W. 
Legrand. This indefatigable naturalist may truly be reO'ardod 
as t]JO Pioneer of Con�holog,v i!1 Tasmania. He, a.ssisted by 
Dr. Cox and Mr. Braz1er, pubhshed the first 1·eally important 
woTk on Tasmanian Conchology in the year l 870 (MouoO'raph 
of Tasmanian Lan<l Shells), which afterwards formed the 
princjpal par� of �r. Petterd's later monograph on the same 
subject, pubhshed 1n the year 1878. Nor were Mr. Legrand's 
lab�urs con1incd to the land shells. For many years he was 
the only person who possessed an extensive knowledge of our 
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local mollusca; and such was his enthusiasm and industry in 
the investigation of the Conchology of Australia generally, 
that Mr. Woods regarded his collection in the year 187 5 to be the " finest in the southern hemisphere;" and writing in 
acknowledgment of the great services which h� rendered to 
himself in the preparation for his census of Tasmanian shells, 
published in 1877, by generously placing at his disposal the 
whole of his fino collection, and by affording him the greater 
benefit of his vast store of local information, he refers to 
Mr. Legrand's monograph in the following terms:-" vVitbm 
the last few years Mr. W. Legrand has published a monO· 
graph of all the (then) known land sho1Js, accompanied with 
extensive notes on the habits, :md very excellent figures of 
the newer species. What gave the work a greater value, was 
that it was for the most part privately printed l>y the u.uthor. 
The whole of the work being done by his own hand." 
Next iu order of time to Mr. Legrand comes Mr. Pettcrd. 
Mr.W. F. Petterd, C.M.Z.S., is a native of Hobart, Tasmania, 
whose name will ever stand a credit to the land of his birth. 
Almost self-taught in natural history, he bas by naturu.l talent 
accomplished more and "Letter work than many of the 
�ttropoan Naturalists, who have had the advantages of 
nnmcdiate reference to the stored a.nd classified collections of 
the world's great observers. Mr. Pctterd is undoubtedly the 
"Tam Edwards" of' Tasmania. His love for naturu.l history 
as a youth fortunately attracted tho notice of our veteran 
Oonchologist, Mr. Legrand, to whom Mr. Pctterd, with many 
others-myself among tho numuer-owe a lasting debt of 
gratitude for the kindly help and encouragement always 
readily bestowed. 
�r. Petterd's keen perception, bright intelligence, and 
tax1dermical skill, combined with a rare facility for depicting 
the objects which interested his attention by al·tistic drawings, £0�n gave him a wide and .tborou�h commu.n� of Lhe priucip�l OJ:ms of local natural lnstory m Tasmarua. Nor were h1s 
obs?rvations and collections of natural objects confined to his 
nat1ve country. He tnwelled as an observer widely over 
.A.t1stralia, from Cape Howe to the Gulf of Carpentaria, aud 
l
was one of the eal'ly pioncor explorers of New Guinea and the 
shnds of the Pacific. His splendid collections made in all 
these 1·egions have largely increased our store of knowleuge and have enriched the principal Museums of Europe, tust.ralia and America. As a Conchologist he is best known 
b
y h1s fine "Monograph of the Land Shells of Tasmania," road 
efol'e this society and published in the year 1879. This E�rk has deservedly obtained for him tho widest reputation. 
TI
s con.tri�utions on Conchology to tbe Royal Society 
of asmama smce tha.t time have greatly extended our knowledge, 
• 
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and he is now, I believe, engaged upon an elaborate treatise 
on the shells of Tasmania, which will in the future be the 
standard work of reference to Tasmanian students. 
The labours of Lieut. C. E. Beddome have also add�d largely 
to our knowledge, and his contributions respecting new forms 
(17 species), brought to light by his extensive dredging 
investigations, come very close to those of Mr. Petterd. Mr. 
Beddome has also contributed several interesting papers to 
this Society on Conchology, and ho is now the possessor of 
one of the finest collections in Australasia. He prepared a 
splendid classified collection of out· shells for the Fisheries 
Exhibition held in London in the yoar 1887, for which he 
was awarded First Prize and a Gold Medal. 
Nor must we forget in this place the valuable work of the 
Rev. H. D. Atkinson, of Circular Head. This gentleman has 
for many years been a most enthusiastiC' collector. Some of 
the most interesting forms contained in the Rev. J. E. 
Tenison-Woods' "Census," were brought to light by Mr. 
Atkinson, who was the first person in Tasmania who extended 
his researches into the deeper waters by means of the dredge. 
At the time Mr. Woods was preparing his "Census,, Mx. 
Atkinson was the only person in Tasmania who sought for 
novelties in this way. 
The labours of Mr. B. Dyer, of Hobart, Mr. R. Gunn, and 
Mr. A. Simson, of Launceston, as collectors, aro a.lso worthy 
of special notice in this place. 
Since the appearance of tho Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods' 
Catalogue of Ta.sma.nian Shells, valuable critical emendations 
have been made by Prof. Tate and Mr. John Brazier, and 
these have been availed of by me in 1,he preparation of the 
Classified List attached to this paper. These gentlemen have 
also largely contributed in the extension of our knowledge of 
tho Mollusca. Mr. Brar.ier's contributions to our knowledge of 
the land and fresh water shells are especially extensive. 
In the following pages I have given a fairly comprehensive 
account of the bibliography of the subject, and for th9 
convenience of local students who are not in possession of 
works of reference, I have added a part devoted to the 
description of the various families, mainly based upon the late 
G. W. Tryon's splendid work on " Structural and Systematic 
Conchology," (April, 1884.) To afford additional facilities to 
such students, I have also prepared an artificial key to the 
classes, families, and genera, which I hope will prove to be of 
service. In the preparation of this key, I have been greatly 
aided by a similar key prepared by Prof. Hutton for his 
excellent work on tho Conchology of New Zealand, (Manual 
of the New Zealand Mollusca,) published in the year 1880. 
In conclusion, I may add that this contribution can only be 
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considered merely as a provisional aid to students of 
Tasmanian Conchology ; but it is hoped it may serve a useful 
purpose until such time as a more complete work makes its 
appearance. No doubt it is possible I have failed to notice 
recent minor contributions which may have appeared in 
foreign publications, and in the compilation from so many 
sources, I may have allowed some errors to creep in, but I 
think these are few and unimpo1·tant, and will not materially 
interfere with its general usefulness. 
ABTIFICIAL KEY TO THE FAMI!JES. 
I. MARINE UNIVALVES. 
GASTEROPODA. 
(1.) SbelJ regularly spiral. 
(a.) Shell fusiform, tapering to each end, rnoderately la'rge. 
Large anterior canal, short, recurved, 
varices not more than 5 Tritonidre, viii. 
Canal straight, short, varices th1·ee or more Mul'icidro, vii. 
Canal usually straightish and long, no 
varix 
Shell notched in front, ovately fusiform 
Shell with columella plaited, polished 
aperture, nearly as long as the 
shell, narrow 
Columella plaited, aperture small, 
nanow, not exceeding half the 
length of shell 
Columella plaited,apertureoblong, whorls 
Fusid::e, ix. 
Buccinidre, .x:. 
V olutid::e, xii. 
Mitridre, xiii. 
cancellated, last one inflated Cancellaridre, xvii. 
Shell small, inner and outer lip crenu-
lated interiorly Columbellidre, xvi •. 
Shell small, somewhat ventt•icose and 
rugose, inner lip with a posterior 
shining callosity, or blunt denti­
fot·m plait, anterior canal short, 
reflected truncate N assidre, xi. 
(b.) Shell convolute, the aperture nearly as long as the shell. 
�Spire moderate. Sp1re and columella lip covered with 
enamel, shining Olividre, xv. 
Small, collumela plaited, outer lip 
thickened in middle Marginellidoo, xiv, 
Small, columella plaited, apertu1·e, 
rounded in front Torna.tellidre, liii. 
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Small, columella plaited or toothed, spire 
short Auriculidre, lxiv. 
**Spire very short. 
Aperture with a recurved canal 
Shell inversely conical 
*'x:* Spire none. 
Oval, aperture narrow 
Shell cylindrical, small 





panded Philinidre, Iii. 
Moderate or large, inflated Bullidre, lv. 
Like B'l(,llidce, shell thin, flexible Lophocercidro,lvi. 
(c.) Shell turreted, elongate or subula.te. 
Outer lip indented near the suture, canal 
long and straight Pleurotomidre, xix. 
Shell elongated, polished, richly coloured, 
shelly operculum 





Aperture channeled in front, subulate 
Aperture with an oblique notch in front 
Shell awl-shaped, spirally striate, aper-
ture rounded Turritcllidre, xxviii. 
Very small, milk white, polished Eulimidre, xxx. 
Very small, slender, many whorled, 
whorls plaited 
Very small, apel'ture oavte, columella 
Turbonillidre, xxxi. 
truncate Planaxidre, x.xxiii 
Very minute, elongate, whorls :flattish, 
cove1·ed with brownish epidermis Rissoeliidre, xxxv. 
Very small, aperture entrre, often um- Part 
bilicated, columella smooth Rissoidre, xxxvi. 
(d.) Shell globula'r or turbinated. 
Polished, aperature semi-circular N aticidre, xxiii. 
Apetture semi-circular, columella flat Neritidoo, xl. 
Shell thin, blue Ianthinidre, xxvii. 
Aperture rounded, not pearly inside Ljttorinidoo, xxxii. 
Aperture rounded, pearly inside, oper-
culum horny Trochidre, xlv. 
Like Trochidre, but with shelly opercu-
lum Turbinidoo, xliv. 
(e.) Shell conical, with a flat base. 
Shell not pearly inside, umbilicated Solariidre, xxv. 
Shell not pearly inside, not umbilicated Littorinidre,xxxii. 
Shell pearly inside, lip without slit Trochidro, xlv. 
Shell pearly inside, lip perforated, 01· 
with a slit Pleurotomariidoo, xlvii. 
Base with a half cup shaped shelf or 
plate, apex sub-central Calyptrmidre, xxiv. 
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Shell depressed, lenticular Rotellidrn, xlii. 
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(f.) SheU oval shaped. 
Interior with a shelly process Calyhmidrn, xxiv. 
(g.) Shell dep1·essed O?' ear shaped. 
Shell depressedly turbinate, umbilicated Liotiidre, .x.li. 
Shell ear shaped, thin, fragile, pellucid N aticidre, xxiii. 
Shell ear suaped, nacreous not perforated Stomatellidre 
Shell ear shaped, nacreous perforated 
with. holes Haliotidre, xlviii. 
(2.) Shell irregularly spiral. 
Aperture rounded, entire, or with a 
longitudi�a.l slit Vermetidre, xxix. 
(3.) Shell flat or simply conical. 
Conical, curved anteri01·, margin notched 
or the apex peTforated 




Like Patella, but having a projection 
formed over a siphonal groovo 
on right side Siphonariidre, lxvii. 
Aplysiidre, lvii. Shell small, translucent trigonal 
(4.) Shell multivalve . 




(5.) Shell tube-like, tapering posteriorly Dentaliidce, lxviii. 
(II.) MARINE BIVALVES. 
CLASS PELECYPODA. 
( AJ Bivalves cementecl to o1· contained within a shelly tube. 
Shell either small, equilateral, cemented 
to the lower end of a shelly tube, 
um boes alone visible, as in Aspe�·-
gillum,or wholly contained within 
a tube as in Gasterochcena Gastrochrenidre, lxix. 
(B.) Bivalves not cemented or contained within a shelly tttbe. 
(1.) Dotrsal rnwrgin p1·otectcd by one 01· more accessory valves. 
Shell gaping at both ends, thin, brittle 
white, very l1ard. Borers Pholadidro, lxxi. 
(2.) Bivalves laclc'i?zg accessory valves. 
(a.) Two adductor impressions, nearly equal. 
* Pallial line sinuated. 
t Ligament external. 
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Very long, sub-cylindrical, straight ends 
gaping 
Equivalve thick, gaping 
Shell rounded, beaks turned forward ; 
hinge teeth 2-2 
Compressed, thin ligament, anterior 





sinus profound Petricolidro, lxxxii. 
Three diverging teeth in each valve Veneridre, lxxx. 
tt Ligament internal. 
Small, thick, produced behind 
Thin, cartilage with a free ossicle 
Ligament in a triangular pit ; two 
cardinal teeth 
Ligament in a triangular pit; one 
cardinal tooth 
Hinge with many teeth in a, line, inside 
pearly 
** Pallial line simple. 










Trigonal, radiately ribbed, inside pearly 
Radiately ribbed, cordate not pearly 
Thin, orbicula1·, white, divaricating striro 
Inequivalve thick, attached by left umbo 
Sub-orbicular, smooth, ligament double 
submarginal. No lateral teeth Ungulinidre, lxxxvi. 
Minute, thin, sub-oval, usually trans­
parent 
tt Ligament internal. 
Large, solid, oblong, ventricose, at­
tenuate behind, smooth or con-
Erycinidre, lxxxvii� 
centrically furrowed Crassatellidre,lxxxviii. 
Roundly ovate, strongly radiately ribbed Astartidoo, lxxxix. 
Ilinge, many teeth in a line, not pearly Al·cidre, xciii. 
Hinge, many teeth in a line, pea.rly 
inside N uculidre, xcii. 
(b.) Two adductor impressions,veryunequal,umbones anterior. 
Shell equivalvc, oval or elongated, ineide 
pearly 




Sl1ell small, eared, thin, transparent, or 
having pearly interior, often 
gaping A viculidre, xcv. 
(c.) One adductor impression. 
Shell irregular, radiately ribbed, spiny, 
usually 2 hinge teeth in eaoh 
valve Spondylidoo, xcvii .. 
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Shell inequi valve, upper one flat, no teeth 
Shell thin, perlaceous, with a deep notch 
or hole in the inferior valve, 
attached 
Shell eare<l,sub-orbicular,radiately rib bed 
Shell eared, white, gaping at the sides, 
equivalve often minute 
( 0.) Shell globulatt·, tlu·ee lobed, concen­
trically striated, open in j1·ont and 
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Ostreidro, ci. 
.A nomiidm, c. 
Pectinidre, xcviii. 
Limidoo, xcix. 
behind, lodged at the extremity of a 
shelly lined tube or burrow Te1·edidre, lxx. 
CLASS BRACIDOPODA. 
(D.) Shell round oro val, perforated ncar 
or at the apex. minutely punctate Terob1·atulidre, cii. 
(TII.) LAND AND FRESH WATER MOLLUSCS. 
(A.) Land Slugs, or Snails; shell none, or rudimenta;r!J. 
Shell rudimentary, a calcareous plate 
concealed under the mantle, jaw 
of animal without ribs Limacidroe, lxi. 
Shell rudimentary, often composed of a 
few calcareous grains, jaw of 
animal strongly ribbed Arionidre, lxii. 
(2.) Land Snails, with shell mo1·e o1· less spi'tal and fully 
develOJJed. 
Shell small,oval, with shot·t spire, fragile, 
whorls few, rapidly enlarging, 
resembling some fresh water 
Lymncea Snccineidoo, lxiii. 
Shell t1sua.lly thin, corneous, transpareut, 
plaits spiral, of few rapidly en­
larging whorls, anjrnal too large 
to out.irely enter VitrinWoo, hiii. 
Shell of varjable form, large or very 
miuut<', smooth, rngoso, striated 
ribbed or cancelhtLe, sometimes 
pilose, orbicular planoid convex, 
planorboid trochiform (Heli."t 
Launcestouensis)sub-turriculated 
or short-HeJix-shell large, 
o?long, spiral (Bnlimus) Holicidre, lix. Shell m�nute, rnultispiral, cylindrical, 
With obtuse summit, pupiform, 
aperture small, usua,lly contracted 
by internal teeth or lamelloo. 
Whorls reversed in local example Pupidro, lx. 
E 
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(B.) Fresh water or sub-aquatic, nem·ly all more or less covered 
witlt a dark b1·ownisk epidem�is. 
(a.) Spira.! univalves. 
* Sub-aquatic. 
Shell minute, cylindrical apex, trnncatod 
whorls, striated transversely-
margins of sea shore Truncatellidro, xxxix. 
Shell, smooth, elongated, perforated, 
whorls very convex, aperture 
round, pcrisiome slightly ex-
panded or reflected, apex fre- Pal't 
quenily decollate. (Pomatiopsis) J�issoidro, xxxvi. 
�'li< Aqua.tic. 
(1.) t Sltel{.very minute,depressed,conical 
or umlJilicated Val vatidre, xxxviii. 
(2.) tt Sltell very minute, 4 to 6 whorls, 
sub-umbilicated, elongate, ovate or 
pupiform (Bithynella) , turbi-
natcly ovate, inner lip more or 
less reflected. (Beddomeia) 
Shell minute, turhinatoly elongate, 
sub-perforate. (Hydrobia.) 




(4.) Shells found in or near brackish 
water. Small, minute, globosely 
couical, sharp lip Assiminiidro, x xxvii. 
Shell, moderate, sub-globose, banded Amphibolidre, lx.vi. 
Elongate, minute, pyramidn.l 
pointed spire, fl.attish whorls. 
(Tatea.) 
(5.) Shell moderate size or minute with 
sharp spire more or less acumi-
nate; columella lip with oblique 
plait above, oval,oblong, corneous 
Rissoellidm, xxxv. 
translucent, dextraL ( LimnaJa.) Part 
Sinistral. ( Physa.) Limnreidre, lxv. 
Shell very minute, discoidal 
bi-concave. (Planorbis.) 
(b.) Non-spiral, pateliform or conical, 
base, partly closed by a fiat shelf, 
leaving a semi-lunar aperture, 
a.pcx inclined to the right. 
( Gundlachia.) 
Shell aperture simple, entiro, 
conical, limpet-shaped, some-
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Bivalve shells minute, ovate, thin, } 
olive or white. (Pisidium) 
Minute, sub-quadrate, thin, yel­
lowish. (Spluerium or Cyclas.) 
Shell, large, oblong-oval, blackish 




U nionidm, xc. 
LrsT OF TIIE VA.arous AuTHORS WRO IIAVE DESCRIBED 
MoRE 'l'HAN ON"E LocAL SPECIEs, ARRANGED AccoRDING 
TO TIIE ORDER OF THE:m IMPORTANCE LocALT.Y. 
1. Tenison-Woods 
2. Lamarck ... 
3. Reeve 
4. Sowerby ... 
5. Petterd . . . 
6. Cox 
7. Des haves ... 
8. Brazier . .. 
. .. 
9. Quoy 
10. A. Adams 
11. Grav 





16. Johnston . . . 
17. Adams and Anga.s 
18. Swainson 
19. Pfeiffer ... 
20. Quoy and Gaim . . .  
21. r ate 
22. Chomnitz . . .  
23. Dunker 
24. Mart.yn 
25. Born ... 
26. H. and A. Adams 
27. GwoHn .. . 
28. Philippi . . . 
29. Hjnds .. . 
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32. Hanley ... 
33. Frauenfield ••• 
34. Menke ... 
35. Mueller 
36. All others 
Total 







DESCRIPTIVE AccoUNT OF THE V ARrous CLASSES, F .A.MILIES 
AND GENERA OF MoLT ... uses INHABITING TASMANIA, 
SYSTEMATICALLY A.RRANGED AccoRDING TO TRYON, 
('' STRUCTURAL AND SYSTEMATIC CONCHOLOGY, 1884." 
NOTE.-The Roman numbers refer to the number of the family, and the Arabic 
numbel'!:l in bracket�:� to the numbel' of the l><pecies ; both arranged in con!:lecutive 
oruer in the systemn,tic list. 
Head 
• 
Cr ... Ass CEPHALOPODA. 
Outtle Fish, Squids, Nautili, etc. 
large, separate from the body; eyes la1·ge, lateral; 
cars developed; mouth with two ltorny or sltelly beak­
like faws with fleshy lips, and surrounded by eight or 
ten fleshy arms O'l' numerous tentacles, furnished with 
an entire or slit tube, used i n  locomotion, which lS 
usua1Jy directed backwards in swimming. 
SYNOPSIS OF FAMILIES. 
A. Order DrBRANCHIATA. 
Animal breathing by a single pai1· of symmetrical brancbire 
or gills; eyes sessile; slzell inte'rnal or none; mandible� 
lzorny; arms with suckc1·s. 
Sub-Order OcToronA. 
Arms, eight ; no shell, (the so-called shell of the argonaut is 
the egg nest of the female.) 
Sessile 
Suckers slightly pedicelled; female having 
two of the upper arms expanded 
into broad webs, one of which 
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(i.) Family OcTOPODIDlE. 
Mantle supported by fleshy bands ; no ceptralic aquife1·ous 
pores ; arms subulate, elongated, more or less united 
by webs, their suckers sessile. 
SYNOPSIS OF GENERA. 
(1.) Arms with two 'rows of suckers 
(a.) Body not finned. 
:Body roundeiJ ; arms long ; suckers 
sessile; tlti1·iJ right arm of male 
hectocoty I ised 
Differs from Octopus in having a small 
aquiferous system, consisting of 
a bag with a small pore at its 
lower edge upon the web between 
each ann 
.Body oval, wider than head; arms short; 
cups with narrowed bases ; third 





Alloposus (-) Arms united by a web nearly to the ends 
(b.) Body Finned . 
l3ody like Octopus, but finned ; arms 
with two rows of suckers Pinnoctopus (2) 
(2.) Arms with a single row of suckers 
(a.) Not Finned. 
:&ely rounded, without fins ; third right 
arm hecliocotyHsed 
More gelatinous than Eledone; suckers 




l3ody with two transverse medial fins ; 
mantle united to the head nearly 
all round by a conical band ; 
arms united by a web nearly to 
the tips Cirroteuthis (-) 
(3.) .Arms witlt tlwee rows of suckers. 
:Body not finned. Trixaxeopus (-) 
(ii.) Family ARGONA.UTIDlE. 
Mantle supported by two buttons fitting into grooves at the 
base of the siphuncJe; the two uppe1· or dorsal arms 
(in the females only) expanding into broad webs �t 
their extremity, ,from which an egg-nest (shell) IS 
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secreted; cups slightly pcdicellec1; a pair of aquiferous 
pores at the upper binder angle of the eye. 
Genus. 
Characters those of the family; the 
third right arm of the male is 
hectocotylised; shell thjn, trans­
lucent; nautiliform, white, usually 
two nodose keels a,t periphery 
SuB-ORDER DECAPODA. 
Argonauta (3) 
Ten m·ms,o£ which ei,qlLt are sessile,and two (1onger).tentacular1 
shell internal. 
(1.) Internal shell lzorny. 
(a.) Eyes covm·ed by skin; mostly littoral species. 
ll'amily 
.Body long ; tentacular arms, partially 
retractile Loliginidre 
Body short ; tentacular arms, completely 
retractile Sepiolidre 
(b.) Eyes nalced; Pelagic species. 
Body long, cylindrical; arms or tentacles 
aTmed with hooks Onychoteuthidoo 
Body Jong, cylindrical; arms wit}l suclctn•s 
only Ommatostrephidro. 
(2.) Internal shell calcareous. 
(a.) Shell blade li \C Sepiiclre 
(b.) Shell forming a series of chambers 
transversed by a siphon 
(iii.) Family LoLIGINIDll!;. 
Spirulidoo 
Body rather long ; buccal skin sometimes armed with 
suckers; tentacular arms only partially retractile; fins 
lateral, terminal ; inner shell or gladius as long as the 
back. (Calamary.) 
l3ody long, with posterior rhombic fins 
united behind ; mantle supported 
by a cervical ridge,a.r.d by cup-like 
cartilages on the base of the 
funnel or siphon ; siphon valved, 
attached by bands to the head; 
arms with two rows of suckers, 
provided with ko1•ny dentated rings; 
tentacular arms with four rows of 
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left a:rm hectocotylised at its 
extremity ; gladius feather-like, 
its shaft keeled on the ventral side 
71 
Loligo (-) 
Body rather long or oval, with small 
lateral fins extending its entire 
length ; siphon atta.ehed to the 
head by muscular bands ; buccal 
skin with seven projections covered 
with suckers ; a strong wrinkle 
behind the eyes; otherwise like 
Loligo Sepioteuthis (6) 
(iv.) Family 0NYCHOTEUTHIDJE. 
Body long, cylindrical ; mantle supported by cartilaginous 
projections; eyes with a lachrymal sinus; arms or 
tentacles m·med witl�t lwolcs ; siphon with or without 
bands and valve ; gladius or shell generally lancet 
form, with end-conus 
Arms with two rows of suckers ; rings 
not toothed ; tentacles thick ; 
clubs armed with two ?'Ows of st?·ong 
kooks ; bases of the same also 
strongly hooked ; gladius or shell 
lancet form, w1th a conical 
Genus. 
commencement Onychoteuthis ( 4) 
Family 0MMA.TOS'l.'REPHIDJE. 
Arms slwrt, with two rows of suckers; 
tentacles short, not retractile ; 
the clubs armed with four rows of 
suclcc?·s; siphon valved, fastened 
to tho head by bands ; shell lancet 
form, with a hollow end, conus Ommatostrephe (5) 
Club arm armed with a combination of · 
smooth-rimmed suckers and 
tubercles ArchHeuthis (-) 
(A gigantic group of cephalapods.) 
(-) Family SEPIIDiE. 
Eyes covered by skin ; littoral. Body oval, with long lateral 
fins, uniting behind ; mant.le supported by ca·rtilaginous 
tubercles, fitting into sockets on the neck and siphon; 
arms with suckers; tentacula.r arms entirely retractile; 
siphon valved; shell ( cuttlo bone, sepion, or sepiostaire,) , 
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broad, flat, thickened internally by numerous plates, 
terminating behind in a. hollow, imperfectly chambered, 
apex or mucro, without connecting siphon. 
A lid-like fold under the eyes with 
lachrymal openings over them ; 
six aqueous pores in the bucca,l 
rnem brane ; arms short; tentacles 
long, suckers long, pedunculated ; 
siphon with very large valve ; 
fourth left arm hectocotylised to 
its base, (one or two species 
undetermined abundant in Tas­
manian waters) 
Differing from Sepia by the sessile 
arms having only two rows of 
suckers 
(v.) Family SPIRULIDJE. 
Genus. 
Sepia (-) 
Hemisepius (- ) 
Animal, body oblong, with minute terminal fins ; mantle 
supported by a cervical and two ventral ridges and 
grooves; arms with six rows of minute cups; tentacular 
arms elongated ; siphon valved ; !Jltell laxly spiral, 
p<'arly whorls on the same plane, not in connection, 
chambered ; cham hers connected by a ventral siphon, 
invested by a series of cone-shaped tubes, one for each 
ehamber ; shell is placed vertically in the end. of the 
body, and is held in place by side flaps of the mantle. 
Genus. 
Character.:� same as those of family Spirula (7) 
(B.) TETRABRANCHIATA. 
Animal breathing by two pai'i·s of symmetrical branchire ; 
e,1Jes pecluncu_lated ; mandibles sltelly ; arms very 
numerous, w�tlwut suclcers ; shell external, chambered ; 
capable of containing the animal. 
(vi.) Family NAUTILID.&J. 
Septa simply curved, concave on the outer face ; sutures 
simple, or undulate, or lobed ; mouth simple ; siphonal 
opening nearly central ; shell often banded with colour, 
pearly insid?· (Six living, and over 2,000 fossil species.) 
Shell involute, diSCOidal few-whorled ; 
septa concave, simple ; siphuuclo 
nearly central. Dist.-Tropical 
seas. Australia and Tasmania Nautilus (8) 
I 
I 
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CLA.Ss GASTEROPODA. (vii.-lxvii.) 
/ Head distinct, usually furnished with eyes and tentacles; 
body mostly p1·otccted by a spiral or conical 'univalve 
sl�ell ; lower surface of animal developing a thickened, 
expanded, creeping disc or foot. 
Sun-CLAss PROSOBRANCHIATA. ( vii.-li.) 
Sexes separate in  different individuals. Mostly marine 
animals, provided with a shell a.od generally an. 
operculum, embraces at least all opcrculatecl mol­
luscs. Animals breathe by gills or branol1-ice. 
Sun-CLass OPISTHOBRANCHIATA. (lii.-lvii.) 
Marine slugs breathing by arbo?·escent O?' fasciculated brancltice, 
more or less exposed on back and sides posteriorly ; a 
large division shell less, another possessing a spiral, 
conical or lamellar shell partly concealing branchi:B and 
itself more o1· less concealed by mantle lobes. Sexes 
united. 
Sun-CLAss PULMONATA. (lviii.-lxvii.) 
Mostly terrestrial (land shell�), a portion being nuviatile (fl'CSh 
water), usually provided with a sltell witltout operculum, 
breathing air by the simplest fonn of lu,rzg, a pouch with 
external opening, lined with a not work of respiratory 
vessels. Sexes uuited in tho same individual. 
CLASS SCAPHOPODA. (lxviii.) 
Shell or hollow cylinder, straight or curved without spire, 
open at both ends. Head rudimeutary ; foot vermiform, 
lobulate ; nervvus system simplified, resembling that 
of the pelecypods or lamellibranchs. 
No 
CLASS PELECYPODA. (lxix.-ci.) 
(Lamellibrancltiata Conchifcra., Biva.lves.) 
ltead nor eyes. Animals breathing by lamollre, two on 
each side, mostly qirocious head with two chambers ; 
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nervous system, gills with three principal pairs of 
ganglia. No sexual uniou, fertilisation being accom­
plished by tho surrouncliug water containing the male 
element. Shell composed of two valves hinged 
together, but occasionall.Y (Barucn.) with smaller 
supernumerary pieces a.bou1, tho hinge. 
Order SrPIIONlDA. (lix. to lxxxix.) 
Animal with siphons, and mantle margins more or loss 
closed ; comprises most of the marino brancbi�:e, in­
cluding a large portion of the old order Dimya'l·ia­
hn.ving two well developed ?nuscular imp1·essions. 
Siphons long, pa1·tlyor whollyroLrae- &tb. order. 
tile ; the pallial impression upon 
the inside of valve with a sinus. Sjnupalliata 
(lxix. to lxxx.) 
Integripalliata 
(lxxxi. to lxxxix .) 
Order .AsirHONIDA (xc:.-ci.) 
No siphons ; pallial impression witltout sinus ; mantle margin 
Siphons slwrt, not •.retmctile ; pallial 
impression simple without simts. 
open. 
Two muscular imp'ressions equally dis­
tinct ; mantle margins open or 
closed behind. 
Two unequal muscular impressions ; 
posterior imp rcssi ous large,an tcri or 
impression ve171 S'mall ; frequently 
ineq1.eivalve. 
.d. single postm·ior O?' sub-centml adductor 
muscle and impression only 
Sub. order. 
IIomomyaria 
(xc. to xciii.) 
Heteromyaria 
(xciv. to xcvi.) 
Monom.varia 
( xcvii.. to ci.) 
FAMILIES, GENERA .AND SUB-GENERA. 
(vii.) Family Mu&rCID.lE. 
Shell spiral ; turriculated with an ante1·io1· canal ; the whorls 
thickened by varices or nodules at each rest period in 
its growth. 
Genus MURREX. Linn. (9-11.) 
Shell ovate or oblong ; spire prominent ;  whorls convex 
\:rossed by three or more continuous varices ; aperture 




Genus UROSALPINX. Stimpson . (12.) 
Sgn, ..d.damsia, Agncwia. 
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Shel l fusiform ; not variced ; longiiudina.lly ribhed or un­
dulatecl aucl spirally striated ; apcrt.nre with a, short 
caual ; outer lip dentate, linttr withiu. Operculum 
semicordatc, nucleus lllarginal. 
Genus TYrnrs. Montfort. (13.) 
Shell ovalo or oblong, with nU?nerous projectin.r; !tollow t�tbulwr 
.r;pines between the three va.ricos ; aperture nearly 
round, rwoduced iu front into a.n enclosed siphonal 
canal ; opercLtlum ovate with apical nucleus . 
Genus TROPHON. Montfort. (14-22.) 
Shell large, broadly fusiform, usually shouldcn'd and umbili­
cate ; with numerous la.melliform or lacinia.ted varices, 
spire prominen t ;  apertun-' ovate, lips thin ; canal open, 
usually turnin,r; to the lej� ; shell wltite without, but 
often uark within. 
Shell 
Genus PuRPURA.. Bruguicrc. (23-28.) 
Syn.-Microstoma. Tha.is. 
oblong-oval, last 1.olwrl la1-ge ; spire usuR.lly short ; 
columella flattened ; aperture ovate, lm·ge, terminating 
in a very short oblique channel, or notched ; outer lip 
simple. Dist.-Low watct· to 25 fathoms. 
(viii.) Family TRITONIDlE. 
(Shell with varices which a1:e either few and irregularly dis­
tributed, or form a continuous row crossing the whorls 
on opposite sides.) 
Genus TRITON. Montf. (29-33.) 
Byn.-Tritonium, Charonia, Aquilus, Ln.mpusia., Ranularia 
Shell oblong with prominent spire ; whorls with a few 
remote non-continuous varices ; columella rough or 
smooth ; canal recurved ; outer lip crenate or denti­
culate ; operculum ovate with sub-marginal nucleus. 
Diat.-Low water to 50 fathorus. 
Genus RANELL.A.. Lam. (34!-36.) 
Shell ovate or oblo:mg, compressed ; varices two, continuous, 
one on each side; columella arcuated, 'ridged 01' C'l'enulate ; 
aperture oval ; outer lip crenated ; canal short, 
recurved ; operculum ovate, horny, with lateral .nucleus) 
JJist.-Reefs and deey water. 
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Family ix. FusrnlE. 
(SheJl more or less spindle-shaped, witlzout vances ; the lip \ 
of aperture not thickened.) 
Genus Fusus. Lamarck. (37-42.) 
Shell fusiform, not variced ; spire long, acuminate, many 
whorled ; columella smoot!�, without plaits ; aperture 
ovate, usually striate within ; outer lip simple ; canal 
long and st·raigltt ; operculum ovate ; acute, with apical 
nucleus ; yellowish brown ; sometimes with red 
brown strigoo or spots, never branded. Dist.-W orld­
wide. 
Genus FAscroLARIA. Lamarck. (43-45.) 
Shell fusiform ; spire acuminate ; aperture oval-elongate, 
outer lip internally crenate ; columella smooth, witk a 
few oblique plaits ; canal moderate, nearly straight. 
Dist.-W orld-wide. 
(x.) Family BuccrNID}I<:. 
(Columella generally without folds or plications.) 
Genus SrPIIONALIA. Adams. (46-48.) 
Sholl ovately fusiform, sometimes varicgat.ely coloured, thin 
with very thin fugacious epidermis ; last whorl ventri­
cose, shouldered usually nodoscly, plicate an<l spirally 
rib bed ; aperture oval ; outer lip thin ; columella. 
smooth ; canal IJ•athe?' slwrt, twi.�ted ; operculum ovate, 
with apical nuclens. Dist.-Japan, California, 
Australasia. 
Genus CANTRARUS. Bolten. ( 49.) 
S!Jn. Tritonidea . 
.Shell bucciniform, more or less ventricose in the middle, 
narrow anteriorly ; spire and aperture nearly equal; 
columella generally with a few transverse ridges ; 
outer lip internally crenated with a superior siphonal 
canal ; operculum ovate, with apical nucleus. 
Genus PrsANrA. Bivona. (50-51 .) 
Shell oblong, with prominent spire ; whorls smooth or spirally 
striated ; canal very shorL ;  outer lip thickened and 
crenated; operculum ova,te, with apical nucleus. Dist.­
West Indies, Mediterranean, Philippines, Australasia. 
Genus CoMINELLA. Gray. (52-b9.) 
Shell buccilliform, marked or spotted, covered wilk an epider­
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with a posterior depressed groove at tlte sutu1·e, p'rocluc­
ing a contraction at the hind pa1·t of the outm· lip ; 
operculum with apical nuc1eus. The sub-genus 
Josepha, T.-Woods, differs from Cominellain possessing 
a plait upon the columella. Dist.-Cape, Australasia. 
Genus E:suRNA. Lam. (60.) 
Shell ovate-oblong, thick, porcellanous, under a thin 
epidermis ; deeply umb·ilicated ; spire acuminated ; 
whorls more or less convex, sutu·re ?1w1·e o?· less 
channeled ; columella arcuated ; callous posteriorly ; 
aperture oval, inner lip spreading, often coverin.CJ the 
wmbilic'ltS in the adult ; outer lip simple acute ; 
operculum with apical nucleus. Di::.t.-Red Sea, 
India, Cape, Japan, China, Australasia. 
(xi.) ],amily NASSIDJE. 
(Base of aperture with a notch or short 1·ecurved canal ; 
inner lip callous.) 
Genus NASSA. Lam. (61-65.) 
Shell small, ovate ; ventricose ; body whod variously 
sculptured ; apertu1·e ovate, with a short, reflected, 
truncated, anterior canal ; inner lip smooth ; ojZen 
widely spread over with enamel, with a postm•im· callosity 
or blunt, dentiform plu,it ; outer lip dentated, in­
ternally crenulated ; margin of operculum, serrate 
or entire. Dist.-World-wide. 
(xii.) Family VoLuTIDlE. 
Genus VoLU'l'A. Linn. (66-72.) 
Shell ovate or sub-conical, thick, solid ; spi1·e us2tally short ; 
(Shoulder of whorls often an.gulated, sometimes nodose 
or spinous, but not so characterised in the Tasmanian 
living species.) Aperture-extending the qreate1· 
length of sl�ell-long and rather narrow ; columella with 
a callous deposit and p1·ominent1Jy plaited ; lip 
generally thickened, sometimes sub-1·cfiectcd. Dist.­
World-wide, Australia being the chief centre. 
Shell 
(xiii.) Family MrTRIDlE. 
Genus MITRA. (73-86.) 
fusiform thick ; spire elevated ; apertu1·e small, 
generally less tll,an half tlte length of the shell, nar'row, 
notched in front ; columella tt·ansversely, somewhat 
obliquely plicate ;  outer lip thick, smooth within, not 
variced externally. JJist.-Tropical and sub-tropical ; 
1·angc low water to 8'0 fathoms. 
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(xiv.) Fa.mily MARGINELLID.lE. 
Genns MA.ROINELLA. Lam. (88-96.) 
Shell smooth, bright ; �;pire shor1; or concealed ; aperture 
obtuse or truncated in front ; columella plaited ; outer 
lip (of adult) with a thickened marginal vm·ix ; inner 
margin smooth or crenulate. Dist.-Tt·opical and 
sub-tropical. 
Genus ERATO. Risso. (87.) 
Shell obovate, polished ; spire short, conical, distinct ; aperture 
linear ; 01de·r lip 'Without va1·ix, but thickened towa•rds 
the middle, and denticulate within ; columella with 
distinct plaits at the fore part. Dist.-World-wide. 
(xv.) Family 0LIVIDJE. 
(Shells sub-cylindrical, porcellanous, brilliant in colour ; 
columella lip, sutures and spire more or less covered 
with a ca.llous deposit ; outer lip simple, notched 
below.) 
Genus 0LIVELLA. Swainson. (97.) 
Shell small, polished, sub-cylindrical, solid ; spi1·e p?·oduced, 
acute ; suture canaliculate ; aperture narrow behind, 
enlarged anteriorly ; columell a  plicated in front, 
callous posteriorly ; ope�·culum p?·esent, thin, half ovate 
with apical nucleus. JJist.- N. America, China, Aus­
tralasia, etc. 
Genus OLIVA. Brug. (9�.) 
Shell oblong, sub-cylindrjcal, polished ; spi1·e sho•rt, conical ; 
snture canaliculate ; ape1·twre long, na?'?'OW, anteriorly 
widely notched ; columella obliquely plicate ; sulcate 
o r  striate in :front ; callous postel'iorly ; outer lip 
simple ; opcrcuhn wanting. Dist.-America, Africa, 
India, Polynesia., Australasia. 
Genus ANOILLARIA.. (99-101.) 
Shell oblong, polished, sub-cylinru:ical ; body whorly, swollen ; 
sutures coveTed by enamel ; aperture l.n·oa.dty effusD 
below ; columella not umbilicated, with a, few oblique 
anteriOl' plaits ; basal whorl marked with revolving 
o-rooves which termina.te occasionally in a slight 
�nterior lip pmjection or tooth ; ope1·culwn .c;cne'rally 
p1·esent, small, ovate, aczfJte. .Dist.-Red Sea, Indian 
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(xvi.) Family Cor.ul\rBELLID.il�. 
Genus CoLUMBELI,A. L::tlll. (102-113. 
Shell strom biform, mitriform, or fusifM·m (usually fusiform, 
with elev�t.ecl spire iu Tusm�nin.n species) , smooth, or 
longitudinally or. tr�nsverscly riuhed ; intC'rnal lip 
excn.vn.tcd in middle, crenulntf o1· denticulttlt• in front ; 
o u tcr lip injlectecl ltJtcl £n fer 11 a ll,lj tlu:cken.ect and C1'tmula.te 
in the m-iddle. Dist.-M.ostly sub-tt·opica.l. (Oat shell.) 
(xvii.) Family CaNCET.T.AltiD.iE. 
Genus CANCELLA.RIA. T.Jnm. (114-117.) 
Sholl ovately fusiform, cancellated, rctieulated Ol' ribbed ; 
lu.st whorl ventricose ; a.pPrt.urc o bloug, ca.un.licul�tc in 
frou1 ; canal short, sometimes recurve<l ; columella with 
seve1·al lm-ge oblique pliccdions ; opercul u m  want.ing. 
Dist.-\Vorld-wide ;  range, low water to 40 fathoms 
(vegetable feeders). 
(xviii.) Family TEREBRID1E. (Auger Shells.) 
Genus TEREBRA. Lam. (118-123.) 
Shell elongate, narrow, fw.,.icnlate, solid ; whorls flattish, 
uumerous, with supcrficia.Uy impressed sutures; aperture 
�mall, ovate. P1·ofouudly notched at the ba.se ; columella 
oblique ; operculum annular, horny, with apical 
nucletts. Di.st.-Mostly tropieal. 
(xix.) Family PLEUitO'rOMID.lF1. 
Genus PLEUROT0111:A.. Lam. (124-152.) 
Shell turriculated, fusiform, lfnninafed nnleriorly by a straight 
canal, more Ol' less prolonged ; aperture generally 
linear-ovate ; columella smooth, straight, or sinuous ; 
outer lip somewhat sinuous, �6171 a notch or slit near the 
,(/utu.1·e ; operculum corneous, annular, not always 
present. Dist.-'\Vorld-wide ; low water to 100 
fathoms. 
Sub-Genus D.RrTJJ,JA. Gray. 
Turriculated ; tlpcrtu.re oval, oblique, about one-third the 
length of (adult) shell ; cana.l short, twisted ; colu­
mella. Hp strongly callous above. 
Sub-Genus BELA. Gray. 
Shell oval, fusiform ; spixe pro<.luced ; canal short ; sinus 
small nea1· the sutnro ; columella flattened ; aperture 
narrowly ov::�.te, , nearly half the l�ngth of shell ; 
operoul1Ynt pointed at both ends. 
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Sub-Genus 0LATHURELLA. Carp. 
Differs from Mangelia in the more ventricose form and more 
evident canal ; from Olavat1.tla in the emargination of 
outer lip ; from Bela and Daphnella in texture and 
sculpture ; shell fusiform or turriculate, cancellated 
surface ; columella lip without callosity, except a small 
posterior tooth ; no operc1,�;l1tm �· aperture nearly hal£ 
the length of (adult) shell. 
Sub-Genus DAPHNELLA. Hinds. 
Shell fusiform, thin, fragile, usually striated �· aperture 
elongated, oval, usually less than half the length of 
(adult) shell ; canal very short. Small and elegant 
shells, distinguished from Dejmncia by their elongated 
body-whorl tenuity and sculpture. No operculum. 
Sub-Genus OrTHARA. Schum. 
Shell fusiform, polished, longit?trlinally 1·ibbed ; aperture 
linear, truncated in front, slightly notched behiud ;· 
outer lip rna?·gincd, dentic��late within : ·innet�· lip 
j1•eq�tently finely st1·iatc ; no operculum. 
Sub-Genus MANGELIA. Leach. 
Shell :fusiform, mostly longitudinally ribbed ; spire elongated, 
turriculate, accuminatc ; canal short, more or less 
truncate ; columella smooth ; aperture usually fully 
half the length of shell ; sinus ncar the suture ; no 
operculum. 
(xx.) Family OoNIDJE. 
Genus CoNus. Lam. (153-] 57.) 
Shell thick, obconic ;  whorls enrolled upon themselves ; spire 
not elevated or short, smooth or tuberculate ; aperture 
elongate, narrow, ma,rgins parallel, truncat.o at base ; 
outer 1ip with a slight suttuTal t:iillus. D'iBt.­
Principally developed in the equatorial region. 
(xxi.) Family 0YPRJEIDJE. 
(Shell convolute, enamelled ; spire concealed ; aperture narrow, 
channeled at each end ; no operculum.) 
Genus 0YPRMA.. "Linn. (158-164.) 
Shell ventricose, convolute, covered 1..vith shinz?zg e 1zamel ; spire 
co·ttcealed ; aperture long, narrow, with short canai at 
each end ; z1zner lip crenulated; 011tor lip z?z/lecled and 
crenulate<l. 
1 
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Sub-Genus TRIVIA.. Gray. 
Distiuguished by being striated over the back, frequently 
interrupted by an impressed dorsal sulcus. 
Sub-Genus CYPRlE-OVULA.. Gray. 
Pyriform, oval, ventricose. Surface covered with 1·evolving 
stri:.:e. 
Genus OvuLUM. Brug. (lG5.) 
Shell ventricose, convolute, attenuate, and sub-acumt'nate at botlz 
ends ; outer lip of adult thickened and inflected. 
Sub-Genus VoLvA. Bolten. 
Distinguished by being ventricose in mlddle, and in having 
both extremities prolonged into canals. 
(xxii.) Family CASSIDID.l£. 
Genus CAssis. Lam. (1 66-170.) 
Sholl sub-globular or triangular, usually solid, thick (Tas­
mauian species excepted), Last whorl large, varicose; 
a.perture longitudinal, narrow ; outer ljp witlt a 
t!zickened, n!flected margz'n, dentate 1.ot'tltbz ; inner lip 
rugosely plicate ; operculum oval, narrow, with median 
apex. Dist.-Mostly tropical and sub-tropical ; vora­
cious, living in sandy localities, preying upon bivalve 
molluscs. 
Sub-Genus SEMICASSIS. Klein. 
Shell oval, with revolving ribs ; spine modeTate, sharp. 
Sub-Genus CA.s:r.u.RI.A. H. and A. Adams. 
Shell generally smooth; whorls sz'mple or sub-plicate, spire 
moderate ; inner lip smooth, cn.lJous ; outer lip 
margined, smooth or slightly crenulated on the iuner 
edge. 
(xxiii.) Family NATICID.lE. 
�Shell globular or oval ; spi1·e, usually short ; aperture, semi­
lunar, 1.m."tltOut catzal or anterior notc!L ; outer lip sharp ; 
columella callous, m.ore or less reflected over tlze umbiHcus ; 
operculum pauci-spiral, corneous, or with an exterior 
calcareous layer.) 
Shell 
Genus NATIC.A.. J.Jam. (171-177.) 
sub-globular ; spir� slightly elevated ; aperture half 
round. A spiral columella callus enteri·ng the u11lbilicus. 
Dist.-W orld-wide. 
.F 
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Sub-Genus MAMILLA. Schum . (Rl1MA, H. a.nd A. Adams.) 
Shell ovate, conic, ratlur t!tin, with pointed spire ; whorls 
fasciated ; mouth oblong ; inner lip narrow, reflected ; 
umbilicus not fumcula-teti. 
Genus SIGARETUS. Lam. (i 78.) 
Shell ear-shaped, with minute spire, and very large aperture, 
externally wz't!t re7Jolvi7Zg strz'ce , colonr usua.lly white, 
with sometimes a thiu corneous epidermis ; operculum 
minute, hoxny, sub-spiral. .Dist.-U nited States, 
West Indies, China, Peru, A ustrala.sia.. 
Genus LA.MELLARIA. Monta.gu. (179.) 
Shell ear-s/taped, tkin, pellucid, fragile ; spire very small ; 
aperture large, patulous ; inner lip receding ; no 
operculum. Di'st.--N orwa.y, Great Britain, Medi­
terranean, New Zealand, Philippines. 
(xxiv.) Family 0-L\LYPTR.lF.IDJF.. 
(Shell limpet-like, with the a1)ex more or le!:ls spiral ; interior 
simple, or divided by a shelly process or plate, variously 
shaped, to which the adductor muscles are attached.) 
Genus lNFUNDIB ur.uM. MontforL. (180.) 
Syn.-Trochita, Clypeola, 'rrochella. 
Shell conjc trochiform, spira.l ; summit contra] ; whorls 
convex, plicate not umbilicated ; aperture large, con­
taining a spiral, transverse lamina or plate, extending 
obliquely from the centre to the outer margin of the 
sh�ll. .Dist.-Mostly tropical and �:�uu-trupica.l. 
Genus 0ALYFTR1I·�A. T...�am. (1B2.) 
Shell conical, more or less ang11lar, with sub-central sub­
posterior sharp apex ; aperture basal, with a central 
lamina, half-cup shaped, att11ehed to apex and open in 
front. D ist.-W orld-wide. 
Genus LEGRANDIA. Boddomo. (181.) 
Shell emargitzuliform ; internal plate like Crepidula ; radiately 
ribbed ; frmzt edge fissured. .Dist. -11asmania. 
Genus CREPrnur,a. Lam. (183-184.) 
Shell oval, limpet-lz�e, w�th a posterior generally lateral spiral 
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Genus HrPPONYX. Defrance. (185-187.) 
Shell thick, obliquely conicn.l, ?ton-spiral ; apex somewhat 
posterior and curved backwards ; muscular z'mpressio1z, 
11orse-slwe sltaped ; base of attachment shelly. Dist.­
Almost world-wide. 
Sub-Genus AMAL'rni<JA. Schum. 
Like Hipponyx, but 'Zt.lithout shelly bn.sc ; iwpression crescmt­
sltaped. This form is usually found attn.cl10d Lo living 
shells. 
(xxv.) Family SoL.A.RIIDiE. 
(Shell  orbicular, depressed, or troc!tiform ; a.pcrture generally 
angular ; umbilicus usua.lly wide a.nd deep ; oper­
culum corneous, spiral .) 
Genus SoLARimt. Lam. (188-189.) 
Shell depressed, conical, angulctr at periphery ; a.perturc, sub­
qnadrangular, lip simple ; umbilicus wide, spiral, its 
ma.rgins crenulatcd ; operculum horny, sub-spiral. 
Dzst.-Tropical, world-wide. 
Genus AnEoRnrs. S. \Vood. (190.) 
Sholl de1wessed, orbicular, widely umbilicated ; whorls not 
numerou.s, smooth or striate, the Ja.st somewhat 
a.ngula.r ; apm·ture 'rounded, the outer lip arcuate, simple, 
sha.t·p ; operculum shelly, sub-spintl. Dist. West 
Indies, China, Australasia. 
(xxvi.) Fa.mily ScA.LA.RID.tl�. 
Genus ScAL.utiA. Lam. (191-202.) 
f!lwll mostl.lf white and lztst1·ons ; llt1Tetrd : many whorled ; 
whorls round, sometimes separa.te, ornamented witlz 
numerous transve1·se •ribs ; aperture rouml ; peristome 
continuous ; operculum horny, few who.rled. Dist.­
:1\iiostl y tropical. 
Sub-Genus CRossE&. A. Adn.ms. 
Sholl ttwbinate, umbilic ded, 1.vhite ; whorls con vex, cancellated, 
simple o1· with varices ; apertnre roundish, nutoriorly 
angular, somewh<Lt producC'd anrl canaliculate ; 
um uilicns surrounded ttud n :urowed by :.L cu.llus. 
Occurs also fossil iu Australia a.nd '1\tsmu.ui:.t, in rocks 
of Eocene age. 
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(xxvii.) Family lANTIII.NIDJE. 
Genus IANTHINA. Lam. (203-205.) 
Shell t bin, translucent, i'rochiform ot• .fJlobulat·-lwrbinate; nucl eu.f; 
minute, styliform, sinist1•al ; whorls few, r;;1.thor ventri­
cose ; aperture four sided ; columella tortuous ; lip 
thin, notched nt the outer angle ; base of the shell 
deep violet ; spire nearly white. Dist.-Pclagic in 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 
(xxviii.) Family TuRRrrELLIDlE. 
Genus TuRR!TlH,LA. Lam. (206-210.) 
Shell elongated, awl-shaped, many \Yhorlcd, with revolving 
stri�:e ; ape1·ture rounded; opcl'<·n1urn, ma,ny whorled, 
with a fimbrated margin, usually whitish or brownish, 
with sometimes red-brown spots or flames. Dist.­
W orld -wicle, ranging from L:tmi11arian Zone to 100 
fathoms. 
(xxix.) Family VERMETIDJF.. 
(G.) Shell (adult) £rregularly spiral, or contorted 
operculate. 
Genus VERMETUS. Adamson. (211.) 
Shell irregularly spiral, adult stage, or conto1·tcd, 





Genus SILIQU.A.RTA. Brug. (212-213.) 
Shell tubular : spiral at first, afterwards irregular ; 
a continuous slit / operculum spiral. 
tube 'lvr:th 
(xxx.) Family EuLIMIJ>JE. 
(Shell turriculated or turbiniform, smootlt, milk whzte, po!t'shed / 
aperture ova I or rounded, sometimes angular in front ; 
colmneila u.1ithout pli'catiotzs : operculum corneous, sub­
spiral, when present. 
Genus EuLIMA. Risso. (214-220.) 
Shell small, rzvhite and poli'slud J. slender, elongated, with numerous 
level whorls ; spire often curved to ono side ; obscurily 
marked on one side by periodic mouths, which form promi­
nent ribs internally ; apex acute ; aperture oval, pointed 
above ; outer lip thickenecl internally ; inner lip 
reflected over the pillar ; not umbilicated ; operculum 
horny, sub-spiral . Dz"st.-World-wide-5 to VO 
fathoms. 
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Genus STYLIFE:&. Brod. (221.) 
Syn.-Sty lina. 
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Shell lzyaline, pellucid, thin, globular or subulate, smooth, 
polished ; whorls numerous ; apex very sharp, some· 
times bent ; nucleus simstral ; aperture sub-oval, 
angulated posteriorly, rounded in front ; inner lip 
smooth, arcuated ; outer lip slightly sinuous, thin, 
simple, no operculum. Dt'st.- Europe, West Indies, 
Polynesia, Australasia. 
(xxxi.) Family TURBONILLIDA<J. 
(Shell w!tite, slmder, elongated, many whorled, ?Jtostly 
longitudinally ribbed or sp£rally striate.) 
Genus TuRBONILLA. Risso. (222-225.) 
Shell slender, elongated, many whorled ; whorls plaited ; apex 
simstral / aperture simple, ovate ; pcrislome t'11complete ; 
columella not pla£ted; operculum horny, sub-spiral. 




Genus AcLrs. Loven. (226.) 
m£mtle, like Turritella �· ustlally spirally striated ; ap�x 
sinistral ; aperture oval ; outer lip prorn.iuent ; ax1s 
slightly rimate, operculate. Dist.-Europe, North 
America, Australasia. 
Genus On<>STOMIA. Fleming. (227-229.) 
�n.-Odontostomia. 
subulate or ovate, typically smooLh ; apex .sinistral ; 
aperture ovate ; peristome ?tot contilluotts ; columella 
wz't!t a single toot!z-lz'ke fold ; operculum hot·ny, indented 
on the inner side. Dzst.-Univcrsn,l, from low water 
to 40 fathoms. 
Sub-Genus PARTHENIA. Lowe. 
Shell thin, turriculate, impcrfora,tc, usually milk w 4ite, under 
a very pale, thin, epidermis ; whorls ribbed or striate, 
sometimes cancellate, vanishing at periphery of last 
whorl. Dzst.-Japan anu Tasmax1ia .. 
Genus ELUSA. A. Adams. (230.) 
Shell subulate, turreted�· w/wrls longitudi�tally plicate ; aperture 
ovate ;' inner lip with a single plait ; outer lip often 
lirate within. Dz'st.-Ch.ina, Japan, Australasia. 
Genus SYRNOLA. A. Adams. (231-232.) 
Shell subulate, stra£gld, vitreous, banded, polt's!ted ,. whorls 
flat ; suture £mpressed; aperture oblong,. inner lip acute, 
obliquely plicate z'n tlte middle ; ouLcr lip simple, acute. 
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Genus EULII\TELLA. Forbes. 
Sub-Genus STYT,OPTYGl\rA. A. Adams. (233.) 
Shell elongated, pupifonu, tnrriculatc, solid, smooth or 
slightly ribbed, polished ; whorls iuflated middle of 
spire, numerous ; apex sinistral ; aperture sub-quad­
ra?zgular. Dt'st.-Europc, Japan, Australasia. 
(xxxii.) Family LrT'l'ORINIDA<J. 
(Shell spiral, turbinate or globular /  peritreme entire ;  
interior not 11.acreozts ; operculum corneous, spiral or 
or pauci-spiraJl 
Genus LrTTORIN A. Fcrussn.c. (234-238.) 
Shell turbinated, thick, pointed, few whorled ; apertm·e 
rounded ; outer lip acute ; columella rather flattened, 
imperforate, operculum, pauci-spiral. Dist.-Universal 
on sea shores. 
Genus RrsELLA. Gmy. (23D-241.) 
Shell depressed, trocbiform, with flattened whorls and keeled 
periphery ; not umbilic:,ated ; aperture rhomboidal ; 
marked with brown inside the margin ; operculum 
pauci-spiral, distinguished from 'l'rochus, which they 
resemble, by their non-mtcreous interior. Di'st.­
Australasia, sea shore. 
Genus FossARus. Phi liJ)pi . (242-244.) 
Shell minute, turbinate, perforn.te, sculptured ; inner lip thin ; 
aperture semi-lunate ; ororculum not, spiral . Di'st.­
Almost world-wide ; among weed at low water. 
(x:xxjji.) Family Pr.ANAXllM:. 
Genus AT,AJ3A. H. and A. Adams. (245-247.) 
Shell ovate, conical or elongated, sub-diaphano11s/ 'lolwrls plicate 
or varicose J. apex sub-mammillate ; aperture ovate, tho 
columella more or le::;s trunca.te. Dist.-Japan, West 
Indies, Australasia. 
Sub-Genus DrALA. A. Adams. 
Whorl::; tzot va-ricose, sometimes nodulate around the middle ; 
columella straightish, not tru·ncated ; labrum not 
thickened. Dist.-Philippines, Japan, Australasia. 
(xxxiv.) Family CPJR.I'l'liiiD&. 
Sholl spiral, elollgated, ma11y whorled, frequeutly varicose ; 
aperture chamze!ed i1Z front, wi1.h a less dislittct postcrio1· canal ; lip generally expa.ndrd m tho adult ; operculum, 
horny7 spiral. 
Shell 
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Genus 0ERITHIUM. Brug. (248-259.) 
turreted, many whol'led, with indistinct varices ; 
a.perture small, wz'tlt a tortuous canal in front ; 
outer lip expanded ; inner lip thickened ; operculum 
horny, spiral. Dz'st.-Almost world-wide. 
Sub-Genus BrTTIUl\L 
Shell elevated, with numerous granular whorls and Irregular 
varices ; anterior canal short, ?tot recLtrz,cd; inner lip 
simple ; outer lip not reflected ; usuu.l y with an exterior 
rib ; operculum £our whorled. 
Genus TRIFORrs. Dcshayes. (260-261.) 
Shell si1lz'stral, sculptured, granular ; whorls numerous, 
tcrmiua.ting below iu a small aperture 1RJitlt tubular 
a11terior canal_; opposite t.his canal is sometimes a 
second one upon a varix, marking tho position of a 
former aperture ; operculum orbicular, few-whorled. 
Dist.-East Indies, Polynesia, Panama, 1Vest Indies, 
Mediterranean, Australasia. 
Genus PoTAMIDES. Brong. (262.) 
Shell often large sized, turriatlaled; 1.!Jhorls angulatcd ami 
coronated ; aperture prolonged in front into a nearly 
straight canal ; outer lip thin, sinuous ; epidermis tluc/.:, 
olive brown ; operculum muny whorled. Dz'st.­
Tropical and sub-tropical ; fresh and brackish streams 
and swamps. 
(xxxv.) Fawj]y RrssoET.LIDll�. 
Genus TATEA.. Tenison� Woods. (263.) 
Shell minute, elongate, pyn1midal, att.cnuatc, with brownish� 
black epidermis ; spire elevated, acmniua.te ; whorls 
Jlatiish (8) ; aperture pyriform ; inner lip reflected ; 
opol'culum horny and thin, with a vertica.l sub-marginal 
claw. Dist.-Only one representative, T. Huone11sis, 
T. Woods. Found under stones at low water in tidal 
estuaries in Tasmania. 
(xxxvi.) Family l?,rssornlE. 
Shell small, spiral, turreted or depressed, often more or less 
umbilicated ; aperture more or less rounded, never 
truly channeled in fi·ont ;  peritreme continuous. 
Sub-Family RrssOININ.lB. 
Shell small, ovate, or turreted with a thick corneous or 
calcareous pauci-spiral operculuw, with interna.l process, 
articulated (marine). 
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Genus RrssotNA. D'Orb. (264-274.) 
She11 turreted, whorls numerous, nObed or cancellated/ aperture 
semi-lunar ; Hp slightly thickened within, somewhat 
expanded, faintly channeled anteriorly ; operculum 
corneous, thick, semi-l unar, pauci-spiral wz"th an 
interior process. Dist.-World-wide (marine). 
Sub-F::�.mily RrssotNJE. 
Shell small, ovate or elongate ; operculum pauci-spiral, not 
provided with an internal process ( marz"ne). 
Genus Rrssoa. Frcm. (275-289.) 
Shell minute, white or horny, conical, pointed, many whorled ; 
smooth, ribbed or cancellated ; aperture rounded ; 
peristome entire or continuous ; outer lip sl£ghtly 
expanded and th£ckened.; operculum sub-spiral. Dist.­
U niversal ( marim). 
Sub-Genus SETIA. H. and A.. Adams. 
Shell thin, oval-oblong, or sub-conic ; whorls few, ventricose 
spotted ; spire short ; apex obtuse ; aperture sub­
orbicular. 
Sub-Genus 0ERATIA. H. and A. Adams. 
Shell sub-c;vlindrical, spirally strz:ated, wh�te, thin, sub-pellucid; 
whorls rounded ; summit of spire obtuse ; aperture 
sub-oval ; peristome continuous ; the outer lip thin and 
sharp. 
Sub-Genus CINGULA. Fleming. 
Shell thin, elongated, smooth or spira.lly st.1·iate, spottell or 
banded./ aperture pyriform or oval/ outer lip slzarp, with 
an extenzal 7Jarix. 
Sub-Genus AL VANIA. Risso. 
Shell oval, turbt1ziform �· spire rou·tlded, usually ca1zcellated �· 
aperture sub-circular,- c-renufated 1.CJithz'n ,- outer lip with 
a marginal exterior varix. 
Sub-Family H YDROBIINJF.. 
Shell very small, or of moderate size, never exceeding two­
fifths of an inch in length, gloLose, ovate or elongated. 
generally zt7nbzlicated or rz',nate, aud covered 'ZCJith � 
tJer£ostraca, for the most part of an oli·ve colour; whorls 
numel'ous ( 4-8) smooth or rarely ribbed or carinated; 
ne'lJer cancellated ; aperture more or less ovate or 
rounded, ra:rely sub-acut� or effuse anteriorly ; 
perz'treme contznu�us ? outer hp usually simple and acute; 
operculum pauCI-spual, corneou_s. .Dzst.-Lakes, rivers and lagoons, sea-level to 4,000 alt1�udo ; mostly i1zhabit£,zg 
fresh zvater but some entermg brackish water; 
herbivorous. 
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Genus HYDROBIA. Hartmann. (290-293.) 
Shell minute, ovate or elongated, smooth, subpe1jorate ; spire 
conic ; whorls generally flat ;  apex acute ; aperture 
ovate ; inner l.ip not t!tickened; operculum corneous ; 
rostrum rather long ; tentacles somewhat tapering but 
blunt at the extremity ; foot somewhat pointed behind. 
Dz'st.-W orld-wide fresh and braclu'slz waters. 
Genus BrTHYNELLA. ? Moquin-Tanclon. (294-303.) 
Shell minute, elongated-ovate, usually somewhat pupiform, 
imperforate, or simply rimate ; apex obtuse ; aperture 
oval or rounded ; peritreme continuous ; outer lip 
sllarp or sligbt1y thickened ; operculurn. corneous, 
nurleus moderately large, not very close to bas<tl 
margin. Tentades ta,pering blunt at the tip ; foot 
Tather narrow, rounded behind ; very bifid. Fresh 
1.vater, ascending to 4,000 :feet altitude in Tasmania. 
Dist.-Europe, America, Austxo.tlasia ? 
Genus POTAMOPYRGUs. Stimpson. 
Shell ovate-conic, imperforate ; apex acute ; whorls coronated 
with spines : aperture ovate ; onter lii:J acute ; opcr4 
culum corneous ; rostrum moclen"�Jte ; tentacles very 
long, slender, tapering, and pointed ; eyes on very 
prominent tubercles ; foot rather short, broadest in 
front, and strongly auriculated. Dist.-Fresh water, 
New Zealand, Tasmania, Cuba. 
Genus PoTAMOPYRGUS. ? Hutton no11. Stimpson. (294-303.) 
Shell ovate-conic or oval, j mperforate ; body whorl more than 
half the length of shell ; aperture ovate, the outer lip 
acute ; peritreme continuous or discontinuous ; oper­
culum horny, sub-spiral, ·without any internal process. 
Animal with the foot rather short, broadest, and 
slightly expanded in front ; tentacles very long, 
slender, tapering ancl pointed ; eyes on very prominent 
tubercles. Dent£tio11,, median tooth trapezoidal ; inferior 
margin moTe or less .trilobrtte ; first lateral broad and 
excavated in the n'liddle, contracted into a long 
peduncle, the denticlcs nearly equal ; second lateral 
pointed at the inner extremity ; the shank broad 
anJ thickened ou its outer margin ; third lateral 
with the inner extremity broad <.tnd rounded, con­
structe <.l at its junction witb the very broad shank 
which is thickened on its outer margin. N umbe1· of 
i·ransverse rows of teeth, 55 to 69. Formula of the 
denticles :!_or 9- • 9 or 11 . 20 to 23 . ao to 40 3 or 4-3 or 4 ' ' ' ' • 
Hutton's new definition of Potamopyrgus would exactly 
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fit the numerous species in Australia, Tasmania, and 
New Zealand, hitherto variously assigned to Paludes­
trina, Amnicola, and latterly Bithymlla. It is doubt­
ful, however, whether the grea.tly modified definition 
may not have the effect of l!rvering some of the 
original forms embraced un,lt:r Si,i111psou's original 
definition of Potamopyrgus. A new name, say 
I:Tuttonia, for the Australian, Tu.smanian, and New 
Zealand forms, with the <lefiuitjon giv<.ln by Pmfessor 
Hutton, is sugge!:lted a.s Lhe best course to adopt in 
the classification of A ustru.lasian species determined 
by the denbtion characteristics. 
Genus BRAZIERIA. Petter<l. 1888. (304.) 
Sholl minute, globosely ronndcd, solid, tiJljJetforate / spire 
::>mall ; body whorl la.rg<' ; aperture 7JeJy oblique/ outer 
lip acute ; inner lip thit'keued ; operculum horny, 
sub-spiral. Animal very simihtr to Beddomeia Lazm­
cestom1lsis, Johnston . .Dt:rt.-Fresb water streams, 
Nol't;h-Westcrn Tasmania- River 1Vye, Surrey Hills, 
and bibutaries of the Arthur River. The shell 
originally described by Tcnisou-Woods as Ampul/aria 
Tasmami:a, and later transferred to genus Amnicola, 
is here provisionally refcrreu io Pctteru's new genus, 
B razi'eria. 
Sub-Genus BEDDOl\TEIA. Pcttcrd . 1888. (305-310.) 
Shell globosely COlllCal, thin, umbi licatc 01" suu-uwbilicate ; 
spire short ; body whorl infl!:LLed ; aperture ovate ; colu­
mella margin more or less thickell(�d ; operculum horny, 
pauci-spiral. Anirnn.l wi Lh a somow1H�t broad foot ; 
tentacleJ· long, slmder alld poi1ltt•d ; eyes sessile at 
outer. base of saUJe ; muzzle broad and projecting. 
Dentition as in Pofamopyrgus, Hnii.ou ?ton Stimpson, 
but the trape:wida.l median tooth bas q uite a different 
arnmgemcnt of the inferior lmsnl row, which consists 
of two ovate el evations on either side of a cnrved 
cenh-al tooth. 
Formula of dentides on rueclian tooth - 7 or n 
2 - 1 - 2. 
Formerly the writer doubted the wisdom of erecting 
a new genus for the forms Jlow included as above ; 
but if the difficulty of tho alteration of Stimpson's 
grnus Potamopyrgus be surmounted, or i f  tho name 
Huttonz"a, aH suggested, be adopted for Professor 
Hutton's new clcfi.nitjon ItS arplh·d to Australasian 
forms, there is little doubt but. th�Lt tbe sub-gf'nus 
erected by JYir. Petierd would Le most fitting for 
Australasi an forms of this group . 
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Sub-Family PoMATIOPSINL!<:. 
(Shell and operculum as in Rissoinro. l!1oot with lateral 
sinus. Amphibious.) 
Genus PoMATIOPsrs. Tryon. (311-312.) 
Shell elongated, frequently decollated, pclfora,te, smooth ; 
1ohorls 11ery cottvex ; aperture round ; pcristomc con­
tinuous, slightly expanded or re!loctecl. Air breatking 
animal, preferring damp location in the vicinity of 
streams or lagoo?ts. Dist.-Uuitecl States, Contml 
Awel'iea, Australia, Tasroanict, Flinders' Isla,na. 
Sholl 
(xxxvii.) Family AssiMlNIIDlE. 
Genus AsSIMINEA. Leach. (313.) 
small, oval, conical, with moclera,te spire ; aperture 
rounded, oval, with sharp lip entire ; columella lip 
somewhat thickened. Dz�·t.-Europe, Asia, America, 
Tasmania. 
(.uxviii.) Family V A.LVATIDiF,. 
Genus V ALV.A.TA. 1\fi.tellcr. (31Jn.) 
Shell depressed, conical (in the typical group), umbilicated ; 
covered by a thin greenish epidermis ;  operculum 
orbicular, corneous, multispiral. Animal with u. pro­
duced muzzle ; tentacles long and slender, eyes :.Itt their 
bases ; foot bilobe<l in front ; branchial plume long, 
poctinu,ted, partly exerted on the right sido when the 
animal is wt�.lking ; lingual ieeth broa,d, uncini 3 
lttnceolFt e ; all toothed anu <.lenLiculu.ted. Dist. ­
}.,rcshwn.tol', mundane. 
(xxxix.) Family T.auNCATELLIDiE. 
Genus T.auNC.ATELLA. Risso. (:314-317.) 
Shell small , sub-cylindricoJ or turbinate, with el13vatcd spire ; 
aJiCX obtuse or tl:uncated ; whorls st.riu.tt�d transversely ; 
�tpertnre oval, entire ; 11eristome contiuuous; operculum 
corneous, sn b-spiral. Animal with short diverging 
tentacles ; eyes centrally behind ; head bilobed ; foot 
short, rounded at each end. Disi.-Ou stones and 
seaweed bdwee1z tide marks. 
(x1.) Family NERITID.iB. 
Genus NERITA.. Linn. (318.) 
Shell thick, smooth or spirally grooved ; epidermis horny ; 
outer lip thickened and sometimes dc7dzculated 1oithi1t .i 
columella broad and flat, with its inner e<.lge straigltt 
and toot/zed ). opercu lum sbel1y. JJist.-Nearly all 
warm seas, living on rocks and stones at low water. 
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(xli.) Family LrOTIID.iE. 
(Sholl depressed1 spiral1 white ribbed, sometimes cancellate, or 
nodulous ; aperture orbicular, rare]y pearly within ; 
operculum corneous inside / outside with a calcareous 
coat of pearl-like shelly particles, spirally arranged. 
Genus LroTIA. Gray. (319-324.) 
Shell turbinated or depres ed, var£cose, perforated or umbilicated 
whorls ribbed or cancellated; aperture rounded, pearly 
wz'thz'1l J. peristome thick, callously margined. D£st.­
Tropical and sub-tropical. 
Genus CYLOSTREMA. Marryn,t. (325-333.) 
Shell orbicular, depressed, wz'de[y ttmbz'licated, spz're short ; 
whorls transversely strz'aled or caucellaled ; aperture 
round, not nacreous / poristome continuous, simple. 
Dzsi.-J a pan, Philippines, West Indies, Australasia. 
(xlii.) Family ROTELLIDtE. 
Genus RoTELLA. Lam. (3:34.) 
Shell depressed, lenticular, the Bpire depressed, conical ; 
aperture semi-orbicnlar ; outer lip sharp ; base with a 
convex rounded umbilical callus. ./Hs/.-India,, China, 
Ja.pan, Philippines, AusLralasiu.. 
(xliij.) Family PTIAI:IIANELt.IDJ.F.. 
Genus PrrASIANELLA. Lam. (335-339.) 
Sholl elongated, polished, richly coloured ; who?"ls convex ; 
aperture oval, 1101 pearly ; inner lip callous, outer lhz?t ; 
operculum shelly, callous outside, sub-spiral inside. 
( Pheasa?tt-shell.) Dist.-I.Jargo species, Aush·alasia ;  
small species, India, Philippines; very small species, 
West Indies, Meuiterntneau, Great RriLain. 
(xliv.) Faruily 'fuRDINIDJF.J. 
Genus TuRBO. Linn. (340-342.) 
Shell spiral, turbinated, S(l}id, 'flacrcous tiLSidc ; whorls convex, 
smooth,grooved ortuborcuhtccl ; aperture larue, rounded 
slightly pro� need in front ; operculum shelly and solid, 
callo�IS outs1�le and smooth, or variously gTooved and ma.nullated, mternally horny and pauci-spiral. Dz'st.­
"\Vorld-wide ; rocks and weeds at low water, along the 
shore. ( Top-shell.) 
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Sub-Genus Tun.no. (Restricted.) 
Shell smooth, or tubcrculate, covered by a smooth epidermis ; 
inner lip flattened, more or less produced in front ; n() 
umbz'lz'cus, operculum spiral on its inner face, convex 
and smooth or granular (not 'ridged) externally. 
Sub-Genus SENEC'l'US. Humph. 
Shell solid, with revolving squamose or spinose ridges 
covering the whorls ; axis usually ?larrowly pe7forated ; 
aperture usually slightly produced in front, with 
sometimes a short channel. 
Sub-Genus MARMOROSTOMA.. Swains. 
Shell thick, smooth or tuberculatc; aperture rounded in front; 
columella callus covering thl:l axis, which is umbil£cated, 
l10wever ; the umbilicus often at lhe uppe?' end of a 
curved channel in the call·us ,· operculum spiral, with 
central nucleus, and an indistinct sub-central external 
rib. 
(xlv.) Family TROCRIDJE. 
(Shell usually conical, with .flattened base, nac?'eous imide / 
operculum corneous, multispiral.) 
Genus T.aocHuS. Linn. (343-388.) 
Shell pyramidal, with nearly a fiat base ; whorls, numerous, 
flat, variously striated ; apertm·e oblique, rhombic, 
pearly inside ; columella twisted, slightly tr�ncated ; 
outer lip thin ; opm·culum, horny, multispiral. Dz''st.­
World-wide ; low wate1· to 15 fathoms, the smaller 
species to 100 fathoms. 
Sub-Genus Tn.ocnus. (Restricted.) 
Un1bilical region excavated bu.t not pe1jorated �· columella 
spi'rally twisted above, terminating z'n a poz'nt anteriorly. 
Sub-Genus INFUNDIBULUM. Mont. (CA.RINIDEA.. Swains.) 
Shell, conical ; whorls flattened, the last angular, base concave ; 
columella without Ieeth, or teeth obsolete. 
Sub-Genus MINOLI.A.. A. Ad<l.mFl. 
Shell globosely conoz'dal, widely and profoundly umbi'Hcated; 
whorls rounded, clathrate ; suture canaliculate ; last 
whorl, subsolute towards the apertm·e ; umbilicus 
perspective ; aperture circular, pearly within ; penstome, 
continuous, thin, acute. 
Sub-Genus AsTELE. Swainson. (Tas. Journal, 1855.) Shell nacreous, pyramidal or trochiform ; unarmed ; body 
whorl convex ; columella, none ; mnb£licus large, closed 
only by the t�rminal whorl of the spire ; aperture, 
broader than high, the margin of both lips thin. 
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Sub-Genus MoNILEA. Swainson. 
SheU orbz'cular, depressed, wide{y umbiHcated ; whorls encircled 
hy grooves, the last rounded ; umbilicus endrcled by a 
stnaJed callus .; columella terminating anteriorly in one 
or two tubercles. 
Sub-Genus Grnnut.A. 
Shell conoidal, umbzlz'cated �· umb£lzcus cylz7tdrzcal or z'nfimdibuli­
/orm �· whorls frequently tuberculated above, and with 
channeled suture ; columella sometz7nes terminating in 
a tubercular tooth. 
Sub-Class ZrzYPHINus. Gray. (CALLIOSTO:nu.) Swains. 
Shell trochiform, conical, tzot umbz1£cated �· last whorl angulated 
and usually rz'bbed at the per£phery �· aperture, quadran­
gular ; columella simple, oblique, often ending in a 
tooth in front. 
Sub-Genus TUALoTIA. Gray. 
Shell ovate-turricuJated, rather thick, not umbzlzcated; whorls 
flattened, with J'evolving r£bs, wllz'clz m·e sometimes 
granular ; apertm·e, sub-rotund ; columella fuberculate, 
h·zmcatez'nfrvnt ; outer lip t'afhcr thzck, ct·emtlated with in. 
Sub-Genus ELlllNCHUs. Humphrey. 
Shell elevated, conoidal, spz're slzarp ; whorls rather flat, smooth, 
po!Z:rhed, usually wzth dZ:rtanf revolving z?zcised lz7us / 
aperture S'/,tb-oval,; columella with a tvoth-lz'ke 
prqjectzon in the mz'ddle ; outer lip thickened within. 
Brmiantly coloured shells, but very pearly within 
(used as ornamental necklaces by the Tasmanian 
Aborigines). 
Sub-Genus CANTRARIDUS. Montfort. 
Shell ovate, thin, outer lip acute ; the columella wants the 
conspicuous tooth seen in Elmc/ms ; the whorls are 
encz'rclecl qy stn'ce and not polished .). interior highly 
iridescent,. 
Sub-Genus BANKIVI.A.. Be0k. 
Shell sub.ulafe, with sharp spire, polished, bright coloured ; 
whorls smooth, flattened, without epidermzs ; aperture 
sub-ovate, rather large, not nacreous within ; columeDa 
twisted, truncated in front ; outer lip simple, sharp. 
Sub-Genus TRocuococHLEA.. Klein. 
Shell elevated, tur1iniform ; whol'ls bluntly angled at the 
pcripberv, or with revolving carinoo ; outer Jip thin, 
smooth �within ; inner lip spreadtitg, twisted, dentate 
belo1.v, no umbilit-us. 
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Sub-Genus EucHF.uus. Phil. 
Shell conoidal, turbinate umbilicated ; whorls rounded, with 
granulated revolving ribs; columella lamellarly produced 
into a ceutr::�J tooth ; outer Hp thickened and c?'enulate 
wit/tin ; opercular whorls rather few, rapidly increasing. 
Sub-Genus CLA.Ncur.us. Montfort. 
Shell conoidal or turbinated. not umbilicated; whorls mostly 
gramdous ; aperture contracted ; columella spirally 
twisted, forming a false 7tmbz'lz"ms, plz"cated tltrougltout 
and terminn.ting in a 1Jtultz."-dentate varix ; outer lip 
dmtate �m"tltin, with sometimes a larger superior tooth. 
8-u b-Genus DTLOMA. Philippi. 
Shell conoidal, smoot!&, not UJltbilzcated; whorls rather few, 
convex ; aperture sub-rotund ;  columella lip excavated 
in tile middle and expanded 07.1er tl1.e 1tmbilicus region, 
produced laterally to join the outer lip ; outer lip thin, 
unarmed. 
Genus MARGARITA. TJeach. (-) 
Shell th£n, globular, conzi:at, umbilti:ated ; whorls rounded, 
smooth ; a.perture rounded, pearly ; lip shat·p, smooth. 
Dist.-J apao , California, A.ustntbsia. 
(xlvi.) Family S'l.'OMA.'I'ELL1D1E. 
Genus STOMATELLA Lam. (389.) 
Sholl ear-shaped, regular ; spiro sma,ll ; aperture oblong, very 
large and oblique, 1tacreous ; Jip tlJ in, even edged ; 
operculum cirr.ula.r, !ton�y, multispiral. Dz"st.-On reefs 
and nuder stones at low water. 
Genus STOMATI.A.. Helbing. (390.) 
Shell llke Ha!£otis, but �o£/hont perforatz{ms, their place being 
occupied by a simple jitrrow ; surface rugose, smooth or 
spirally ridged ; spire small, prolllinent ; aperture large, 
oblong/ outer ma.giu irregular. Dz'st.-Ja.va, PhHippines2 
Tones Straits, Pacific, Australasia. 
Sub-Genus GENA. Gray. 
Sholl sub-spiral, oblong, a1tr'[form, depressed, smooth or striated ; 
spire flattened, nearh' obsolete ; aperture very large ; 
no operculum. 
(xlvii.) Family Pr.reuROTOl\LA.RUDAli. 
Shell more or less conically elevated turreted or trochiform, 
7.eJz"tlt a marginal sHt 'in the upper part of the outer lip, 
or a row of perforations in the upper part of the 
whorl ; aperture often pearly within. 
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Genus ScHISMOPE. Jeffreys. (391.) 
Shell minute, thin, translucent, not pearly ; spire laterally 
compressed, as in Stomatia ; slz't of the young shell is  
convet·ted z"nfo a foramen in the adult ; it docs not 
commence lmtil tho animal is half grown. Dzst.­
Mediterranean, Japan, Tasmania. 
(xlviii.) Family HA.TJIOTIDlE. 
Genus H.uroTrs . Linn. (392-395.) 
Shell ea1' -shaped, large, with a small fiat spire ; aperture very 
wide, £ridescent ; exte1·ior striated, dull ; outer angle 
perforated by a series of holes, those of the spire 
prugressiveJy closed. Dzst.-Almost world-wide. 
(xli.'{.) Family Frs�U.RELT-�IDlE. 
Shell conical, Zz"mpet-shaped; apex recurved ; nucleus spiral, 
often dzsappeanitg in the course of growth ; anterior 
margin notched or apex pe1jorated ; muscular impression 
horse-shoe shaped, open in front. 
Genus FrssuRIDLLA. Lam. (396-401.) 
Shell oval, conz"cal, depressed, with the apex in front of the 
centre, and perforated; surface radiated or cancellated ; 
muscular impression with the points incnrv�d. D£st.­
U niversal, but mostly in warm seas. 
Sub-Genus MAc&oscHrSMA. Swainson. 
Shell square, oval, roughly rayed, truncate at the end; perfora­
tion very large, sub-trzcmgutar, elongated. 
Genus EM.ARGINULA. Lam. (402-405.) 
Shell oval, conical, elevated, wzlh tlte apex recurved ; surface 
cancellated; anterior margzn notclzed; muscular impression 
wilh recurved points. 1J1st.-Almost world-wide, 
range low-water to 90 fathoms. 
Genus PARMOPHORUS. Ble�inv. (406-408.) 
Shell lengthened oblong depressed; apex posterior ; front margin 
incurved ; muscular impression horse-shoe shaped, 
elongated ; shell smooth, white. Dzst.-East Indies, 
Philippines� Australasia. 
(1.) Family PATELLID.M, 
Shell wholly extemal, disc shaped, with apex anteriorly 
directocl. (Lz"mpets.) 
Genus AcM.lEA.. Esch. ( 409�41 '7.) 
Shell solid, limpet form ; apex erect, or anteriorly inclined. 
Dzst.-Mostly West Coast of North America., Europe, 
Australasia. 
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Genus PATELLA.. (418-424.) 
Shell conical, more or less depressed, oval at the base ; apex sub­
central o1· anterior, from which usually radiate ribs, 
which are are frequently nodose ; mostly crenulated 
on the inner margin. Dzst.-World-wide. (Common 
Limpet.) 
(li.) Family Cn:rTONID2E. 
Shell composed of eigltt separate transverse z'mbricati?zg plates, 
lodged in a coriaceous mantle, which forms an 
expanded margin around them. 
Genus CHITON. Linn. (425-433.) 
S:.tme general description as given for the family. 
Sub-Genus Cn:rTON. Lam. 
Girdle covered with distinct scales ; anterior and posterior 
valve with many slits, middle valve with one. 
Sub-Genus LoPHYRUs. Poli. (RA.nsu. Gray.) 
Teeth in middle valve two or more ; differs also from Chiton 
in having side slits. 
Sub-Genus LEPIDOPT.EURUS. Risso. (Isnochiton.) 
Scales transverse, fiattened, somewhat imbricated, generally 
striated. 
Sub-Genus PLA.XIPHORA. Gray. (EuPLA.CIFORA.. Gray.) 
Mantle with a double series of pores, beset with bifurcate 
bristles, one row at the insertion of the valves, the 
other at the external margin ; shell with the valves 
broad, tra.nsverse, external. 
Sub-Genus AcANTHOCITES. Risso. 
Mantle densely spinuJose, surrounded with a series of 
setigerous pores ; shell with the valves deeply 
immersed, sub-equal externally, the exposed part 
111oclerato ; cordate as broad as long ; plate of insertion 
of the anterior valve six lobed, that of the midclle hi­
lobed, that of the po!:iterior five lobed, 
Genus CHITONELLUS. Blainvillc. (434-435.) 
Tail plato funnel shaped ; laroinoo thrown fot·warcl ; insertion 
plates very sagittate ; slits in anterior valve 5, in 
middle 0-1, in posterior none ; teeth very short, except 
of sutm·cs ; eaves distinct ; sinus very deep and 
narrow ;  girdle crowded with bristles, no tufts ; gills 
posterior. 
. Sub-Genus CRYPTOPI.A.X. Gray. 
Mlddle valve without ribs ; girdle with crowded bristles, 
tufted. 
G 
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(Iii.) Family PHILINID11t1. 
Genus PIIILINE. Ascanias. (436 ) 
Shell bulliform, not jormi1tg a single w!LOrl, internal, white. 
translucent, oval, slightly convoluted ; spire rudimentary 
Dz'st.-Wcst Indies, Rorcnl Atlantic, Mediterranean, 
East Indies, ATtstralasia.. 
(liii.) Family Torm.A.'J,ELLmA<:. 
Shell spiral, ovate, co?tvoiute or involute, spire more or less 
elevated ; surface mostly spirally pzmctated; aperture 
usually high and narrow, truncate or roundish in front; 
columP.lia solid. 
Genus Ton.NATJNA. D'Orb. (437.) 
Shell oval, elongated , conica.l or fusiform, with revolving 
punctatcu striro ; apertnre loug a.nd narrow, widened 
in front, entire ; lip sharp ; columella thickened, but 
without plica.tions. Dis/.-Almost w01·ld-wide. 
Genus RrNGICULA. Des h. ( 438.) 
Shell mz'1lute, ventricose, with sma.ll spire ; apexture 1totched ; 
columella callous, deeply plaited; outer lip tlti'ckmed and 
reflected. Dzst.-In all warm seas. 
(liv.) Family 0YLIOHNIVLJJ:. 
Shell external, spjral, more or less cyit'ndrical ;  ucady white ; 
no operculum. 
Genus CYLICHN.A.. Loren. (439-440.) 
Shell strong, cylt'ndrical, s�ooth, or punctate-striate ; spire 
minute or truncated ; aperi.nre narrow, rounded in 
front ; columella callollS, wiill one plait. Dz''st.­
Chiefly deep water shells, Grecnlanu, Britain, Red Sea, 
Australasia. 
(lv.) Family BuLLIDlE. 
Shell spiral, ventricose, 1·ather thick, maculated and banded in the 
typical genus, white in others ; spiro -involute, external, 
but usually partly covered by tho late1·al lo bcs of the 
foot. 
Genus BuLLA. Linn. (441.) 
Shell oval, globular, smooth, spotted, marbled or zoned ; 
spire concave ; aperturo as long as the shell ; inner 
margin without columella ; outer lip trenchant. 
Dist.-U niversal. 
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Genus HAM IN EA. Linn. ( 442 ) 
Shell oval, globular, spiral, ventricose, cor!lecus, thin, covered 
by a slight smooth epidermis ; spire involute ; lacks the 
colours of Bulla. 
(lvi.) Family LoPHOCERIDlE. 
Genus AKEI{A. Muller. (443.) 
Shell like Bulla, thin, flexible, globosely cylindrical ; spire 
truncated ; whol'ls channeled ; aperture long, expanded 
and deeply sinuated in front ; outer margin disunited 
at the suture ; columella open, exposing the whorls. 
Di'st.-Greeuland, Great Britain, Mediterranean, East 
Indies, Australasia. 
(lvii.) Family APLYSIIDlE. 
Shell wanting or rudimentary, and covered by the mantle ; 
oblo?Zg, trigoual or sli'glttly co�tvoluted; large, slug-like 
animals. 
Genus APLYSIA. Gmelin. (444-445.) 
Shell oblong, convex, flexible and lfmzslucettt, with a posterior 
slightly incurved apex. (Sea-hare.) Dist.-West 
Indies, Norway, Britain, Mediterranean, Mauritius, 
China, Australasia. 
(lviii.) Family VrTRINIDJE. (Land Shells.) 
Shell usually thin, corneous, transparent, spiml, of few rapidly 
enla?·ging whorls. 
Genus VITRINA. Drap. (446-448.) 
Shell imperforate, very thin, depl·essed ; spiTe short, last 
whorl large ; aperture large, lunate or rounded ; 
columella, margin slightly inflected; perist0me often 
membranous. Dist.-Universal, mostly inhabit cold or 
temperate countries or mountain 1·egions of warm 
cou ntries. 
(lix.) Family HELIOTDJE. (Land Shells.) 
(Shell spiral, usually thicker tht n in the Zonitidoo, and mostly 
with reflected lip, the aperture edentulous or conu· acted 
by teeth.) 
Genus HELIX. (449-518.) 
Shell of variable form, smooth, rugose, striate, 1'ibbed or 
tuberculate, sometimes pilose ; orbicula,r convex, 
plano1·biu, trochiform subturriculated, or short 
bulimiform (monstrosities sinistral, or with the whorls 
more or less uncoiled) ; aperture oblique, oval or 
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semi-lunar, with or without interior teeth on the 
margin or parietal wall ; lip simple or thickened 
internally or reflected, umbilicus covered, widely open. 
Dist.-U niversal. 
Genus BuLIMUS. (519-520.) Land Shells. 
Shell oval-oblong or turriculated, solid, sub-perforate or im� 
perforate ; whorls few, tho last ventricose and large ;. 
aperture longitudinal ; columella, widened, rarely 
plicate ; peristome thickened, reflected ; the lip 
usually joined by a callus. Dist.-Mostly South 
.American. 
(lx.) Family PuPID.lE. (Land Shells.) 
Shell generally minute, multispira.l, cylindrical, with obtuse 
summit (pupiform) ; apertu?·e sntall, usually contracted 
by internal teeth or lamelloo. 
Genus Pul'A. (521.) 
Shell usually very small, cylindrical or oval-oblong; umbilicus 
slight or a mere slit ; plicate, striate or costellate 
brown or horn-colour ; columella plicate or sub-dentate ; 
lip reflected, usually dentate or plicate within, the 
extremities usually joined by a raised eallus. Dist.­
Universal, boreal and tropical. 
(lxi.) Family LIMACIDl.E. (Terrestrial Land Slugs.) 
Shell rudimentwry, a calca?·eous plate, not spvra t, concealed under 
the mantle, and covering the respiratory cavity. 
Genus LrMAX. (522.) 
Shell-plate testaceous thlin, jtat, longer than wide, with con­
centric stri::e of increase, internal. Dist.-Universally 
distributed. 
(lxii.) FamHy Au.IONID..2E. 
(Animal naked, with or without mucous pore ; mantle conceal­
ing a shell-plate, or a few calcareous grains which 
represent it ; jaw strongly ribbed ; central tooth 
tricuspidate, the median cusp long and narrow ; 
laterals and marginals bicuspidatc.) 
Genus CYSTOPELTA. (523.) 
Body attached for hal£ its length to the back of the foot ; 
mantle very large, enveloping the whole animal in 
repose, b11t from beneath which the head and the tip 
of the tail alone arc visible from above when the 
animal is crawlin g ;  tentacles four ; tail with a 
mucous spore at the tip ; mandible like that of A1·ion ; 
ljngual teeth resembling those of Testacella. No 
shell. .Dz'st.-Tate. 'rasmania. 
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Oxiii.) Family SucciNEIDlE. 
I Genus SuccrNEA. (524-525.) 
Shell oval, very fragile and transparent ; spire short ; the 
whorls few, and very rapidly enlarging ; aperture 
oval ; outer lip thin, not reflected, united below by a 
very broad curve with the thin, smooth columella. 
Dist.-World-wide; sub-aquatic, living in damp places, 
near the margin of streams. 
(lxiv.) Family AuRICULIDlE. 
(Shell oblong-oval, �overed by a thin epidermis ; spire short, 
conoidal, very rarely sub-elongated ; last whorl large ;  
rounded at the base ; aperture longitudinal, narrow, 
car-shaped ; inner wall of the aperture with two or 
three plications, peristome thickened internally, with­
out teeth.) 
Genus CAssrnuLA. (526-529.) 
Shell sub-perforated, cassidiform, solid ; spire short, conoidal; 
last whod very large, attenuated to the base, where it 
is usually carinated or angulated around the axis ; 
aperture narrow, sinuous ; inner lip dcntately plicate ; 
columella plication strong ; outer lip thickened within 
by a strong callosity with toothed edge. Dist.-Ceylon, 
East Indies, Philippines, Australasia, Polynesia. 
Shell 
Shell 
Genus ALEXIA.. (527.) 
oblong-oval, thin, spire acuminate ; last whorl large, 
rounded at base ; columella with an oblique plait ; 
aperture contracted by teeth, and sometimes by a 
callosity of the outer lip. Dz'st.-United States, West 
Indies, Madcria, Europe. 
Genus MARINU'LA. ( 528.) 
oval-oblong, imperfoute, solid, smooth ; spire short, 
sharp ; aperture oval ; inner lip rather thick, excavated 
with three plications, the posterior la.t·gest ; outer lip 
simple, sharp. JJ£st -Australia, Mediterranean, W. 
Coast of America. 
Genus 0PHIC..tRDELUS. (529.) 
Shell oval-oblong, umbilicated, smooth ; spire elevated-conic ; 
aperture oval, elongated, angulated above ; inner lip 
reflected, with two spiral plications, one of which 
su7-rounds the umbilicus ; outer lip thin, simple. 
Dzst.-Australia, Polynesia. 
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(lxv.) Family LIMNlEIDlE. 
Shell thin, horn-coloured, mostly spiral, sometimes patelli­
form, capable of containing tl1e entjre animal, con­
tracted ; aperture simple, rounded ; lip sharp. 
Genus l.JJMNllllA. (530-53'3.) 
Shell norma.lly dextral, oval-oblong, thin, corneous, translucid ; 
spire shal'}J, more or less acumi nated ; last whorl 
ventricose ; aperture oval, ample, rounded in front ; 
columella lip with an oblique plait entering above. 
Dist.-Europe, Asia, America, North of the Equator, 
Polynesia. 
Genus A:MPHIPEPLEA. (534-535.) 
Shell globular, ventricose, thin, tra.nspa1·ent ;  spire very 
short, depressed ; aperture very large ; columella 
without fold ;  outer lip sharp. Dz'st.-Europe, East 
Indies, Australia, Philippines. 
Genus PHYSA. (536-547.) 
Shell ovate, sinistrally spjral, thin, polished ; aperture 
rounde<l in front. D1"st.-North America, Europe, 
East Indies. 
Genus PLANORBIS. (548-551.) 
Shell discoidal, biconcave, the whorls visible ou both sides ; 
aperture small, rounded, margin usually simple, 
sometimes expanded. Dist.-Wodd-wide. 
Genus ANcYLus. (552-554.) 
Shell conical, lim pet-shaped, thin ; apex posterior turned to 
the left ; aperture with entire basal margin ; inte1-ior 
with a sub-spiral museular scar. DZ:ft.-North and 
South America, Europe, Australia. 
Genus GuNDLACRIA. (555-55G.) 
Shell very sma1l, thin, obliquely conic, apex inclined 
posteriorly and to the right ;  base two-thirds closed by 
a £at, straight-edged shelf, leaving a semicircular 
aperture. Dist.-United States, Cuba, Tasmania. 
(lxvi.) Family AMT>IIIBOLID..E. 
Genus AMPHIBOLA. (557-559.) 
Shell sub-globose, rather thick, rugose, umbilicated ; spire 
short, whorls shouldered above, umbilicated ; aperture 
sub-oval ; columella lip callous ; columella flattened 
and reflected; outct· Hp �inuous posteriorly; ope1·culum 
corneous, sub-spiral. Dz'st.-N ew Zealand. 
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Shell discoidal, biconcave, the whorls visible ou both sides ; 
aperture small, rounded, margin usually simple, 
sometimes expanded. Dist.-Wodd-wide. 
Genus ANcYLus. (552-554.) 
Shell conical, lim pet-shaped, thin ; apex posterior turned to 
the left ; aperture with entire basal margin ; inte1-ior 
with a sub-spiral museular scar. DZ:ft.-North and 
South America, Europe, Australia. 
Genus GuNDLACRIA. (555-55G.) 
Shell very sma1l, thin, obliquely conic, apex inclined 
posteriorly and to the right ;  base two-thirds closed by 
a £at, straight-edged shelf, leaving a semicircular 
aperture. Dist.-United States, Cuba, Tasmania. 
(lxvi.) Family AMT>IIIBOLID..E. 
Genus AMPHIBOLA. (557-559.) 
Shell sub-globose, rather thick, rugose, umbilicated ; spire 
short, whorls shouldered above, umbilicated ; aperture 
sub-oval ; columella lip callous ; columella flattened 
and reflected; outct· Hp �inuous posteriorly; ope1·culum 
corneous, sub-spiral. Dz'st.-N ew Zealand. 
I 
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(lx:vii.) Family SIPHONARIID.&. 
Genus SIPHONARIA. (560-562.) 
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Shell solid, porcellanous ; apex central or sub-central ; 
provided with more or less elevated radiating ribs or 
ridges, which by their projection render the margin 
irregular. Dis!. -Cape, India, Philippines, Australia, 
New Zealand, Pacific, Galapagos, Peru, Cape Ilorn, 
vVest Indies, West Coast of North America. 
CLASS SCAPHOPODA. 
(lxviii.) Family DENTAT,JID1E. 
Genus DENTALJUl\'T. (563-561.) 
Shell f�tbe-like, gradually tapering posteriorly, Iongi.itndinally 
ribbed, margin of the aperture sharpened, posterior end 
with an internal, slightly projecting tube, which is 
provided with a dorso-ventrally elongated opening; 
the outer layer having a very slight emargination 






( lx:i.x:.) Family G AS1.'ROCTT A•:NTDlE. 
eq?JJ�·valvr!, gaping ; valves thin, edentulous, united by a 
thin external ligamcn L, sometimes cemented to llt shell'lj 
t'ltbe when adult ; adductor impres�ious 2, pallial )inc 
sinuated. 
Genus A.sPERGILLUM. (665.) 
small, eq uilatcral, cemented to the lower C'ud of a shell'lj 
tube, the 'umbones alone visible externa,lly ; tube elongated, 
closed below by a perforated disc, with a minute 
central fissure ; siphoual cud plain, or ornamented 
wi.th rnntes. D ist.-Red Sea, Ja,va, Australia, New 
Zealand ; in sand. 
Genus G.A.STROCIUENA. (566.) 
elongated, narrow, contained within a .�helly lube ; 
posterior adductor nearly central, with a pedal stc'1r in 
front ; siphoual jn:flection angular, with its apex: joining 
tho pallial line ; tube round, straight, tapering 
upwards, transversely striated, cloHed a,t the lower end 
'�hen complete, and furnished with a pc1·forated 
chu.-ehragm behind the valves. Dist.-Ma.dagascar, 
Incha,, Philippines, Australia ; burrowing in sand or 
mud. 
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(lxx.) Family TEREDIDJlt;. 
Genus TEREDO. (567.) 
ShPll globular, open in front and behind, lodged at the inner 
extremity of a burrow partly or entirel'l/ lined with shell ; 
valves tlwee lobed, concentrically striated, and with one 
transverse furrow ; hinge margins reflected in front, 
marked by the anterior muscular impressions ; 
umbonal cavity with a long, curved, muscular process. 
Dist. -Norway, Brita.iu, Black Sea, Tropics, Australasia. 
119 fathoms. 
(lxxi.) Family Prror.Anrn.m. 
Genu� B.ARN�.A. (568.) 
Shell oval, oblong, anteriorly gaping; with a single lanccolate 
dorsal accessonJ valve ; umbonal process reflected, closely 
applied. Dist.-A ustralia, Burmah, Red Sea, Europe, 
Patagonia, Philippines. 
(lxxii.) Family SoLENIDlE. 
Genus Sor,EN. (56!J.) 
Shell z•ery long, sub-cyli11drical, straight, margins parallel, ends 
gaping ; beaks terminal, or sub-central ; binge teeth, 
one in each valve ; ligament long, external ; anterior 
muscular impression elongated ; posterior oblon g ; 
pallial line extending beyond tho ad<luctors ; sinus 
short and square. Dz'st.-vVorld-widc, cxecpt Arctic 
Seas ; J 00 fathoms. 
(lxxiii.) Family SAxrcA VIDJF.:. 
Sholl eq11ivalve, tlui:k, gajn7tg at the extremities ; hinge with a 
single cardinal tooth ; ligament external, prominent, 
solid, inserted in a nymphal ca.llosiLy ; pallial im­
pression Z:rregular, siuuous. 
Genus SAXICAV.A. (570.) 
Shell when young symmetrical, with two minute teeth in each 
valve ; adult rugose, toothless ; oblong, equivalve 
gaping ;  ligament ext?rna.l ; palli'al line sz?mated, 1ZOt 
cottfinuous. Dist.-Umversa.l. 
Genus P.ANOPJE.A. (571.) 
Sholl cquivalve, thick, ?blong� gapiug at each end, ligament 
external o1t promment rzdges ; one prominent tooth in 
each valve ; pallial sinus det'j. Dist.-Northern Seas, 
Mediterranean, Capo, Australia, New Zealand, Pata­
goma ; low water-90 fa.Lhoms. 
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(ln:iv.) Family CoRBULIDlE. 
Shell small, inequivalve, thick, gapi1lg in froJZt ; hinge con­
sisting of a single recurved tooth in one valve, received 
into a fosset or notch in the other. 
Genus CoRBULA.. (572-573.) 
Shell thick, £'1lequivalve, gibbose, closed, produced posteriorly ; 
right valve with a prominent tooth iu front of the 
cartilage pit ; left valve smaller, with a projecting 
cartilage process ; pallial sinus slight ; pedal scars 
distinct from the adductor impressions. Dlst.­
United States, Norway, Britain, M.editel'ranean. 
Genus N E�J.H.A. ( 5 71.) 
Shell globular, attmuated, and gaping behind ; right vaJve a 
little the smallest ; umbones strengthened internally 
by a rib on the posterior side ; cartilage process 
spatulate in each valve (furnished with a movable 
ossicle-Deshayes), with an obsolete tooth in front, 
and a posterior lateral tooth ; pallial sinus very shallow. 
Dist.-Norway, Britain, Mediterranean, Canaries, 
Madeira, China, Moluccas, New Guinea, Chili ; from 
12-200 fathoms. 
(lxxv.) Fa.mily ANATINTD1'E. 
Shell often inequivalve, tllin, t'lltenor Jtacreous ; surface 
granular ; ligament external, thin ; cn.rtilagc internal, 
placed in corresponding pits and usually furnished 
with a free ossicle ; musculn.r impressions faint, the 
a.nterio1· elonga.ted ; pallial liuo usually sinuated. 
Genus ANATINA.. (575-578.) 
Sholl oblong, vc?ttricose, sub-equivalve, thi1t mtd translucmt, 
posterior side attenu�ted and g:.tping ; umbones 
fissured, directed backwards, supported int{'l'Dt lly by 
an oblique plate ; hinge with a spoon-shaped cartilage 
process in each valve, furnished in front with a 
transverse ossicle ; pallial sinus wide ancl shallow. 
flist.-India, Philippines, New Zealand, Japan, United 
States. 
Genus MYODORA. (579-583.) 
Shell tr igonal, rounded £1t front, attmuated and truJLcated behiJZd; 
right valve convex, left flat ; interior pearly ; cartilage 
narrow, triangular, between two tooth-like ridges in 
t?e left valve, with a free sickle-shaped ossicle ; pallial 
hno sinuated ; structure like Auatina ; ont�r cells 
large, rather prismatic. Disi�-New Zealand, New 
South Wales, Philippines. 
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Genus MYoOnAMA. (584-585.) 
Shell incquivalve, attadted by tlte dextral 7Jal1Je, and modified by 
the form of the smface of attachment ; posterior side 
altetzuated; leftvah'e gibbose ; cartilage internal, between 
two tooth-like projections in each valve, and fmmshed 
with a movable ossicle ; anterior muscular impression 
curved, posterior rounded, pallial sinus small. Dz''st.­
Australasia ; attached to Ct·n.ssatel1a and Trigonia in 8 
fathoms water ; the fry, (as indica,ted by the umbones) 
is free, regula.r aud Myodora,-shaped. 
(lxxvi.) Family MACTR!D.ll!j. 
Shell equivalve, trigonal, close or slightly gaping ; ligament 
(cartilage) inter11.al, sometimes exterual, contained in a 
deep tria'l'zgular pit �· epidermis thick ; binge with two 
diverging cardinal teeth, and usually with anierio1· and 
posterior laterals ; pa.llial sinus short, rounded. 
Genus MACTRA.. ( 586-588.) 
Shell nearly equit"aleral; anterior hinge-tooth .A_ shaped, wjth 
sometimes a small laminar tooth closo to it ; lateral 
tooth doubled in the right. va.lve. Dist.-All seas, 
especially within the tropics ; 35 fathoms. 
Genus LuTRAR.IA. (589.) 
Sbcll oblo11g, gaping at boflt e��ds ; ca.rtilage plate prominent, 
with l or 2 small teeth in front of it in ea.ch valve ; 
pa.llial sinus deep, horizontal. JJist.-United States, 
Brazil. Britain, Me<iitermnean , Senegal, Cape, India, 
New Zealand, Sitka . . 
(lxxvii.) Fa.mily PAPHLJ J>A<:. 
Genus Paau. (590-595.) 
Shell trigonal, tluck, compressed, dosed ; ligament t'?Ztental, in a 
deep, cmtral pit ; a minute interior hinge-tooth, and 
!-! lateral teeth in each valve ; muscular sc;;Lrs deep ; 
pallial sinus small. Dist.-West Indies, Mediterranean, 
Crimea, India, New Zealand, Tasmania, Chili ; sands 
at low-water. 
Sub-Genus MEsODES:M:A. Dcsh. 
Shell oval, sub-equilateral; l�teral. t�etl1 short, smooth, sub­
equal ; siphonal inflectiOn d1simct. 
Sub-Genus DoNACILLA. Lam. 
Shell elongate, cuneiform, slightly trwuate posteriorly ; anterior 
lateral teeth elo?tgated ; posterior short ; siphonal Esinus 
distinct. 
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Sub-Genus ANAPA. Gray. 
Shell sub-trigonal, ZJentricose, truncate posteriorly ; lateral toeth 
sub-equal, compressed, smooth ; siphoual inflection 
obsolete. 
(lxxviii.) Family SEMELIDlE. 
Genus SEMELE. (596-598.) 
Shell rounded, sub-eqztt1ateral, beaks t1tmed forward ; posterior 
side sl£g!ztly folded; hinge-teeth 2·2, laterals elongated, 
distinct in the right valve ; external ligament short, 
cartilagt} internal, long, oblique ; palli<Ll sinus deep, 
rounded. Dist.-West Indies, Brazil, India, China, 
Australasia, Peru. 
(lxxix.)  Family TELLINIDJE. 
Shell ji·ee, c01npressed, usually closed and equivalve ; cardinal 
teeth, 2 at most, laterals 1-1, sometimes obsolete ; 
muscular impressions rounded, polished ; pallial sinus 
very large ; ligament on shortest side of the shel l ; 
external structure oul:lcuroly prismatic-cellular ; prisms 
fusiform, nearly parallel with surface, radiating from 
the hinge in the outer layer, transverse in tbe iuner. 
Genus TELLINA. (59D-606.) 
Shell slightly z'nequivalve, compressed, rounded in front, angular 
and slightly folded posteriorly, nrnbones sub-central ; 
teeth 2·2, laterals 1-1, most distinct in the right valve ; 
pallial sinus very wz'de and deep ; ligament external, 
prominent. .Dist.-Iu. all seas, especially the Indian 
Ocean. Most almndant and high1y colom·od in the 
Tropics. Low water-coral zone, fifty fathoms. 
Wellington Channel, Kant Sea, Behring's Straits, 
Baltic, Black Sea. 
Genus GARr. ( 607-609. ) 
Shell transverse, oval-oblong, flat, equivalve, sub-equilateral, 
concentrically plicate, :u little gaping on each side an.d 
covel!.'ed by a tki1Z epidermis :' hinge nanow, with two 
small cardinal teeth, sometimes bifid, j n  each valve ; 
beaks smal l ; ligament long and pl'ominent ; margins 
simple ; muscular impressions rather htrg<', equally 
distant from the hjnge, the anterior oblong, the 
posterior rounded ; pa1lial impression clistant from the 
margin, with a narro7.c1, projozm:t sinus. Dtst.­
N<n·way, Britain, India, New Zcaln,ncl, Pacific ; littoral 
-co1·alline zone, 100 fathoms. G. Gari is eaten in 
India. 
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Genus Hr.ATUL.A.. (610-611.) 
Valves oval-oblong, compressed, ventral margin usually incurvet! 
posteriorly, where the v�.lves are attenuated ; broadly 
rounded anteriorly ; beaks sub-median, not prominent, 
violaceous, under an olive epidermis ; ligament thick, 
swollen ; one or two very small ca.rdinal teeth in each 
valve ; muscular impressions 1·ounded, distant ; pallial 
impression very S'inuous. ])z"st.-W. Indies, Red Sea,. 
India, Madagascar, Japa.n, Australia, Tasmania, Peru. 
(lxxx.) Family VENERID.lE. 
(Shell regular, closed, sub-·orbicular or oblong/ ligament external ; 
hinge with u�ually three diverging teeth in each 
valve ; muscular impression oval, polished ; pallz'al 
line sinuated. ) 
Genus VENUS. (612-623.) 
Shell thick, ovate, smooth, sulcated, or cancellated ; margins 
minutely crenulatecl ; ca:rdinal teeth 3·3 ; pallial sinus 
small, angular �· ligament prominent ; lunule distinct. 
J)ist.-World-wide. Low water, 140 fathoms. V. 
Astartoides, Behring's Sea. V. Verrucosa, Britain, 
Mediterranean, Senegal, Cape, R,eJ Sea, Australia ? 
Sub-Genus CHIONE. Megerle. (MuRCIA, Romer. 
O:rrrPH.A.LOCLATIIRUM. Klein.) 
Shell oval, triangular or sub-cordfform; margz?zs finely crenulated; 
h inge narrow, solid, with three teeth z1z the rz'ght valve, 
two in the left, the antc1·iot· tooth longest ; ligament 
nal'l'ow ; pallial si nus shallow. Mantle-margins folded 
and dentate ; siphons short, unequal, the branchial 
doubly cinated, the anal ciliated. 
Genus CYTHEREA. (624-631.) 
Shell like Venus ; oval-triangular, smooth ; margins simple ; 
hinge wjth three cardinal teeth and an anterz(n· tootll, 
beneath the lunule ; pallz'al sz?zus mode1·ate, angular. 
JJzst.- Same as Venus. Recent. 150 sp. 
Sub-Genus CALLISTA. 
Shell oval , trans11erse, imquilateral �· pallial sinus sub-oval, 
profound. Mantle-margins folded and cirrous above 
the siphons ; siphons u nited, cirrated at their 
extremities. 
Sub-Genus GouLDIA. 
Shell sub-trigonal, oval, shz'ning, z'tiflated. 
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Genus DosrNIA. (632-636.) 
Shell orbicular, compressed, concmtrically striated, pale, ligament 
sunk ; lnnule deep ; hinge Hke Cytherea, margins even ; 
pallial sinus deep, mtgzdar, ascending. Dz:rt.-Bo1·eal, 
Tropical Seas. Low water, 80 fathoms. 
Sub-Genus GouLDIA. 
Shell sub-trigonal, oval, smooth, shining, inflated. 
Genus TAPES. (637.) 
Shell oblong, umbones anterior, margins smooth ; teeth, three 
in each valve, more or less bifid ; pallial sinus deep, 
rou.11ded. Dzst.-Norway, Britain, Black Sea, Senegal, 
Brar.i l, India, China, New Zealand. Low water, 100 
fathoms. 
(lxxxi.) Family CYRENID.lH. 
Shell sub-orbicular, closed, ligament external ; epidermis thick, 
!Lorny �· umbones of aged shells eroded ; hinge with 
two or three cardinals and lateral teeth ; pallial line 
with a smal  inflection. 
Genus CoRBICULA.. (638.) 
Shell sub-cordiform, solid, close, concentrically striated or 
rigid, covered by a smooth, greenish epidermis ; three 
car<lina,l teeth in each valve, the right, anterior and 
left po�terior rather small ; latera] teeth elongated, 
compressed, striated ; ligament prominent, thick ; 
pallial impression with a slight or well-mu.l'ked sinus. 
Dist.-India, EaRt Indies, Philippines, S. America. 
Genus PrsmruM. (639-640.) 
Shell sub-01�al, tr(�Jonal, inequilaterr�l, covered by a greenish 
epidermis / cardinal teeth very small, elOl'lga.ted, one 
sometimes bifurcated in the rjght valv<', two diverg­
ing in tbe left valve ; lateral teeth longitudinal, com­
pressed, lamellifonn, double in the right valve. JJist.­
Univcrsal. Freslt 7t.tafer lakes a11d ri7,ers, Tasmania.. 
Genus SPHlERIUJ\t. ( 41.) 
Syn. Cyclas. 
Shell thin, oval or sub-o1·bzcular, infia.ied, covered by a greemsll. 
epidermis ; cardinal teeth very small or rudimentary, 
one more or less bifurcated, one in the righL and two 
oblique ones in the left valve ; laterrtl teeth compressed, 
lamelliform, the anterior shortest ; ligament short ; 
margins plain, muscular impressions sca1·ccly :l])parent, 
su�-marginal ; paJlial impression simple. D7'st.­
Umversal. 
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(lxxxii.) Family PETRICOLIDJF:. 
Genus Ru.PELLARIA. (642-647.) 
Shell elongated, moderately tumid, smjace rugosely sln'ated and 
ribbed, distinctly gap£ng posteriorly �· binge in the right 
valve with two cardina.l teeth, !Lnd a third very small, 
but usually obsolete, anterior ; the middle one is 
prominent, curved as i n  Petri col a. ;  the posterior is 
longitudinally lamellar, low a,nd bifure�Lte ; in the left 
vuJvc arc three dista.nt a11d very unequal cardinal 
teeth ; the middle one is sirn ilarly projecting a.s the 
corresponding 1-ootb in tho other valve. Rup. lamelli. 
ftra, Conrad ; may be considered as a type of a group. 
Dt:st.-E�rope, Pacific, ete. 
(lxxxii i.) Fa.mily 0AitDIID.Lr!'. 
Genus 0ARDTU1\-r. (648-651 .) 
Shell 7.:mtricose, rlose or gaping posteriorly ; umbones 
promin.ml, sub-central ; radzalely ribbed ; margins crenu.­
Laled �· pallial line more or less siuuated. Dist.­
vV orld.-wide; from sea shore to 140 fathoms. Gregarious 
on sands and sandy mu<l. 
(lxxxiv.) Family OnAn.rmlE_ 
Genus OrrAMA. (652.) 
Shell attached ttsually by the le(/. umbo �· valve .foHaceous, the 
upper srnallesl ; hinge tooth of free valve thick, curved., 
received between two tooth in the other ; adductor 
impressions large, oblong, thA a.nterior encroaching on 
the hinge-tooth. Dt'st. T1·op.ical soas, especially 
amongst coal reefs : fift,v fat.hums. West Indies, 
Canaries, Mediterranean, Inclin., China, Australasia. 
(lxxxv.) Family LucnHn.m. 
Shell rYrlricular, free, closed ; ]ling<'-tf'cth ] or 2 ;  laterals 
1-1 ; Ol' obsolete ; interior dull, obhquely furrowed ; 
pallial line simple ; muscular impressions two, 
elongated, rugose, ligament o:xtC1'Dal or sub-internal. 
Genus LuciNA. Brug. (653-655.) 
Shell orbicular, whz"te, sometimes divaricatoly striate ; umbones 
depressed ; lunule distinct ; margins smooth or 
minutely crenulatecl ; ligament oblique, smu·-i?dernal �· 
hinge-teeth 2-2, lattcra.ls 1-1 and 2-2 or obsolete ; 
muscular impressions rugose, anterior elongated 
within the pallial line, posterior oblong ; umbonal area 
with an oblique furrow. Dzst.-Univorsal. 
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Sub-Genus. CYCLAS. Klein. 
Valves d.ivaricately striate. 
Genus LoRIPES. Poli. (656.) 
Shell almost equilateral, cancellated or swlptured by flexuous 
strice ; lunule short, ca.rLllage quite internal; teeth 
one cardinal in the right and two in tho left valve ; 
hterals remote, and sometimes indistinct. Dz''st.­
ALlantjc, Mcditermnea11, W. Indies, Australasia. 
(lxxxvi.) Family UNGULINIDJF.. 
Genus MYSIA. (657.) 
Shell sub-orb/mlar smootlt ; ligament double, rather long, sub­
marginal ; hinge-teeth 2·2, of which the anterior in the 
left valve, and posterior in the nght are bifid ; 
muscular impressions polished, nntcrior elongated. 
Dt'st.-W est Indies, Rio, Britain, Mcditcrra.nean, Red 
Sea, 1Y est Africa, India, Corea, Australia, California. 
( lxxxvii.) Family Eu.YClNID.tE. 
Sholl very srnall, thin, frag·ile, usually transpa·rent, anu some­
times gaping, rounded or transverse, laterally 
depressed ; hinge narrow, with one or two cardinal 
teeth, tho lateral more or loss elongated, compressed 
sometimes wanting ; muscular jml_)ressions small, not 
well-markeu ;  pallial line sin7ple. 
Genus LASlEA. (658-659.) 
Shell minute and 1·oundish, oval ; bea.k st,might ; cartilage 
long, placed at the sk01·te1· end of the shell, contrary to 
that in Kellia ; left. valve with n minute thorn-like 
cardjual tooth ; and in ead1 valve two remarkably 
strong lateral teeth. Dist.-Univcrsal. 
Genus KELLIA. ( 660-661.) 
Sholl small, thin, sub-orbicular, closed, beaks small; margins 
smooth ; ligament internal, interrupting tho margin, 
or on the thickened margins ; cardinal teeth 1 or 2, 
laterals 1-1 i n  each valve. Dist.-Norway, New 
Zealand, California. 
Shell 
(lxxxviii .) Family CRASSATELLIOM. 
Genus CRASSATELT�A. (662-664.) 
solid, ventricose, attenuated behind, sm.ooth or concen­
trically furrowed ; lnnulo distinct ; l-igament inte'l·nal ;  
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margin smooth or denticulated ; pal1ial line simple ; 
binge-teeth 1·2, striated in front of cartilage-pit ; 
lateral teeth 0-1, 1-0 ; adductor impressions deep, 
rounded ; pedal smal1, distinct. D£st.-Austra1ia, New 
Zealand, Philippines, India, West Africa, Canaries, 
Brar.il. 
(lxxxix.) Family AsTARTIDJF.. 
Shell thick, solid, equivalve, the cardinal teeth always well 
developed, 2-3 in each valve ; htcral teeth some­
times present on one or both sides, ligament always 
ext01·nal, strong ; muscular scars ovate, the anterior 
usually with a small deep superimposed pit, produced 
by the retractile muscles of the foot ; pallial line 
entire. 
Genus CARD ITA. ( 665-668.) 
Shell oblong, rradiately ribbed ; ligament exte1·nal ; ma1·gins 
toothed; hinge-teeth 1·2, and an elongated posterior 
tooth ; pallial lz'ne smzple ; anterior pedal scar· close to 
adductor. Dist.-U nivcrsal. 
Genus MYTILICARDIA. (G69-G70.) 
Shell elongated, very iuequ?'!ateral, with squamous radiating n"bs ; 
hinge with. an anterjor triangular cal'dinc.tl tooth ; 
posterior cardinal tooth double in the left valve ; no 
anterior laterals. Foot rounded, grooved, byssiferous. 
Dist.-Universal. 
(xc:.) Family UNIONIDlE. 
Genus UNro. (671.) 
Shell nacreous; ep£denJzZ:f thz'ck ami dflrk, m;al or elongated, smooth, 
corrugated, or spiny, bcroming very solid with age ; 
anterior teeth 1·2, or 2·2, short, irregular ; posteror 
teeth, 1·2, elongated, laminar. Dist.-PreslL water. 
Universal. 
(xci.) Family TRIGONIID..&J. 
Genus TRIGONIA. (672.) 
Shell trz.'gotzal, nacreous interJZally, thick, tuberculated or 
ornamented with radiati11g or cottcentric ribs ; posterior 
side angular ; ligament small n,nd J)l'Omincnt ; hinge­
teeth 2·3, diverging, transversely striated.;. cmtre toot!t of 
lift 11alve divided; pedal impressions in front oi the 
posterior adductor, and one in the urn bo of the left 
valve ; anterjor adductor impression closo to the 
umbo ; pallial line simple. Dist.-Australia. 
.. 
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(xcii.) Family NucuLIDiE. 
Shell oval, or trigonal, small, 1zacreous ze;itlzz"n ; h inge composed 
of a great ?tumber of trmzsverse teetlt, interrupted by a 
central p# for the reception of tho ligament, which is 
internal or external. 
Genus NucuLA. (673-674.) 
Shell trigonal, with tho umbones turned towards the short 
posterior side, smooth or sculptured ; epidermis olive, 
interi01· pea1·ly ; margins crenulated ; hinge with p·romi­
nent internal cwrtila,qe JJit, and a series of sharp teeth 
on each side ; pallial line simple. Dist.-N orthern 
and Arctic Seas ; 10-180 fathoms ; Siberia, J\'Ielville 
Island, New England, Britain, Mediterranean, Cape, 
Japan, Australia.. 
Genus LEDA. (675-676.) 
-�hell resembling Nucula ; oblong, rounded in front, produced 
and point.ed behind ; margins even ; pallial line witlt a 
small sinus ; umbonal area with a linear impression 
joining the anterior adductor. Dist.-Northern and 
Arctic Seas ; 10-180 fathoms ;  Siberia, Melville 
Isla.nd, New England, Britain, Meditenanean, Cape, 
Japan, Australia. 
(xciii.) Family ARCID}f<). 
Shell regular, equivalve, with st1·ong epiclennis ; ligament 
exterior, occupying an area between the beaks ; hinge 
'With a lo?�tj 1·ow of s·im'ilu,r co1nb-like teeth ; pallial line 
distinct ; musct1lar impressions sub-equal ; structure 
corrugated, with vertical tubuli in ra.ys between the 
ribs of striro. 
Geuus .!.RcA.. (677-681.) 
Sholl equivaJve, or nearly so, thick, s?.tb-quad·rate, ventricose, 
strongly ribbed or cancellated ; margins smooth or 
dentated, close or sinuated veutra.lly ; binge straight, 
teeth very n umerous tra.usverse ; umuones anterior, 
separated by a flat, lozenge-shaped 1igamontal area, 
with numerous carti 1age grooves ; pallial line simple ; 
})Ostcrior adductor impression double ; pedal sca.rs two, 
the posterior olonga. tod. D ist.-W orld-wide, most 
abttndant in warm seas ; low-water, 230 fa.tboms. 
Genus PECTUNCULUS. (682-68.5. ) 
Shell orbicular, nearly equilateral, smooth or radiately striated ; 
umbones central, divided by a striated liga,mental 
area ; hinge with a semi-circular row of transverse 
teeth ; adductor sub-equal ; pallial line simple ; 
II 
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margins crenated inside. .Dist. - West Indies,.. 
Britain, Indja, New Zealand, West America ;  rangmg 
n·om 8 to 60, rarely 120 fathoms. 
Genus LIMO PSIS. ( 685.) 
Shell 01·bicular, convex, slightly oblique, ngamental area with 
a triangular cartilage pit in the centre ; hinge with two 
equal curved sc1·ies of transverse teeth. Dist.-Red 
Sea (Nyst.), Japan, Britain, Tasmania. Mr. M'.Andrew 
has dredged L. Pygmcea living on the coast of Finmark. 
(xciv.) Family MYTILIDlE. 
Shell equivalve, oval o?· elongated, closecl, umbones anterior,. 
epidermis thiclc and dade, often filamentose ; ligament 
internal, sub-marginal, very long ; hinge edentulous ; 
outer shell-layer obscurely prismatic-cellular ; innfYJ· 
more O?' less nacreous ; palliaJ line simple ; anterior 
muscular impression small and narrow ; posterior 
large, obscure. 
Genus MYTILUS. (686-691.) 
Shell wedge-shaped, rounded behind, smooth in the typical 
species ; umbones terminal, pointed ; bingo-teeth 
minute 01· obsolete ; pedal muscular impre�:Jsions two in 
each valve, small, simple, close to the adductors. 
Dist-WorJd-wide, Ochotsk, Behring's Sea, Russian 
Icc-meer, Black Sea, Cape Horn, Australasia. 
Genus MoDIOLA. (692-694.) 
Shell oblong, inflated in front ;  umbones anterior, obtuse ; 
hinge toothless ; pedal impressions three 'in each valve, 
the central elongated ; epidermis often produced into­
long beard-like fringes. Dist.-Universal. 
Genus MonroLARIA. (695.) 
Shell rhomboidal, sculptured by two rows of striro (one on 
each side), which radiate from the beaks, leaving the 
middle portion smooth ; umbones incurved ;  hinge 
edentulous or crenulated, hinge-plate finely notched. 
Dist.-Temperate and Arctic Seas. 
(x:cv.) Family AvrcuLIDlE. 
Shell inequivalve, very oblique, resting on the smaller (right) 
valve, and attached by a byssus ;  epidermis indistinct ; 
outer layer prismatic-cellular, intm·io1· nacreous ; 
posterior muscular impression large, sub-central, 
anterior small within the umbo; pallial line irregularly 
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dotted ; hinge-line straight, elongated ; umbones 
anterior, eared, the posterior ear wing-like ; cartilage 
contained in one or several grooves ; hinge edentttlous 
01· obsr.Ywrely toothed. 
Genus AvrcuLA.. (696-697.) 
Shell obliquely oval, often thin diaphanous, very inequivalve, 
eared, the posterior ear p1·ocluced w1:ng-lilce ; right valve 
with a byssal sinus bencn.th tho a.ntcrior eu.r ; cartilage 
pit single, oblique ; hinge with one or two small 
cardinal teeth, and au. elongated posterior tooth, often 
obsolete ; posterior muscular impressions (adductor 
and pedal) large, sub-central ; anterior (pedal scar) 
small, umbonal. Dist.-M·exico, South Britain, 
Mediterranean, India, Pacific, Australasia ; 20 fathoms. 
Genus CRENA.TUL.A.. (698.) 
Shell thz"n, oblong compressed, byssal sinus obsolete ; cartilage 
pit shallow, crescent-shaped. Dist.-N. Africa, Red 
Sea, China, in sponges. 
Genus VuLSELLA.. (699.) 
Shell oblong, s/1-z"ated, sub-equivalve, wz'fh an z?mer pearly and 
outer fibrous layer ; umbones straight, earlcss. Often 
founcl imbedded in living spouges. D/st.-Recl Sea, 
India, Australia, Tasmania. 
(xcvi.) Family PrNNIDAJ. 
Genus PrNNA. (700.) 
Shell equivalve, wedge-shaped ; umbones quite anterior ; 
posterior side truncated and gaping ; liga.mcntal groove 
linear,elongatecl ; hinge edentulous ; q.nterior adductor 
scar a.pical, poste1'1m· !ilnh-central, la1ge, ill-defined 
pedal scar in front of posterior adductor. Dist.­
U. S., Britain, Mediterranean, New Zealaml, Tasmania, 
Australia, Pacific, Panama. 
(xcvii.) Family SPONDYLIDlE. 
Genus SPONDYLUS. (701.) 
Shell irregular, attached by the right valve, radi"ately ribbed, 
spiny or fol£aceous / umbones remote, eared ; ower 
valve with a triangular hinge-area, cartilage lin a 
central groove, nearly or quite covered ; hinge of two 
curved interlocking teeth in each valve ; adductor 
impression, double. Dzst.-W est Indies, Canaries, 
Mediterranean, India, Australasia, 'I'orres Straits, 
Pacific, W. America, 105 fathoms. 
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( xcviii.) Family PECTINID1E. 
Genus PECTEN. (702-706.) 
Shell sub-m·bicular, regular, resting on the right valves, usually 
ornamented witb 1·adiating ribs; beaks approximate� 
eared; anterio1· ears most prominent ; posterior side 
a little oblique ; right valve most convex, with a notch 
below the fi·ont ear ; hinge margins straight, united 
by a narrow ligament ; cartilage internal, in a central 
pit ; adductor impressions double, obscure ; pedal 
impression on�IJ in the lift valve, m· obsolete. Dist.­
World-wide, Nova-Zembla, Cape Horn ; 200 fathoms. 
(xcix.) Family LIMID.lrn. 
Shell eared, white, gaping at the sides ; hinge edentulous, 
with a central, trianqular ca·rtilage-pit. 
Genus LIMA. (707-708.) 
Shell equivalve, compressed, obliquely oval ; anterior side 
straight, gaping, posterior rounded, usually close ; 
umbones apart, eared ; valves white, smooth, punctate, 
striate, 01' radifl.tely ribbed and imbricated. ; there is 
usually a thin, brownish epidermis ; hinge-area tri" 
angular, cartilage-pit central ; adductor impression 
lateral, large, double ; pedal scars two, small. J ist.­
N OTway, Britain, West Indies, Canaries, India, Aus­
tralia, 1-150 fathoms. The largest living species (L. 
excavata, Chemn) is found on the Coast of Norway. 
(c.) Family ANOI\UID.lE. 
Genus PL.A.CUNANOMIA. (709.) 
Shell adherent, sub-equivalve, irre,rJular,jlattened ; hinge with two thick ilive1·gont elon gatecl lamella in the inferior, 
corresponding with two long pit in the upper valve ; 
upper valve with only two muscular impressions, the 
pedal scar radiately striated ; the byssal plug is often 
fixed in the low,er valve, and its muscle becomes 
(functiona11y) an adductor. Dist.-West Indies, 
Britain, New Zealand, California, Beb1·ing's Sea, 
Ochotsk ; 50 fathoms. Mocine, California. P. 
macrochissna, Dcsh. 
( ci.) Family OsTREID.lF.. 
Genus 0STREA. (701-713.) 
Shell irreqular, attached by the left valve ; upper valTe flat or 
concave, often plain ; lower convex, often plaited or 
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foliaceous, and with a prominent beak ; ligamental 
cavity triangular or elongated ; hinge toothless ; 
structure sub-rzac?·eous, laminated with prismatic­
cellular substctnce between the margins of the laminre. 
IJist.-Tropical and temperate seas, Norway, Black 
Sea, Australasia, etc. 
BRACHIOPODA. 
( cii.) Family TEREBRA.TULID.liD. 
Shell minutely pt(I}Wtate ; usually round or oval, smooth or 
striated ; ventral valve with a prominent beak, perforated 
nea;r or at tlte apex, and attached by a po.rtion of the 
valve itself ; hinge with two curved teeth ; dorsal 
valve with a depressed umbo, a prominent cardinal 
process between the dental sockets, and a slender 
shelly loop. (Larnp sl1ell.) 
Genus W A.LDIIEIMIA.. (714.) 
Shell smootlt or plaited, dorsal valve frequently impressed ; 
fm·amen co?nJJlete ; loop elongated or reflected ; septum 
of smaller valve elongated. Dist.-Norway, West 
Indies, Java, Australia, California, Cape Horn ; low 
water, 100 fathoms. 
Genus KRAussu. (715-716.) 
Shell small, transve1·sely oblo1�q ; hinge-line nea.l'ly straight ; 
beak truncated, laterally keeled ; area fiat ; fom?nen 
lartJe, deltiitunt 'l"tftdimentary ; dorsal valve longitudinally 
im.pressed, furnished inside with a forked process, 
1-ising nearly centrally from the septum ; interior 
often strongly tuberculated. The Apophyses are 
sometimes a little branched. Dist.-S. Africa, Sydney, 
New Zealand ; low-water to 120 fathoms. K. rubra, 
Pallas. 
DESCRiPTIVE TERMS. 
ExPLANATION oF TER�Js CoMl\WNTJY UsED IN DESCRIBING 
TUE ExTERNAL Crr.A.RA.CT&RS AND .�foRMS OF V ARTous 
KINDS OF SHELLS. 
Shells are said to be external when the animal is contained 
in them, and intm·nal when they are concealed in the mantle ; 
the latter, with many spccjes devoid of sb(•lly covering, are 
termed naked mollusca. The greater number of shells have 
but one shell (usually a closely-set spiral tube or cone,/ and 
are termed univalves ; the othel's a1·o mostly composed of two 
valves (bivalve) hinged together, generally under the beak or 
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wmbo. Some bivalves, as in Pbolas and Barnea, have one or 
two accessory plates near the binge, while the Chitons have 
eight imbricating valves like an articulated limpet, and are 
termed multivalves. The conical or flatly conical shells of the 
limpet group are usually svmple and not spi1·al. Tbe following 
are a list of terms applied to the principal distinguishing 
character of shells generally. 
UNIVALVES. 
FORM OF SHELL. 
I. (a) Regularly spiral. 
1 .  Elongated, subulate, elevated 
2. Turreted, turriculate, an elongated 
shell with the whorls angulate or 
shouldered on their upper part 
3. Cylindrical, pupiform 
4. Short, lmcciniform 
. ' .  
5. Fusiform, sp)ncUe-shaped . . .  
6. Contabulatc, short, with shouldered 
whorls 
7. Globular, rounded 
8. Depressed, lenticular 
9. Discoidal, having the form of a 
disc or quoit . . .  
10. Couvolute, aperture about as long 
as the shell, nearly or quite con­
cealing the spire . . . . . .  
11. Trochiform, pyramidal, conical, with 
a flat base 
12. Turbinated, conical, with rounded 
base 
13. Cone shaped, obconic . . .  
14. Few .whorled, whorls rapidly in­creasmg 
15. Many whorled, whorls slowly or 
gradually increasing 
16. Ear-shaped 
17. Subulate, awl-shaped 
18. Acicular 
(b.) Irregularly spiral, evolute 
(c.) Tubular, tusk-like, tooth-like 
(d.) Boat-shaped, slipper-shaped . . .  
(e.) Conical or limpet-shaped 
(f) Multivalve and imbricated . . .  
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DIVISIONS OJ� TliE SHELL. 
II. Apex, the posterior end of shell, or 
nucleus 
1. The IJ'I.ucleus may be ?'eve?·seit or 
sinistral, turning to tho left a.s in 
the body whorls of Physa 
2. Dextral, turning to the right, normal 
condition 
3. Oblique, when the nuclear whorls 
are set at an angle, unconforma.ble 
with the body whorls 
III. Whorl, a single complete revolution of 
the spiral cone . . .  
1. Periphery, that part marking its 
greatest circumference 
2. Suture, the line of cba.nnel formed 
by the junction of the whorls 
3. Body-whorl usually capacious, the 
last turu ending with tho aperture 
IV. Base, anterior extremity opposite end 
to apex, usua.lly the front of the 
aperture 
1. Oblique, as in 
2. Concave, as in 
3. Convex, as in 
4. Flat, as in 
V. Aperture, tho open mouth of the shell, 
the interior of which may be simple 
or entire, or may be channeled by a 
gutter or canal, more or less pro­
?-uced or everted (2.3). The aperture 
lS :-
1. Longitudinal, when its greatest 
diameter is parallel to the axis of 
whorls 
2. Transverse, reverse of longitudinal 
3. Oblique, greatest diameter oblique 
to the axis 
4. Rounded, the circle slightly m-
terrupted 
5. Auriform, ear-shaped 
6. Ovate, egg-shaped . . . . . .  
7. Oblong, rounded above and below, 
longer than wide . . . . . •  
8. Lunate, semi-lunar, scmi-circul:1r . . . 
.9. Triangular . .  . . . . . . .  
. . .  
••• 
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10. Linear, narrow 
11. Quadrate, squarish 
12. Patulous, dilated at its entrance 
13. Compressctl, diminished at its en­
trance 
14. Produced, lengthened out . . .  
15. Sometimes truncated, stunted, cut 
short abruptly at the end 
VI. Peristome. Sometimes peritrcme. 
Margin of aperture. It is :-
1. Continuous or entire, as in 
2. Interrupted, when the left side of 
aperture is formed only by the 
body-whorl . . .  
3 .  Tbe left side is formed either by the 
inner or columella lip (labrum) 
or partly by the body-whorl or 
parietal wall. The right side is 
formed by the oute1· lip (labrum.) 
VII. Outer lip may be :-
1. Thin and sharp 
2. Thickened 
!3. Reflected, curled outwards 
4. Inflected, curled in wards 
5. Expanded, swollen 
6. Digitate. 
7. Foliated, fringed with spines. 
8. Emarginate, incised, or slit 
D. Elfuso, when basal or anterior 
extrem1ty is slightly produced, 
depressed, or reflected . . . 
10. Sinuous, bent or curved interiorly. 
It may be :-
11. Dentate, toothed 
12. Plicate or larnellate, when the teeth 
become rib-like. 
13.  Ringent, having large plications, 
nodules or teeth. 
14. Deflected, deilexed, bent aside or 
backwards. 
VIII. Inner lip or columella margin may 
have characters like those described 
under outer lip. 
IX. Umbilicate. Perforate. When the 
base of the axis or columella, around 
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or hollow (12a.) It is sub-umbilicated, 
or 8Ub-perforate when partly covered 
over by shelly matter ( L6), It is 
not umbilicated or non-perforate, 
where the axis of the shell is solid. 
ScuLPTURE OR CoLOUR 1\L.n.KINH-s. 
X. These are :-
1. tongitudinal, when taking the 
direction of the axis. 
2. Revolving or transverse, when they 
follow the spiral. 
3. Canaliculate. Sutnre deeply chan­
neled 
4. Oingulate. Encircled by revolving 
ribs 
5. Carinate, revolving sculpture pro­
minent, sharp 
6. Sulcate, encircled by channels 
7. Plicate, costate, ribbed. Sculpture 
longitudinal . . .  
8. N odosely, tuberculately, granosely 
plicate, when the ribs arc broken 
up into tubercles or granules ; 
mostly caused by the intersection 
of revolving sculpture . . .  
9. Striate, covered by .fine close lines, 
either longitudinal or revolving. 
10. Punctate, pitted. :U"'requently punc­
tate, striate, i.e., D & J 0 combined 
11. Granulate, nodose, tubercu.late, 
covered with nodules of small or 
large size, but not ?·ibbed 
12. Muricate, spinous, echinate when 
the nodules are s!tmp pointed. 
13. Decussate, cancellate, longitudinal 
and revolving sculpture, crossing 
at ?'iglbt angles. 
14. Reticulate, sculpture not crossing 
at right angles, irregularly de­
cussate. 
15. Clathrate, longitudinal and re­
volving lines both distant, forming 
a pattern somewhat like the iron 
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16. 
17. 
Coronate, the upper part of the 
whorls having n. series of revolving 
tubercles or spines 
Varicose, when the external thick-
ening of the outer lip of aperture 
occuriog in some shells during 
rest-periods is not absorbed when 
growth is resumed, but remains 
crossing the whorls, rib-like, at 
regular intervals 
XI. Operculum. A horny or shelly lid 
which closes the aperture of a large 
number of univalve shells. It is .-
1. Concentric when nucleus is central 
or sub-central. 
2. Imbricated or lamellar when 
nucleus is marginal. 
3. Claw-shaped or unguiculate, 
nucleus apical or ·in front. 
4. Spiral, revolving gradually and 
growing on one edge. 
5. Pauci-spira.l, few rapidly jucreasing 
whorls. 
6. Sub-spiral, scarcely spiral. 
7. Multi-spiral, many whorled. 
XII. 
8. Articulated when it has a 
projection. 
0. Radiated, modification of the 
articulated form 111 which tbe 
spiral is not so evident. 
BIVALVES. 
Arcuated, bent in the form of an arch. 
Auriform, ear-shaped. 
Auricled, having appendages like ears. 
Byssus, a beard. 
Gibbous, bulging, swollen. 
Compressed, squeezed together. 
Concaroerated, arched over, vaulted. 
Concave, hollowed out 
Concentrically rayed or ribbed, curved, 
with the um boe as a centre. 
Cordate, cordiform, heart-shaped. 
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Cuneiform, wedge-shaped ••• 




Denticulated, set with small teeth as in 
Area. 
Dexter valve, right valve. 
Divaricaterl, spre�diog out widely. 
Dorsal margin, the side on which the 
hinge is placed. 
Elliptical, having the form of an ellipse . 
.Elongated, lengthened, drawn out. 
Gap, gaping ; when the valves arc shut 
in some bivalves, as in Pholas, nn 
opening is disclosed called the gap. 
Globose, globular. 
Hemispherical, in the shape of a half­
globe. 
Inequilateral, when the anterior and 
posterior sides make different 
angles with the hinge. E_qttilate,ral, 
having both sides alike. 
Inequivalve when one valve is more 
convex than tho other, or dissimilar 
in other respects, as in the common 
oyster. 
Bquivalve, having both valves alike. 
Lenticula.te, doubly convex, of tho form 
of a lens. 
Ligament, a solid body, softer than a 
cartilage, but harder than a, mem­
brane, which connects the valves. 
External li,q(Jiment usually attached 
to ridges on the posterior, hinge­
margin behind the umbones. 
In some bivalves, as in Mactl•a, the 
ligament is internal, lodged in a 
. cartilage furrow or pit. Limb, the margin .in bivnlve shells. 
Lobated, rounded at the edge. 
Lunule, a crescent-like mark or spot> 
sjtuated near the anterior and 
posterior slopes. 
N acred, nacreous, pea.rly. 
'Oblong-ovate, egg-shaped or oval. 
Obsolete, indistinct, not well defined 
Papyraceous, thin as paper. 
123 
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Pectinated, resembling the teeth of a 
comb. 
Pinnated, winged. 
Quadrangular, having four right angles. 
Radiately, rayed or ribbed, rays or ribs 
Example:fig. 
No. 
springing from um boe, in the 
direction of limb or margins (52) 
Ridge, the upper part of a slope. 
Scalloped, indented at the edges. 
Serrated, having teeth like a saw. 
Serrulated, very minutely serrated. 
Sub-arcuated, somewhat arched. 
Sub-diaphanous, somewhat transparent. 
Transverse, breadth greater than length. 
Trapeziform, shaped like a trapezium. 
Trigonal, having three angles, deltoid. 
Turgid, swollen. 
Ventral margin, the margin opposite 
the hinge-margin. 
Ventricose, inflated or swelled in the 
middle. 
Umbo, the beak or round part which 
turns over the binge. 
NoTE.�Many of tbe terms relating to the sculpture of 
univalves, are also applicable to the sculpture of bivalves. 
LENGTH, BRE.A.:DTJT AND THICKNESS. 
The hinge line of bivalves indicates the 
direction of the length of the shell, 
and the actual length is the 
maximum distance between lateral 
margms. 
The breadth is the greatest diameter 
measured transverse] y to length. 
The thickness is the greatest diameter 
of an imaginary line passing 
through one or both valves. 
Lra.AMEN'r. 
The valves of the Pelecypods are bound 
together by a z�·gament, ( 49<') and 
usually articulated by a hinpe 
furnished with interlocking teeth. 
The shell is closed by (either one 
or two) powerful arlduoto1· muscles 
(53a) but opens spontaneously by 
the action of' the li,qarnent wben the 
anima] relaxes, and after it is dead. 
l I 
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UMJ30. 
The apex, bealc or umbo ( 49�1) is the 
point from which the growth 
commences and is situated near 
the hinge. The beaks are either 
straight, as in Pecten, curved as in 
Venus or Cardillln, or spiral, as in 
Isoca.rdia. 
RIGIIT .A.ND LEFT v .A.LYE. 
When a shell is placed so that the 
dorsal margin is furthest fi·om the 
observer, with the exterior side of 
valve uppermost, tbe position of 
the ligament to the right indicates 
the left valve, if to the left the 
right valve. 
The lunule i.s a small cordate or semi­
circular impression under and 
anterior to the beaks. '¥"hen this 
appears to the right the valve is 
right, and vice-versa. 
The sinus or .flexu?·e (.fig. 496) of the 
pallial impression ( 48c:) when 
present is seen under tho ligament. 
-When the inside surface is viewed 
with the dorsal margin furthest 
from observer, if to the rigbt it 
indicates the right valve, and vice­
ve'rsa. Sometimes there are 
posterior lateral teeth, or laminre 
of the hinge-margin, and a1.·e found 
on the right or left side accord­
ingly as the valve is right or left. 
Thus the pc�llial sim�ts, the external 
ligament, ( 40c) and the poste'i·im· 
Blope (49a.) are to the right side, 
(the internal surface being exposed 
with the beak furthest from 
observer,) in the 'r£gM val·ve (49), 
and vice-ve?·sa. 
Linnreu.s and tho older naturalists 
were wout to describe the fl'ont of 
the shell as the back and the right 
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IIrxOE·LINE AND TEE'.rll. 
· The dorsal margin on which the 1 iga· 
ment and teeth art; situat<>d is 
termed the hinge·line. It is long 
and straight in Area, short in 
Vulsella, and curved in most 
genera. 
The central teeth immodia,toly under 
umbo are callocl ltirzge or cardinal 
teeth ( 48n), those on each side are 
lateral teeth (48b), either the 
cardinal or tho lateml teeth may 
be lacking in many shells, while 
in some teeth are cntireJy absent. 
EDENTUJJOUS. 
The dentition formulro are usually stated 
as follows :-Cardinal teeth 2·3 or 
a-meaning 2 in the rigll-t valve, 3 
in the left ; lateral teeth, 1-1, 
2-2, or 1 anterior and 1 posterior 
in 1·igltt valve, 2 anterior, and 2 
posterior lateral teeth iu the left 
valve. 
Example fig No. 
ADDUCTOR oR Musour.A.n lMrREssroNs. (4Dr.g) 
The greater number of bivalves have 
two adductor muscles, whose im· 
p'fessiens o1· scars on tho shel l , 
nearly equal in size, arc s ituated 
respectively on the anterjor and 
posterior sides at the extremities 
of the hinge-line. In Mytilus, 
Modiola, these two adductm· im-
p?·essions are unequal ,  the pos­
terior one being very much large1'. 
In the Pectens. Oysters and Limas, 
there is only one strong adductor 
impression (53a), placed more 
centrally. The single muscular 
scar is not quite central, but 
nearer the posterior tban the 
anterior side. 
EriDERMIS. SOA.RF OR SKIN. 
All bivalve shells are clothed with an 
epidm·mis: scarf, or skin. Incon­
spicuous in some, but remarkably 
developed in others. 
I 
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'l'as. J o ul'nal. }>. 4 0 4 . . .  
12 1JeshC£1jes-Proceedingf:l oi the Zoological Society 
13 HornlJ1·on ana Jacquint·-Voyage an Pole Star . . .  
l4 Adams, .A.-Proceedings o£ the Zoological Society 
15 -Monograph o£ recent species. 'l'rigonia.  Proc. 
Roy. Soc. Tas. P. 199 . . .  
16 Gmy, .J. E.-Cyzwrec� �trnbiUcata, and G. exim·ia. Proc . 
.H.oy. Soc. Tas. P. HJ7 . .  . . . . 
17 Pfe�ff'er a;nd Dunl.:c7·-Malako Blatt 





---------Reise der Novam 
Pfeiffer-Monographia lleliceorum Vivcntium. 
Fraueufielcl-Verh. Z. C. Wien 
6 vols. 
Leg1·ancl, W.-Collections for a. Monograph oi Tasmanian 
Laud Shells, describing 83 speciea (2 plates, 84 figs.) 
Hobart 
28 Ma?·tens, Bd. Von-Critical list of the N ew Zealand Mollusca. 
contained in European collections. (Wellington) 
2� Smith-Voyage of the Erebus o.nd Terror ; Mollusca 





Shells (ll:lt series) . . .  
-------Description of New Tasmanian Marine 
Shells (2nd series) 
-------GMttsv.s of Ne\v Tasmanian Marine Shells 
------Fresll water Shells o.f Tasmania. 
---- --On some Marine Shells (recent additions 
not embraced in Census) 
Observations on Patellidce and Nudib?·an· 
chiata, and Ampullarin. m Amnicola . . . 31 -·----On some new Marine Shells (not em· 
32 
braced in Census. ) (Hoy. Soc. Vic.) 
-- On somo Tasmanian Trocllitlre 
83 J ohn.ston, ..R.llf.-Fu,·ther notes on Tasmanian .Fresh Water 
Shells, with descriptions of seven new 
34 
species 
----Notes on the disttibutiou and variability of 
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Index. Year of 
No. Publication. 
35 Johnston, R. M.-Table showing the genera.] distribution of 
'l'asmanian Land Shells 
36 Tenison - Woods-On some Tasmanian Fresh Water Shells 
37 On some new Marine Mollusca. (Roy. 
Soc. Vic.) 
* Publislwd in P1·oc. Roy. Soc. of Tas. in each yeat· as stated. 
38 Deddome, Lieut. C.E.-Dc�criptiou of three new Helices. 
(Proc. Roy. Soc. 'l'as. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
39 John.�ton, R. Jlf.-Noi,e on the discovery of Ttt?'OO cit·cula!ris 
on Flinder's 1slaocl, and of the habitat of A1nnicolc� 
(Am]Yulla1'ia ?) Tasma,nica., 'T'. W oo<lR ; alr.;o a description 
of a new species of llclix. (Proc. Hoy. Soc. Tas. ) .. 
40 Pettetd, W.-A 1Vf onograph of the Land Sholl� of Tas­
mania, describing 79 specie!'! 
11 Teniaon- Woods-Notes on IJithynella, etc. (Proc. Roy. Soc. 
'l'aR.) 
42 Tate, P·rof. Ralph-On some Australian Slugs. (Proc. Roy. 
Soc. Tas.) 
4.3 Beddome, Lieut. C.E. De:;cription of two new �farine 
Shells. (Proc. Roy. Soc. Tas.) 
44 Tat(', Prof. Ralph-Type species of Taxmani:m Shells. (Proc. 
Roy. Soc. Tas.) .. . . . . . . . . . 
45 Tate c�1td Brazier-Check list of the Frc�h Water Shells of 
Ausl,ra1ia. (Proc. Linn. Soc., N .l::>.W.) 
46 ll·utton, Prof.,F. W.-Manual of the New Zealand Mo11nsca. 
(Wellington.) . . . 
47 Hutton, P1·oj., F. JV.-Notcs on New Zet�land f{!Jcl?·obiince, 
Pultnonate Mollusca, etc. (Trans. N. Z. In:;titute) . . .  
48 Johnston, .R . . .M. -Note�:� on the discovery of a specie�:� of 
Pupa (P. Lincolemis) at Swau::;ca, nol, hiLhcrto l'CConbd 
as existing in Tasmania. (Proc. Hoy. Soc. Tas.) 
49 Beddome, .£Iieut. G ..E.-Dcscription of some new Marine 
Shells. (Proc. Roy. Soc. Taro.) . . . . . . . . . 
50 Smith, Edga1· A.-On the 11'resh Water Hhells of Australia. 
(Jour. Linn. Soa. Zool. xvi.-92) . . .  . . .  . . . 
51 Johnston, R. 1 1.-Notcs regarding certain Fossil Shells 
occurring at Table Cape, suppo:-;ccl Lo be identical with 
living species. Two communica.tious. (Proc. Roy. 
Soc. Tas.) 
52 Tate, P1·oJ. Ralph-Critical ex:\minn.tion of the l\folluRca 
of Lhe Older Tertiary of Tasmania., alleged to have 
living representatives. (Proc. Roy. Hoc. 'l'as.) . . .  
53 Pette�·rf.., W. F.-New species (5), of Tasmanian Marine 
Shells. Two papers. (Proc. Roy. Soc. Tas.) 
54 Tate, P<t·of. Ralplt-On the AHstralian PecLens, confoundecl 
with the New Zealand P. faticostatus. Urny. (Proc. 
Uoy. Soc. Tas.) . . . 
55 B1·azie1·, .John-The Trochid<c an<l <•l-hcr Genera of Mollusca 
from Ta�:;ma.nia, with their synonyms. (Proc. Roy. 
Soc. Taa. ) . . .  
56 Johnston, R. M.-Notes with respect to the Laud and 
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Index Year of 
No. Publication. 
57 Pette'l'd, W. F.-Contributions for a Systematic Catalogue 
of the Acquatic Shells of Tasmania. (Proc. Roy. Soc. 
Taa.) . .. . . .  . . .  ... . . .  . . .  1888 
58 Johnston, R. M.-Critical Observations on recent contri­
butions to our know ledge of the Jiresh 
Water Shells of Tasmania. (Proc. 
H.oy. Soc. Tns. ) 1888 
59 Observations on the vat·ia.bility of the 
Tasmaruan tJnio. (Proc. 1-toy. Soc. Tas.) 1888 
60 Tenison- Woods-On hhe Anatomy and Life History of 
Mollusca peculiar Lo Australia. Prize El:'say. (Roy. 
Soc. N.S.W.) .. . 1888 
61 �Pate, PrQ,f. Ralph-Supplement to a list of the Lf1>me1li­
brancba and Palliobrauchs, etc. , of South Australia, 
with a census of tho Molluscan Fauna of Australia.. 
(Trans. U.oy. Soc. S . .A.) . . .  1888 
CLASST'FTED LIST OF Sl)ECIES. 
(The numbers to the extreme right refer to index number of the 
publications containing fuller particnlars 01· descriptions recorded in the 
Bibliography pages 71, 72.) 
Cuss CEPHALOPODA. 
(i.) ll'a.mily 0U'l.'OPIDLE. 
1 OctopUi! maorum. Dutton . . .  
2 Pinnoctopus con.liformis. Quoy 
(ii.) Family AnGONAU'rlDJl:l. (sp. 1 . )  
3* Argonauta tuberculata. Sluw; 




4 Scpioteuthis Leasoniana. Pcn!fi8 46 
bilineata.. Q.noy ancl Gcti?n-. 4& 
(iv.) Family ONYOHO'l'EUTHIDiE. (sp. 2.) 
S Onychoteuthis BA.rtlingu. Lestuw 
6 Ommarstrephes Sloanii. Gray 
(v.) Family Srnun.roll<J. (sp. 1 . )  
� ... Spirula Peronii. Lau�. (JJ . .Lcevis Gmy) 
8 
(vi.) Family N'..lUTJLIDirJ. (sp. 1.) 
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Cuss GASTROPODA. 
(P?·osoln·anchiata.) 
(vii.) Family MuRICID.iE. (sp. 20.) 
9 Murex triformis. Reeve 27 
10 7.0natus. T. Woods. Supposed to 
be a young variety o£ M. Tri£orm 27 
11 Angasi. G1·osse .. . 27 
12 .A.rosalpinx typica. Dunker. (Adarn/Jia ct Agnc�.) 
T-Woocls 27 
13 Typhis arcuatus. Dind'.� Voyage of S·ul!plllllh' *27 
14: Trophon umbilicatus. T. - Woods *27 
15 squamosis1>ima. " t 
1 6  Petterdi. G1· o.�se . . . 27 
17 Brazieri. T.- Woods 27 
18 Assisi. " 27 
19 ---- Mariro. " 27 
20 Tianleyi. " 27 
21 Goldsteini. " 27 
22 Australis. " 27 
23 Purpura textilosa. Lam. 27 
24 bumilis. Grosse 27 
25 succincta. Mart11n 27 
26 madreporarum. SO'I.o. 27 
27 --- U) littorinoides. T. -Woods 27 
28 --- propinqua. T.-Woods 27 
(viii.) Family TRITONID.iE. (sp. 8. ) 
29 Triton cutaceus. Linm,e 27 
30 SpenglC?'i. IJill'l!Jyn. (Regarded by T •• Woods as a. 
variety of T. cutaceus 27 
31 Wawrltou.�ei. Ad. aJJ'Ul, .Angas. May also be simply 
a small variety of T. cutaceus 27 
32 Quoyi. Reeve 27 
33 subdistortus. Lam. ... 27 
34 Ran.ella leucostoma. Lam. . . . 27 
35 vexillum 1 SO'UJ. 27 
36 epitrema. T.-W oodlil 27 
(ix.) Family FUSlDllll. (sp. 9.) 
37 Fusus dilatata. Quoy and Gaim. 27 
38 -- pyrulatus. Reeve, Icon ''" 27 
39 Novro-Hollandiro. Reeve, Icon... 27 
40 Tasmanicnsis. Adanns and Angas 27 
41 Lcgrandi. T. ·Woods... 27 
42 Spiceri. " 27 
13Y R. M. JOHNSTON, Jr.L.S. 
43 Fasciolaria fusiformis. V alene 
coronata. la1n. . . . ·�· 44 
45 t1·a;pezium. Linne. (Reeve considers this form 
a variety of F. coronata.) 
(x.) Family BucCINJDiE.) (sp. 15.) 
46 Siphonalia Clarkei. T.-Woods 
47 ------ turrita. T. ·Woods 
48 ------ fuscozonata. Ad. ((ffl,(}, A'YI{IaS 
49 Ca.ntha.rus, Petterdi. Bmzi&r. (T1· itonidce. Woods 
Bra�ier) 
50 Pisania reticulata,. T. -Woods 
51 ---·· Tasmn.nica. II 
52 Corninella. tenuiscostata. II 
53* - --- alveolata. I{iene?' 
54 � ----- lactea. Reeve, Icon 
55 ----- 'l'asmanica. T.-rVoods 
56 --·-- costata. Quay 
57 ----- Angasi. 01·osse . . .  
58 ----- albo-lha.ta. 1'.-Woocls . . .  
59 --- (Josepha), Tasm.anica. " 
60 Eburna (Zemira), Australis. Sow. 
{xi.) Family NASSID.iE. (sp. 5.) 
61 Nassa Fasciata. Lwn. 
62 --- pa.uperata. Lant. 
63 -- ru£ocincta.. .A, .Adamta 
64 --- J acksoniana. Kiener 
65 - Tasmanica.. T.- ·woods 
(xii.) Family VOLUTJDJF.. (sp. 7.) 
66 Voluta Angasi. Sow. 
67 fusiformis. Swainson 
68 papillaris. 11 
69 mitrroformis. Lwn. 





71 - Kingi'i. Oox. (Pro.bably 
Angasi) 
only a va.l'iety of V. 
72 Sclatcri. Oox 
(xiii.) Family MrrrUUJI•J, (sp. 14.) 
73 Mitra Eadia. Reeve 
74 g�abra. S1oainson 
75 Australis. II 
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77 Mitra declivis. Reeve. lVIay be a variety o£ M. gla.bra. (T .• 
Woods) ., . . .  . . .  . . .  27 
78 capensis. lJunke-r. (JJI£. Weldii.�T.-Woods) 27 
79 Tasmanica. T.- Woods 27 







84 -- grana tina. 
85 Franciscana. 
S1uainson and T.- Woods 
T.- Woods 
86 --· semilivida ,. f •• 
(xiv.) Family MAROINELUDIE. 
87 Erato pellucida. T. · Woods 
88 Marginella M usca.ria. IAJm. 
89 •• turbina.ta. Sow. 
90 ·· formicula. Lam. 
91 ·· Volutiformis. Reeve 
92 .• Taomanica, T. • Woocls 
93 --- - Sta.nisla.a. " 
94 • ·  minutissima 11 
95 ·• Alip<)rti. " 
96 ------ Pettcrdi. Beddome 
(sp. 10.} 












Lam . . . . 
Petterd 
II 
(xvi. ) Family COLUMBELLIDlEl. (.sp. 12.) 













---- irrorata. 11  









---- (Aesopus) pilosa. An,qcts 
---- minima. 
--- dictua. T. · Woods 
--- ?'osacea (?) Reeve. 
C. semi-convexa. 
" 
Probably identical with 
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(xvii. ) Family CANOEM.ARID..E. (sp. 4.) 
114 Caucellari 1mvigata. Sow. . .  . 27 
115 • undula.ta 11  27 
116 • Tasmanica. T.-TVoocls 27 
117 -·- excavata. Sow. 27 
(x.vili.) Family TEREBRIDJE. (sp. 6.) 
118 Terebra bicolor. Ang<ts. (Acus. .Angas and Woods) 27 
119 - - (Hastula.) Brazie1·i. Angas 27 
120 -· Sp. indet. :P.- Woods 27 
121 -· :tdclita. Desh. 27 
122 -· K.ieneri. II 27 
123 -· nitida. Hinds 27 
(x.ix.) Family PLEUROTOMTDJbl. (sp. 29.) 
124 Pleurotoma (Drillia) Coxi. Angas 27 
125 --- I I  in crusta. T.- Woocls 27 
126 --- II pseudo-carina t.a. Re@e 27 
127 -- II Angasi ? 27 
128 --- II Atkinsoni. T.- Woocls 27 
129 I I  min uta. II 27 
130 II Weldiaua. II 27 
131 II Beraudiana. C1'0SS 27 
132 trouiata. T.- lYoods 27 II 
133 -- I I  A.goewi. II 27 
134 II Legrandi. Beddorne 49 
135 Bela mitralis. Ad. cmd Angcts 27 
136 ----- (Clathurella) Philomenre. T.- Woods 27 
137 II granulosissiroa. I I  . . . 31 
138 --- II sculptilior II . . . 31 
139 --- (Daphnella.) Tasmauica. T.- Woods rn 
140 --- II varix. I I  27 
141 (Cytha.ra) Tasmauica II '21 
142 -- (Mangelia) St. Gallro II 27 
143 --- II Desalesii II 27 
144 II Atkinsoni I I  27 
145 ---- II Meredithro I I  .... 27 
146 --- II immaculata. II 27 
147 II Le-Tournen::ciaua. 01·osse 2.7 
148 Harrisoni. T.- WooGls . . .  31 II 
149 II clelicatula II 31 
150 I I  alternn.ta II 31 
151 trachys 31 II II 
152 II ca.ncellata. Bccldon"W 49 
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(xx.) Family CONIDlE, (ap. 5.) 
153 Conus Novro-Hollandire. Adams 27 
154 -- pontiflcalis. Lam. 21· 
155 Tasmaniro. Sow. 27 
156 -- rutila. ( ) 0. !lfacleay a'YIJi T.- ·woods 27 
157 -- Carmeli. T.- Woods 27 
(xxi.) · Family CYPR.iEIDlE. (sp. 8.) 
158 Cyprrea Annul�ts. .Linne 21 
159 -- angustata. 01·ay 27 
160 - pip&rata. Sotand. 27 
161 �- Comptoni. (hay 27 
162 -- (Cyprovula) umbilicata. So�o. 27 
163 -- Scott·i ? B1·oct. 21 
164 (Trivia.) Australis. Lam�. . . . 27 
165 Ovulum. (Vulva. )  Maccoyi. T.- Woods. (Bi?·ostt•ct. 






(xxii.) Family 0ASSIDIDlE. (sp. 5.) 
(Semi-cassia) semigranosa. Lam. 
" tumida. Petterd 
(Casama.ria) pyrum. .£a1n. 
" nivea. B1·azie1·. Regarded by 
T.-Woods as a variety of 0. PY1'U?n . . . 
(Cassmaria) Paucirugus. Menlcc 






171 N atica conica. Lan�;. 27 
172 -- Beddomei. R. M. Johnston. (Proc. Roy. Soc. Tas., 
1884. P. 221. N. polita. '1\ Woods.) . . .  27 
173 - Tasmanica. T.- Woods 27 
174 - nana.. " 27 
175 Strangej. " 27 
176 -- (Mamilla.) umbilicata.. Quoy 27 
177 -- 11 globosa. T.-Woods. Probably merely 
a white variety of N. umbi/;icata . . .  27 
178 Sigaretl.w zonalis. Quoy 27 
179 Lamellil.ria. Sp. indet. North West Coast. (T. R.Atkinson.) 27 
(xxiv. ) Family CALYI'TlttEIDlE. (sp. 8.) 
180 Infundibulum calyptrooformis. La1n. (T1·ocltita, T.· 
Woods) 27 
181 Legrandia Tasm.a.nica. Beddome 43 
182 Calyptrrea Harrisoni. Beddome. ( Oemo1·ia, Beddorne) . . .  43 
183 Orepidula (sp .1) Waterhouse Island 27 
184 (sp 7) Frederick Henry Bay 27 
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185 Hipponyx foliacea. Quoy. (Ooclilolepas, T.-Wooda) 
186 subrufa, Sow. (Oocldolepas, T.-Woods 
187 (Amalthea) Conica. Schum. 
(nv. ) Family SOLARIID.IE. (ap. 3.) 
188 Solarium, luteum. Lnm. . . . 
189 • Sp. indet, Recherche 
190 Adeorbis picta. T.· Woods 
(xxvi.) Family ScALARID.IE. (sp. 12.) 
191 Scalaria Australis. Lrwn. .. .  
--- ( Cirostrema.) varicose.. Lwn'IJ. 
--- granulosa. Quoy . . . 
---· aouleata.. Sow. 
--- delicatula. Ot·osse. 
--- Juke.�W!na. Fo1•bes 
-· liueolata. Sow. 
--- PMlippiru:urwm ? Sow 
--- (Crossea.) labiata. T.· Woods 











202 --- ( 11 ) cancellata.. T.- l/Tt oods. ( Delpkilnula 
Johnstoni. Reddome) 
(xxvii.) Family !.ANTHINIDN.. (sp. 3.) 
203* Ianthina communis. Lam. 
204 * cxigua. Lam. 






(xxviii.) Family Tunni'rELLID.lE. (sp. 5.) 
Turritella T�smanica.. Ree11e 
211 
--- granulifcra. T.-Woods 
--- Tasmaniensis. " 
--- acuta. " 
--- sinuata. Reeve 
(xxix.) Family VERMETID..tE. 
V ermetus dentiferous. Lam. 
(sp. 3.) 





Weldii. T.-Woods. ( II 
(xu.) Family EULIMID1E. 
Eulima Tasmanica. '1'.-Woods 
--· micaus. " 
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(xxxi. ) Family TURBONILLID..iE. (sp. 12.) 
222 Turbonil1a Angc(tbi. Angas and 2'.- Woods 27 
223 Mariro. T.-Woods 27 
224 --- Macleayana. " 27 
225 T:\sma.nica. 11 27 
226 Aclis tristriat;L 11 27 
227 Odostomia Tasm.a.nica " 27 
228 (Parthenia) Tasmanica. '1'.- Woods 27 
229 lac tea. A ngas 27 
230 --- biiasciata. T.- Woods 27 
231 Syrnola Michtcli. " 27 
232 bifasciata " 27 
233 Eulimella (Styloptygma..) Tasmauica. T. · Woods 27 
(xxxii.} Family LrrTORINIDil!l. (sp. 11.) 
234 Littorina. unifa.soiata. Gmy 27 
235 --- paludinella. Reeve 21 
236 Hisseyana. 2'.- Woocls 27 
237 unwulata ? Gnvy. Probably a variety of L. 
urvifasciata 27 
238 --- Pltilippi ? Ca?'JH mter 27 
239 Risella nana. Lwrn. 27 
240 mclanostoma. G'nMl·in 27 
241 -- awrata ? H. and A. Adams. Regarded by 
T.-Woocls as a va.riety of R. melanostomct 27 
242 Fossarus (Fossarina.) Petterdi. V1·osse 27 
243 --- Tasmanicus. '1'. ·Woods 27 
244 bulimoidcs. " 27 
(x.x.x.iii.) Pamily PLANA.XID.lE. (sp. 3. 
245 Alaba(Diala) monile. A. Adams. (D. tessellata. T.-Woods 27 
246 u lauta. " (.D. punctata. T.-Woods 27 




(x.x.xiv.} Family CERITHIIDJE. (sp. 15.) 
Ceritbium dubium. Sow. Tate states that Sowerby's 
name has priority over 0. monacltus. C. 
and Fisch 
rhodostoma. Adams 
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·251 Cerithium .Diemen8e. Quoy ctnd Ga,im. (Tate, P. 31-32. 
Proc. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1881.) 27 
252 (Bittium) grauarium. Kiene1· 27 
2ii3 11 tunitella. Quoy 27 
254 11  Lawleya.num. C1·o.�se 27 
255 11 minimum. T.-Woods 31 
256 11  turboniloides. 11 31 
257 11  semi-hcvis 11 31 
258 (Cerithiopsis.) Atkinsoni. 11 (Perhaps a 
variety of C. c1·ocen Angas) 27 
259 " albosutura. 1' . •  Woods 27 
260 Triforis fasciata. T.-Woods 31  
261 Ta.sma.1\ica. 11  27 
262 Pota.mides (Lampania) Australis. Quoy 27 
(xuv.) Family RrssOELLID.il!l. (sp. 1.) 
263. Tatea. t·ufilabris. A. Arlams. (Tatea lluonensis. 
T.-Woods. Diala. Adams.) 
(xxxvi.)  Fa.mily RrssOID.iE. (sp. 48.) 
264 Rissoina va.riega.ta. 
265 -- cincta. 
266 -· ruvea.. 
,, 
,, 
267 ---· turricula. 
268 · St. Clarm. 







































" var. a 1·osea 
" 
--- Angeli. " (Cyclostrema ?) 
- (Setia) Brazieri. " 
" siennm. A11si1ninea :Z'asm,anica. T. ·Woods 
" E'la.mina.. Beddorne 
(Cingula) .Atkinsoni. T,- Woods 
(Ceratia) :Maccoyi. " 
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291 Hydrobia Gunni 1 Frauenfield. Tate and Brazier, Proc. 
Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1881 
292 Hydrobia Tasmanica 1 Ma1·tins. Petterd, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
Tas., 1888 
293 Hydrobia, turbiua.ta. Pette1•a 
294 Bithynella (Potomapyrgus �) nigra. Quoy ancl Caim 
295 11  1 uitida. R. M. Johnston. 
(Fossil) 















" � Dunrobinensis. II 
II  1 Dyeriana. Pette1·d 
" � Sim.'3oniana. B1·azie?• 
II � Wooclsii. Pettc1·d ... 
I I  ? Smithii. II 
II � Brownii. I I  
1 1  ? margiuata 1 1  
Arnuicola ? (Brazieria) Tasmanica. T.- Woods (Amnicola) 
--- (Beddomeia) Dieroense. Fraucnjicld. Pre· 





Launccstonensis. R. 111. J oluu;ton. 
Referred to Petterd's new Sub­
genus Beddomeia 





1 1  Tasmanica.. T. - JVoods. Valvata, 
T.-Woodr:s 
311 Pomatiopsis striatula. Menke 
312 Badgerensis. R. M: .folmston 























313 Assiminea bicincta. Pett&rd 57 
(x.xxviii.) Family V.ALVATIDM. (sp. 1 . )  






(xx:x.ix.) Family TRUNCATELLlDJE. (sp. 4.) 
Truncatella scalarina. 
Tasmanica. 
-- -- marginata. 





micra. T.-Woods. II II 
(xl.) Family NER1T1DII<J, (sp. 1.) 
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(xli.) Family LIOTIIDJE. (sp. 15.) 











325 Cyclo.strema Kingi·i. Br· azier 



















(xlii.) Family RoTELLID.illl. (sp. 1.) 
334 Rotella (Ethalia) Tasmanica. T.-Woods 
(xliii.) Family Pu.6.SUNELT.ID.IE. (sp. 5.) 
335 Phasianella tritouis. Chernnitz 
336 ---- sa.nguinea. Re&ve 
337 Angasi. .Towr. Concl�, 1864 
338 rosea. 11 ngas ... 
339 delicatula. T.- Woods 
(xliv.) Family TURBINIDJE. (sp. 3.) 
340 Tw·bo (Marmorostoma) undulatus. Clurnmitz 
341 (Senectus) ci.rcularis. Reeve . . .  
342 -- straminca. JJ1'm·tyn 
(:rlv.) Family TROCHIDlE. (sp. 46.) 
343 Trochus tronia.ta. Quoy CLnd Ga·im. . . . 
344 (Gibhula) Coxi. .Angas 
345 " sulcosa. A. AdtwLS 
346 (Zi:zyphinus) granulatus. BO?"Yb 
347 " armillatus. Woods. Z. Meyer·i, 
l>Mlippi (Br.) 
348 - " fragrum. Philippi 
34-9 11  incertus. Reeve 
850 (Moni.lea) ?'Oseu.s. T.-Woods 
351 11 tu?·binatus. " 
352 (Minolia) Ta8manicus. " 
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354 Trochus (Tnfundibulum) Ta.smn.nica. 
( Oa?-i;n;ider.�. T. -\V oods) . . .  
( Oa1inidea. ) 
355 (Infundibulum) aUI·ea. Jonas. ( Oat�·'lffllidca. 
T.-Woods) 



































(Br.) . . .  ,, 
dolorosa. T.-Woods 
te.ssela.tus. 11  
- 11 clubium. " 
--- (Elcnchus) badius. Woods . . . 




nibidulus. Pkil. K ust 
--- Baucl;ini 
--- (Cantharidus) pulcltcrri:nus. G1·ety 
11  Ler;meri. F£sc!Le1'. ( T. picta, 
T.-Woods) . . . 
--- (Bankivia) varians. Bech . . . . 
(Trochochlea) Australis. Fcwm?ine 
" constrictus. .Lam. 
" t.."'matum ? Q·uoy and (/ai;m, 
" compta. T.- Woocls 
--- (Euchelus) canaliculatus. Lam. 
" Ta.smanicus. T.- Woods. (Possa1-us 
Tasrru:urvi«t) T.-Woods. . .  . 
" scabriculus. .Ad. and Ll.ngas 
--- (Clanculus) nodulosus. A. Adams 
11  Aloysii. T.- Woocls 
11 Philomenre. " 
" Dominicauro. II 
" R11-phroli. " 
" Angeli. II 












II nodo-liratus " Gibbulct ?nulticw·i­
natc(,, T.- Woods (32) 
(Astele) subcari.na.tus. Swa·inson 
(xlvi.) Family STO?.UTJ.:I.LlDJ&:. {sp. 2.) 
389 Stomatella imbrica.ta. Larn. 
390 Stomatia (Gena) strigosa. A. Adams 
(xi vii.)  Family .PLEU1lOTOMARTID..?E. (sp. 1.) 







































BY R. M. JOHNSTON, F.L.S. 
(xlviii.) Family HALIOTIDlEl. (sp. 4.) 
392 Haliotis nrovosa. Ma1·tyn •. , 
393 -- glabra.. S1.uainson. .. . 
394 carinata. Mm·tini .. . 




































(xli.x:.) Family FISSURElLID.iE. (sp. 13.) 
Fissurella Australis. Krauss 
--- scutella. Gray . . . 
--- nigrita. Sow. 
--- concn.tenata. C1·osse 
--- crucis. Beddome 
--- (Machroschism.1.) Taamanica. T.- Woods. (Var. 
a, Rosca.) (T.-Woods.) . . . 
Emarginula emarginata.. Blainvilte .. . 
--- rugosa. (Quoy �) Sow. 
----- Tasmaniw. SIYw. 
Lenuicostata. 11 
Parmophorus elongatu;;. Bla;im;illc. (Scut'us T.-Woods) 
(Tug�tlia.) .Australis. Sou;. 
11  Tasmauica.. T.-WooGl� 
(1.) Family PaTELLIDLE. (S}>• 16.) 
Acmroa septiformis. Quoy . . .  
marmorata. T.· Woods 
- crucis. II 
- cos·tata. So'l.r;. 
cantharus. Reeve 
-- fl.ammel\. Quoy 
-- conoiclea. II 
- Petterdi. T.-Woods 
il.lba. II 
Patella aculeat::t. Re&ve 
------- traruoserica. Mcwtyn 
dec01·a. Plvil i1'P'i 
ustulata. Reet;e 
Tasmanica. T.-Woods 
- Chapmaui. II 
- raclians. G·melin 
(li.) Family CulTONIDlEl. (�p. 11.) 
Chiton (Lophyrus) Australis. (R. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1840) 
--- (Lepidopleurus) l:iratus. .Ad. anGl A17!Jas 
II speciosus. II 
--- piceus. ()1nel. 
--- proteus. .Reefl)e 
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431 Chiton glaucus. 11 27 
432 (Plaxifora) petholatus. S01.v. 0. t<iliata. Sow 1 27 
433 -- (Acanthochites) �elandius. Q:uoy. Probably 
identical with C. c1'initas Pennart, and 
0. jas,icula1·is 27 
4�4 Chitonellus (Cryptoplax) Gunni. Reeve 27 
435 11 spino•a. A. Adctms 27 
OPISTHOBRANCHIATA. 
(Iii.) Family PBILINIDJE. (sp. 1.) 
436 Philine aperta. Linne 
(liii.) Family TORNA.TELLIDJE:. {sp. 2.) 
437 Tornatina Mariro. T.- Woocls 
438 Ringicula Australis. 01·osse 
(Jiv.) Family CnrcHNID.iE. (sp. 2,) 
439 Cylichna. arachis. Quoy wnd Sow. 
440 Atkinsoni. T . . Woods 
{lv.) Family BULLIDlE. (sp. 2.) 
441 Bulla oblonga. A. Adams 
442 Haminea obesa. Sow. 
(lvi.) Family LOPHOOERCIDlE. (ap. I.) 
443 Akera Tasmanica. Beddorn.e 
(lvii.) Family ArLYSllD1E. (ap. 2.) 
444 Aplysia conca.va. Sow. 
445 Tasmanica. T. -Woods 
PULMON .A.TA. 
(lviii. ) Family VITRINIDJE. (sp. 3.) 
446 Vitrina Milligani. Pfeiffe?' . . .  
447 -- Verrcauxi. " 











22, 34, 4:0 
22, 34, 40 
34, 4.0 
BY R. M. JOHNSTON, F.L.S. 143 
(lix.) Family HELIOJD)!iJ. (sp. 73.) 00 
449 Helix architectonica.. B1·azie-r 
l 
� ..... 
450 -- antialba. (Beddome 03 0 
451 -- Bassi. B1·azier s... 0 
452 -- Barrenensis. Petterd � Q) 
453 -- bisulca.ta. (Pfr.) 'E 
«! 454 -- Bischoffensis. Bed dome 1:10 
455 - cellaria. Muelkr * j:l ..... 
456 Cox .p" -- crosus. .... 
<(I 457 - Collisi. Bmzie1· ..0 
158 -- Curayoro. II � 
"0 459 -- Diemenensis. Cox s:l 
«� 
460 -- direlicta. " � 
0 461 -- d:ispar. B1·azie1• � Q) 462 -- nu Cani. Cox 0 
463 -- Dyeri. Pette1-<l � H 464 -- Fordei. B1·azie1· .s 465 -- Furneauxeusis. Pettr:rd ..., � 466 -- Gunni. Bnbzie?· <(I rt;j 
467 -- Garlensis. Bf!,(tdome . .  , j:l ;:; 
468 -- Hamiltoni. Cox . .  � 
469 -- Hobarti. II � 0 
470 - Halli. � II Q) 
471 -- Henryana. Pettm·d . . .  s... ce 
472 -- Hookcriana. R. M. Johnston . . .  rt;j � 473 -- jungermanuioo. Pettm·d 4>" 
474 -- Kingi. B1·azie1· s;l. 0 S... 475 -- Kershawi. Pette1·d ;:; . .. r;il 476 -- lampra. (Pfr. ) s 477 -- Launcestonensis. Reeve 0 .;:: 478 -- Legrandi. Oox rg 479 -- la.mproides. 0 II ::s 
480 -- Luckmaui. B1·azie1· . . .  rt;j 2 481 -- limula. Oox ..., .s 482 -- Langleyana. Brazim· � 483 -· Lottah. Pettcrd Q) ..0 
484 -- Morti. Cox f 22, 35, iO Cl> 
485 -- mimosa. Pettcrd � ..Q 
486 -- marchianoo. Cox as 
487 -- M'Donaldi. ..!:d " ... � 488 -- Mathinna. Peteerd s 
489 -- Nelsonensis. Brazie1· 0 llO 
490 - Offi.ceri. Oox tl2 OJ ..... 
491 0 - Otwayensis. Pette?·d Q) � 492 -- parvissima. Cox OJ 493 -- positura. Q) " ;.., 
494 - plexus o:S II Cl> 495 - Petterdi. B1·az·ie1· ...s:l 8 496 -- pictilis. Tate :it 
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497 Helix pulchella. M·uelle1· * 
498 -- questiosa. C'ox 
499 -- ruga 11 
500 -- rotella. Brazi&�· 
501 -- Roblini. Pettffrd 
502 -- Sinelairi. (Pfr.) 
503 -- subangulata. (Prf.) . . .  
504 -- sitieus. Cox 
505 -- Stephcnsi. Cox 
506 -- subrugo�:�a. Braz·ie1· . . •  
507 -- Spiceri. Petterrd 
508 -- Stanleyensis. " 
609 - Sav6si. 11 
510 -- Tasmaniro. Cox 
511 -- trauquilla. " 
512 - Trucanini. Pette1·d 
513 -- trajectura. Cox 
I 514 - Tamarensis. Pette1·d 
515 -- vitrinaformis. Cox 0 0 0 
516 -- Wynyardensis. Petterd 
517 -- Weldii. 1'.- Woods . 0 .  
517a -- aspersa.. " * J 
518 -- Brunonia. Ro M. Johnston 
519 Bulimus Du£resni. Leach 0 0 0  
520 -- Tasmanicus. Pfei.Oc?' 
(lx.) Family PurmlE. (sp. 1.) 
521 Pupa Liocolnensis. Angas . . .  
(Jxi.) Family LIMACIDlB. (f:ip, 1. )  
622 Limax Legra.ncli. Tate 
(l.xii.) F:1mily A.RIONID.IE. (f:ip. 1 . )  
523 Cystopclta rettercli. Tate . . .  
(lxiii.) Family SuoOINEID.llll. ( sp. 4.) 
524 Succine(l. Legrandi. Cox . . .  
525 Australis. Pfe�O'e1· 
(lxiv.) Family AuruouLID.LJ•:. (sp. 4.) 
5(} 
22, 36, 40 




22, 35, 4() 
22, �5, 40· 
526 Cassiduln. ?:onata. Ii. and A . .AdanM. Au-r-icula Dye1•anct, 
'1.'.-Woods, 27 ... . . .  . . .  ... . . .  32 
527 Alexia Harrusoni. Beildorne 41) 
528 Marinula pellucida. Coope1·. . .  27 
52� Ophicardelus cornea. Swainson. Au1·icula .Aust1·alis. 
Martyn 27 
BY R. M. JOHNSTON, F.L.S. 
(lxv.) Family LIMNMID.IE, (sp. 27.) 
530 Limnron. Sub-aqua.tilis. Tate. Vo.r. a neglecta 





-- lutosa. 11  
--- stagnalis 11 (Introduced) 
Amphipeplen. Lftuncestonensis. T.- Woods 
11  � (Var. Papy1·acca) Tate . . .  
537 aperta 11  








536 Pbysa Van Diemeuensis. Sow. l 539 Huonensis. T.-Woods 
I Possibly var. or P. nitida. 540 Bruniensis. 11  28, 33, 45, 58 

















Tasmanica ? T.- JiVoods Possibly a var. of P. nitida 
Leg1•andi ? T.- JiVoocl.s. Possibly a va.r. of P. nitida 
--- Atki . n M. T 7 t P. TasnUt1'11tCU8, T.-Woods 
Planorbis meridionalis. Brc��ie?' } . 









--- Scottiana. " 
--- Aust1·alianus. Martens. Probably identical 
with P. me1·id·ionalis. 
Ancylus Cumingianus. Bo�wg. 
hvince � Petterd. Pro!Jably large variety of the 
variable A. Oumvngianus . . .  
-- Tasmanicus. T. ·Woods 
Gundlachia Pctterdi. R. M. Johnston 
Beddomei 1 Petterd. Probably a variety of 
G. Pette�·di . . .  
{lxvi.) Family A.MriiiBOLID.IE. ( sp. 3.) 
Amphibola (Ampullarina) ft·agilis. Quoy 
--- " Quoyano.. Desh. 
-- " minuta. T.· Woods . . . 
(lxvii.) Family SIPHONARIID.llll. (sp. 3.) 
560 Siphonarin. Diemenensis. Qltoy 
561 denticulata. Quoy and Gaim 
562 -� 7-onata. T. · Woods 
CLASS SC.APHOPOD.A. 
(lxviii.) Family DENTA.LIIDllil. (sp. 2.) 
563 Dentalium TRsmaniensis. 
564 · W eldiana. 
T.-Woods 
II 
28, 33, 58 
57, 58 
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Cr ..ASs PELECYPODA. 
(SINUP ALI,IAT.A.) 
(lxix.) Family GaSTROCII.E>:NID.LE. (sp. 2. ) 
565 AspergillLtm (IIumphreya) Strangei 
566 Gastroch<em� Tasmnnica. 1�- Woods . . .  
(lxx.) Family Tgn:nnmJR. (ap. 1.) 
567 Teredo navalis. Gm,y 




568 Barnea Am�traln,,'lim. Gmy 27 
(Jxxii. ) l1'amily SOLENID1'E. (sp. 1.) 
569 Solen yaginoides. Lam. 
(lxxiii.) Family SAXJCA VIDlE. ( sp. 2.) 
570 Sa.xicaYa A \lSLralis. Lam, . . . . 
571 Panoproa Austntlis. Sow .. . 
(lxxiv.) Family CounuUDJE. (sp. 3.) 
572 Corbnla Zelandica ? Qtwy. (Donbtf11l.) 'l'. -Woods 
573 -- eryth:rodon. Lam. 1 1  " 
574 Ner::cn. 'r:tsmanica. T,· Wood.� 







57 5 Auatiua anserifera. Spengle?· 27 
076 -- creccina. Vctlcnce 27 
577 -- Tasmanica. Ree1;e . . . 27 
678 - .A.ngasi. C1·o.�se 27 
579 Myodora brevis. St'l.dchbttry 27 
580 O'IJata ? Reeve. ( Doubtful if itlP.ntin:tl with 
BetWes' speciea. (T. · W ootls) 27 
581 pandoriformis. St�ttchbnry 27 
582 --- Tasmanica. T.-·woods 27 
583 albirla. 11  27 
G84 Myochama anomioides. Sttttcli,bu?·y . . . 27 
585 (sp. indcL) 27 
(lx.xvi.) Fo.mily I'tfAO'rRIDJE:. (sp. 4.) 
586 Mactra rufescens. Letm. 
587 pura. Dcsh((,yes 
588 --. . cret::tcea. Aogas 





.B't R. M. JOHNSTON, J•'.L.S. t47 
(Luvii.) Family PAPHILD,g, (sp. 5.) 
590 Paphia (Ann.pa) triquetnnu. Hantey 27 
5!Jl II Tasmanica. T.- 1Yoods. ros�ibly a. vn.riety 
of P. triquet1·1�1n . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
592 -- (Dona.cilla) elongata. DC$hayes 27 
503 --- (Mesodesma) eryciua. Lam. 27 
594. " precresin. Deslwyes 27 
595 --- , Diemenensis. Quoy and Oaim 44 
(lxxviii.) :b.,amily S gi\1 Jllf.TDAJ:. (sp. 3.) 
596 Semele dccorn.. A. Adams . .  . 
597 --- exigua. H. Aclc�tms . .  . 
51)8 --- \Varburtoni. T. ·Woods 
(lx.xix.)  
G99 Telliua tleltoidalis. 
600 - -- albiuella. 














--- umbonella 11  
-- cliemenensis. Deshayes 
- - Tris�is. 11  
--- {Arcopagia) decussata. 
-- Mat'.iro. T.· Woods .. . 
Gal'i compta. JJesTtayes 
-- zonalis. Eam. 
- Atkinsoui. Bntzie1· 
HiatuL1. cpk1ermia. Desluxyes 
--- vitrca. " 
(lxx.x.) .l!'n.mily VENEIUDilll. (Sp. 20.) 
612 Venus 
613 
(Chione) Humphreyi. Dono?Jctn 











u lamellata. 11 V. Scala1•ina . . .  
11  S�utchbul'yi. Gray 
" 1·oborata.. Hanley . . .  
" gallinula. La·tn. 
" Maclea.yana. T.- Woods 
11 s�ria�issima. So'UJ. . . . 










Cytherea (Callista) Diemenensi-s. Hanley 
627 
628 
,, l)lanatella. CTWJ11'/,?"&itz 'I 
11 coodicla � Deshaycs. 
II 
II 
(T. -Woot'L5) . .  . 
<lisrupta. Sow. .. . 
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629 Cytherea (Callista) rutila ? Deshayes. Doubtful 
(T.-Woods) . . . 27 
630 " Victori:n. T.- Woods 27 
631 -- (Gouldia.) Petterdi. " 27 
632 Dosinia grata. .Desltayes . . . 27 
633 - japonicct-? Reeve. Doubtful. (T.-Woods.) 27 
634 -- co?·yne. A. Adams 27 
635 -- crocea. Deshayes . . . 27 
636 - immaculata. T.- Woods '1..7 
637 Tapes undula.ta. Bom. Rare. 27 
INTEGRIPALLIATA. 
(lxxxi.) Family CYRENlD.tE. (sp. 4.) 
638 Corbic1.tla B�· unnect ? Prime. Doubtful 
639 Pisidium Tasmanicum. T.- JiVoods . . .  
640 ---- Dulvertonensis. 11 
641 Sph�rium (Cyclas) Tasmanica.. T.-fVoods 





642 Rupella.ria Diemenensis. Q�wy and Gai?n 27 
643 b1·evis ? 11  Doubtful. 27 
644 reticulata. T.- Woods 27 
645 --- crena.ta. Lam. . . . 27 
646 --- sub·decussata. Desl�ayes . . . 27 
647 -- - carditoides. Lam. 27 
(b:xxiii.) Family CARDIID1El. (sp. 4.) 
648 Cardium tenuicostatum. Lam,. 27 
649 -- pulchellum. Reeve 27 
650 papy?-rzceum ? Chem.nitz. Probably val'. of 
C. tenuicostat1.tm... 27 
651 - cygnorum. Deshayes 27 
(lxxxiv.) Family CHAMIDA!l. (sp. 1.) 
652 Chama (sp. indet) . . .  
(lxxxv.) Family LUCINID£. (sp. 4..) 
653 Lucina (Cyolas) divaricata. Lvnne . . .  
654 11  minima. T.- Woods . . .  
655 11  pecten. Lam. 
656 Loripes icterica Reeve 






657 Mysia Taamanica. T.·Woods. Diplodontc�. T.-Woods 27 
BY R. 1\I. JOIINSTON, F.L.S. 
(lxxx.vii. ) Family ERYOTNID1K (sp. 4.) 
658 Lasc.ca (Poronia � auslrn.lis. Sow 
659 -- " � scalaTis. Phil. 
660 Kcllia Atkinsoni. '1.'. - Woods 
661 -- (Pythina) Ta.smanica, 1'.· Wood8 
(lx:xxvii.i.) .Family CRASS.A.TELLID.tE. (sp. 3.) 
662 CrassaLella Kiugioola .. !:am. 
663 n.ttrora .. Ad. cmd Au[jets . . .  
664 Bauk:-.ii. II 
(lxxxix.) l!'u.mily AsTA.J.t'rlDJE. (&p. 6.) 
665 Carcli ta Raou U. A1t_qc�s 
666 Quoyi. Deshayes . . .  
667 -- Gunni. II  
668 amabilis. II  
669 Mytilica.rdia Tasmanica. 1'.-'Woods . . .  
670 ---- excavata. Des hayes 
IIOMO:niYARIA. 
(xc.) Family UNIONID.IE. (sp. 1 . )  
671 Unio llfm·elm?Jicus? Reeve. Very vm·iable in form, 
probably one of the many varieties of U. A 1�&raUs 
(xci.) Fnmily TR.raoNIID.IE. (sp. 1.) 
672 Tregonia Margaritacea.. Lcvm. 
(xcii.) Family NUCU"LID.<lil. (sp. 4.) 
673 Nuoula Gra.yi. D'Or·b. 
67 4 -- minu La. T.- TVoocls 
6 7 5 Led a crass a.. Hinds 










(xcili.) Family .A.Rc'!DlE. (sp. 9.) 
Area trapezia. Desh. 
- fasciata. Reeve 
-- semitoTta. Lam. 
-pistachia u 
-- SIJ�tcmwsa , 
Pectuuculus radians u 
--- obliquus. Reeve � 
---..,
_ .flabellatus. T .• 1Voocls. P. m·bic,ulm·is . . .  
Angas ? 
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HETERO�TYARIA. 
(xciv.) Family M:YTTLID..E. {ap. 10.) 
686 My til us latus. La ;n. 27 
687 -- Tasmanicus. T. -TVoocls. Doubtfully distinct 
from lasL 27 
688 -- Dunked. Reeve .. . 27 
689 rostratus. Dw�kc1· 27 
690 - hir-sutus. Lam. . . . 27 
O!H -- cra.ssus. T,. Woods 27 
GD2 Modinla Australis. Gr·ay. Doubtfully clistiuct from llf. 
tulipct. (T. -W.) 27 
6!)3 -- albicosta.ta. Lam. . . . 27 
694 - arboresccns. Ohemnitz 27 
695 Modiolaria Cumingiana. Dwd.;e,· 27 
(xcv.) Family Avwur .. roiE. (t�p. 4.) 
696 A vicula. pulchclla. Reeve . . .  
697 -- (Melea.grina) alba. Lam. 
698 Crena.tula. 'lrwdiolads. Lam. 
699 Vul<;ella. Ta.'>manica.. Roove . .  
(xcvi.) Family P1NNID1f:. (1:1p. 1.) 
700 Pinna Tasmanica. T.-·woods 
MONO MY ARIA. 
(.Kcvii.) Famil y  S!'ONDYl.TDJhl. (sp. 1 . )  
701 Sponclylus tenellus. Reeve 
(xcviii.) Family PEC .. 'TINID..:E . (sp. 5.) 








703 asperrimus. Lam. 27 
704 bin·ons. , . . .  27 
705 -- Atkinos. Pette)·d. Allied Lo P. aspclrimus 53 
706 -- Marice. T.-1Voods . .  27 
{xcix. ) Family LDIID.1F:. (sp. 2.) 
707 Limo. (Raclula ?) lima. Linne 27 
708 " bullata. Bo'm 27 
(c.) Family ANOM UD.il,:. (Hp. 1 . )  
709 Placunanomia Zealct1ldic'" ? Oray. Doubtful. 27 
..... 
TAJ3UJ:....A.:a. SYN"OPSIS OF OL.ASSES, O:R:OEES, .A.N:O S"O :S-OR:OERS. 
ct.,.,, ... / >i•b cln-� I Utad. OopbalopoJa .•• ••• •.. � ••• 
II. £'t.e:w1101:la ••• ... .\Ions or 111111 di.-.linct... 
Ul Ga;•tc.'l'f)�a : 
I 
Dl.alioet ... ••· ... 
Often m�ive, eudi'IM'() in .tl:u·k-like m�ntle ... 
8nait-1ih 
�t.ranchil\ta.. Opt-tiW)bn,uchiata. Pulmf>ttaiiL 
IV. Sc:a1'hopoda •.. .. Rudimtnt.aty V, l't!l«nJOda ... Nttne ••• • •• 
\'1. Brac:b.iopodn ... S one ••• • •• 
Wt1rtn lik�: ... ... 
•• 1-�n.clf)oo(ljl in u n•ontlo ... 
_ eoil«l ciliated worm. 
like I'"AA ••• 





(\' . ... 
' j 
VL { 
CLAS�ES �:r-.'T.J HUB·Gl..AS:;-;1•:::-<. 
I .tltltdlt '""'�A ,d �itA 
} �1<1 or padurwul•u•·· ·r�·o boroy bollka­
N•on�� ... •• ..• ... I..Jul(�l�l llrtnl lu� ... 
btAlkoct ., -·1• ..• I " " ... �nnf! ..• ... ... .,. 't'lau�d-liltt> tcniMI• N'ol'lo or ru,dinltllt.ar)'.,, �·c·nr lltllby ltrult:IK 
} None ... •• l.c•na fl4.mwtJii .•• 
lllnmo--lik."'ttills 
Un.nchill· l'.xh.·�� o•· u•h n\W 
Oilt. or l•nu�elu.:� ... •.. • .. 
Hl'!lncbi:�.• {!) •• 
Gille 0111)' " ... 
�t�antJ•• lo� no 1Jr"n4.·him 
Tcnl.a<'ubr IU11\� ••• ••• 
1\., o ltlh•ral Ill\\ irttmina IIi....._-. ••. <.:rt�{Yng foo.t. vr dlac 
.. " " ... ... A rnc)t W1H II not a.lropllit-�1 ... 




lnlentn.l. utern!\1, or fth-.mt.. 
.lJO!Itly nui'"al\'t•, �11iral, or oonkal 
t\�l htn;eL'lL tube. 
Bivahe witb perfC�mtod boa.k. 
Ta--1•1.1. ·'"'uu/ofll .AiJf)� •Jt-·11 






I t. . 
� 
. 
�·•l•uun• l'"'·l'�I/4 '--;;,U � 




ntl I l,.ll! lJI o1U¥fl'rl/lil foJttoiA .  N/ 
f,lff\!ot 
.>/,,,,, .. ,,,, 
2. 1  





�/, -� ''''-'' .. ,Oin'u 
ttlirllfil 
fT 1 • • ,;•Hnr.u11 
·'''/'/"'" ,.�,,,,, 
ll•Jf(ut• 
/itA. I 'fJ,,,,, 
/:') 
lkt .iJal,um tlrphtHrhturm 
BY R. 11{. JOHNSTON, F.L.S. 151 
(ci.) Family 0sTREID11il. (sp. 4.) 
710 Ost1·ea eduUs � Linne 27 
711 -- mordu.x. G01dd 27 
712 -- rutupina. Jeff 27 
713 -- Angasi. Sow. 27 
MOLLUSCOIDA. 
CLASS BRACHIOPODA. 
(cii.) Family TEREBRA.TULIDlEJ. (sp. 3.) 
714 \Valdheimia fb.vescens. Larn. 27 
7J5 KrauRRia. Lamarckiann.. Davidson 27 
716 -- Atkinsoni. T.- Woods 27 
CORRIGENDA. 
Page 7 FOR Polecyvoon READ Pe]ecypocln.. 
I I  :38 I I  Trochoco0hlea 1 1  Tl'ochoch] en.. 
I I  4R I I  Pam&t II Barn eA.. 
I I  74 II Arosn1pinx I I  U rosal pinx. 
I I  76 I I  Ancillari I I Ancillaritt. 
" II I I  Aesop us II 1E::>opu.s. 
I I  77 I I  Cancellari I I Cancellaria. 
I I  I I  I I  Cythara I I  Cibhara. 
II 78 II Cassmaria I I  Oasmaria. 
II 79 1 1  Cirostrema I I  Cirsotrema. 
